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Abstract

Current research directions in semantic peer-to-peer (SP2P) networks are evolving to
combine two complementary technologies: peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and formally-
structured information (ontology). SP2P systems represent the next step in the evo-
lution of P2P networks because SP2P systems incorporate several additional features
not present in P2P networks. Ontologies are advantageous in P2P networks because
they provide the possibility for improving search and content retrieval. The current
SP2P research efforts have generated many and diverse realizations and architectures.
This diversity in implementation and architecture in turn has led to an ambiguity and
incompatibility in defining domain abstracts and concepts. Progress in this area is
hampered by a lack of commonality between these approaches, which makes their
comparison and translation into practical implementations difficult. In this study,
we describe a reference model for SP2P systems in an effort to model the emerging
decentralized computing paradigm in a generic and high level abstraction. An SP2P
simulation framework based on the reference model has been built. The framework

is generic which enables instantiating different existing SP2P systems. A particular
system can be considered an instance of the framework. This facilitates examining
the effect of architecture changes, i.e., introducing different component implementa-
tions, on the behavior of the existing system. Further, the framework enables testing
newly developed solutions to existing problems in SP2P systems. Simulation models
are derived from the framework for studying the lack of fault-tolerance in the current
SP2P systems. Two novel solutions are developed for reliability problem in the SP2P
systems, and the effect of the developed solution on existing SP2P system behaviors
are studied.
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ad Answer determination
ae Answer evaluation
aj Autonomous joining
ap Answer precision
ar Answer recall
as Answer selection
av Answer arrival
ch Cycle handling
cq Compose queries
d Network degree
dm Data model
/ Peer profile
fs Query forwarding strategy
g Number of groups
i Data instance
id Peer identification
I Query language
Im link (connection) management
Ip Length of mapping path
m Mapping
mc Mapping correctness
md Meta-data
me Mapping expressiveness
mi Mapping implementation
mm Mapping maintenance
mw Mapping owner
? Peer's neighbors
Oj Partial ontology
? Peer
pai Partial answer integration
pq Place queries
pv Peer Discovery
q Query
qa Query Answerer
qd Query determination
qf Query Formulator
r Resource
rt Router
sc Select concepts
sim Similarity function
sn Semantic Neighborhood
t Time
tp Routing termination policy
w Peer weight (Level of trust)
Zj Index i

Cp
Cr
GQA

Int
IRSP2P
JXTA
K
MC
MVQA

Nu
N
O(L)

OWL
P2P
Pn
P
Pr
Re
Re
RDF

RSP2P
S
SP2P
SP2P : sim

SPRQL
SQL
Tr
Ts
TRQA

TTL
WordNet
XML
Xquery
?
?
C

_L
*

Concept property
Concept relationship
Generous Query Answer
Algorithm
Intermittent fault
Irreducible SP2P system
P2P networking protocol
Coverage
Message complexity
Majority Voting Query
Answer Algorithm
Neutral
Network size
Order of L,
L is number of network links
Ontology Web Language
Peer-to-Peer network
Punish
Less sever punish than Pn
Permanent fault
Reward
Partially reward
Resource Description
Framework
Reducible SP2P system
Set
Semantic P2P systems
Semantic peer-to-peer
simulation framework
Query language for RDF
Structured Query Language
Transient fault
Entire system operation time
Time Redundancy
Query Answerer Algorithm
Time-To-Live
Open source online thesaurus
Extensible Markup Language
XML Query language
Ontology
Hyponymyous
Hypernym
Synonymous
Not related
Related

Table 1: List of symbols and abbreviations



A peer Represents an active object or an entity in the network
Autonomous joining A process in which a peer autonomously select which

other peers it is going to connect with
Mapping The semantic relationship between concepts from inde-

pendent information sources (ontologies)
Network degree The constrain on the number of relations a peer could

make
Peer discovery Process or protocol in which peers discover their ac-

quaintance(peers with similar profile)
The reference peer possesses to other peers in the net-
work

Peer neighbors

Peer profile The description of peer's domain knowledge, the infor-
mation content offered by a peer, description of peer's
schema, or expertise and services a peer provide com-
prise peer's profile

Semantic neighborhood Connected peers with compatible information resources
comprise semantic neighborhood

Similarity function A function to measure the strength of the relation, the
semantic affinity, between any two profiles

Synonymous relation (=) The relation cl ? c2 means that the two concepts are
synonyms. In other words, cl and c2 are different con-
cepts with similar or identical meanings and are inter-
changeable.

Hyponymyous relation (z) The relation cl Zl c2, means that the cl have a hy-
ponymyous relationship with c2, i.e. c2 is more generic
or broad than cl

Hypernym relation (z) The relation clz c2 means cl is hypernym of c2. That
is, cl is more generic or broad than c2

Related relation (*) Any other relations between concepts other than those
described above can be captured by the * relation.

Not related relation (_L) The relation _L means that two concepts have no seman-
tic relation with each other.

A1 Waiting time before detecting transient fault
Afe Waiting time after detecting transient fault, k >2
u % of network peers updating their ontology

Table 2: Definitions of some of the SP2P model concepts and the Simulation param-
eters
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem definition

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a scalable and effective paradigm for building distributed sys-
tems. P2P systems are inherently scalable since bottlenecks caused by central servers
are substantially avoided. P2P systems also enable effective sharing of resources
through direct exchanges between participants in the system. As a result, P2P sys-
tems become very popular and efficient way for sharing content or resources among
distributed peers. The decentralization of control, the autonomy and the dynamicity
of peers, and the effective sharing of resources are among the features which makes
P2P networking attractive for large-scale distributed systems and applications. How-
ever, data and resource descriptions held by peers in a P2P networks lack explicit
semantic.

Current attempts to solve problems pertaining to the lack of data semantic have
focused on explicating the meaning of the information content, i.e. semantics aug-
mentation. The backbone for semantics augmentation is ontology, which is concerned
with defining a common conceptualization of the domain of interest plus a commit-
ment of the involved parties to the conceptualization [43]. Using ontology for modeling
information resources or resource descriptions, concepts are defined in terms of their
properties and relations to other concepts; concept definitions provided elsewhere on
the Web or foreign peer repositories are reused using metadata, and new facts are
inferred using the existing ones [44].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

In order to harness the power of P2P networks, research directions in P2P computing
are evolving to combine two complementary technologies: P2P networks and ontolo-
gies. Prom this combining emerges Semantic Peer-to-Peer systems (SP2P). SP2P
systems represent the next step in the evolution of P2P networks as they incorpo-
rate several additional features that are not present in P2P networks. These include
formally-structured information (ontology), local mapping, and semantic based rout-
ing.

In SP2P systems resources are stored in numerous peers to be queried for [83]. Query
execution process in SP2P networks is comprised of several steps [3, 48, 49]. Peers
join a network after finding the first peer with compatible knowledge representation.
That is, peers establish mappings to semantically related peers. Subsequently, peers
submit queries to their neighboring peers using concepts in their own personalized
local ontologies. Upon receiving a query, each peer starts processing the query locally.
If the concepts used to formulate the query are compatible with concepts in its local
ontology, it sends back query results to the querying peer (query initiator). Other-
wise, it routes the query to other peers for which they have a direct mapping, after
invoking the mapping component. Query forwarding will continue, until either: i. the
query reaches the query initiator1, ii. the query exceeds a specified number of query
forwards ("hops") or iii. the time to live for the query message expires. The querying
peer collects all answers returned and evaluates them for the correctness. The query
initiator updates its confidence level in the directly connected neighbours in the ca-
pabilities to provide correct query answers. The query initiator can also inform the
neighbouring peers about the query result. Thus, the entire query forwarding paths
will be informed of the result of a un/successful query through propagating query
result along these paths.

Ontologies are advantageous in SP2P networks because they provide the possibil-
ity for improving search and content retrieval. While most successful P2P networks
are used for exchanging music and streaming files, e.g., BitTorrent2, eMule3, and
KaZaA4, SP2P networks will open up new possibilities beyond file-sharing and stream-
ing. SP2P networks can enable richer and more useful descriptions of peers, services,

lrThe query must stop here, otherwise an infinite forwarding loop would be possible.
2http://www.bittorrent.com/
3http://www.emule-project.net/
4http://www.kazaa.com/



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

and shared artifacts. This will facilitate new ways of sharing knowledge, data man-
agement, and collaborative working within academic communities, research labs, uni-
versities, various emergency service departments, hospitals, and pharmacies [3, 57].
Current research efforts on SP2P systems have generated many diverse realizations
and architectures. This diversity has, in turn, led to ambiguity and incompatibility
in defining domain abstracts and concepts and, as such, has hampered progress in
this area. For instance, system comparisons as well as their translation into prac-
tical implementation have been hindered. This diversity of SP2P implementations
results from the variety of backgrounds (e.g., knowledge and database management,
information retrieval, and P2P) of the different researchers and the still nascent state
of the field. It is in such a context that this study endeavours to build a reference
model for SP2P systems in an effort to model the emerging decentralized computing
paradigm in a generic and high level abstraction.

Various definitions for the reference model and its specification are available in the
literature, see [35, 36] for some of these definitions and requirements. The SP2P refer-
ence model developed in this study meets the essential requirements of the reference
modeling, i.e., the model represents SP2P's class domain - a conceptual framework
for understanding significant constructs of the SP2P systems and the relationship
between them. It captures the characteristics common of many SP2P systems and
provides normalized description of key concepts of these systems.

In order to obtain key constructs of the reference model, the primary focus was the
identification of prominent or distinctive features of existing SP2P systems. The
features are user-visible aspects or characteristics of prominent SP2P systems and
other related work. They define both common aspects of the SP2P systems as well
as the differences between them. The applied method is known as a Feature-Oriented
Domain Analysis(FODA)[56].

The model leads to an establishment of common terminologies for the domain. Which,
enables a better understanding and communication among members of the community
- both important for the advancement of the current SP2P systems. The model also
provide guidelines for comparison among individual systems. Individual systems could
be compared with each other in terms of their compliance with the generic model,
and their implementation of the generic features.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

An SP2P simulation framework (SP2P:sim) will be derived from the reference model.
The SP2P:sim framework captures the essential characteristics of existing SP2P sys-
tems such that a particular system (e.g. Chatty Web [3], Piazza [49], P2PSLN [48],
KEx [16]) can be considered an instance of the reference model.
SP2P simulation models based on the SP2P:sim framework will be built. The models
allow for the simulation of key parameters of different types of existing architectures.
Hence, they can be used for studying various aspects of the current SP2P systems.
For example, examining different adaptive query routing approaches, mapping meth-
ods, answer evaluation strategies, semantic neighbourhood building. In this study,
the simulation will be used to study the lack of fault-tolerance capability in SP2P
systems and its implications on the network connectivity of these systems. The lack
of fault-tolerance capability of the SP2P systems is selected for detailed study because
research has underlined the significance of fault occurrence, specifically semantic map-
ping faults, and the need to address them [24, 29, 33, 66, 73, 117, 119].
In the context of this study a fault is an incorrect semantic mapping, or the failure to
map between concepts from different ontologies. A fault occurs when i. a concept in
one ontology is mapped onto a semantically unrelated concept in a different ontology,
or ii. a concept in one ontology cannot be mapped onto an existing semantically
related concept in another ontology. The formal definition of fault is provided in
Chapter 5.

The effect of semantic mapping faults could be minimized by distinguishing perma-
nent from non-permanent semantic mapping faults, i.e. one need not treat transient
faults as permanent ones. Distinguishing between different types of fault is important
because non-permanent faults - both transient and intermittent ( see Chapter 5 for
definition of these terms) - do occur in open environments such as P2P networks.
For example, ontology changes or evolution, static mapping, unavailability of data
sources, and peer misbehavior are among the sources that (individually or jointly)
generate non-permanent faults. The prevalence of such sources leads one to believe
that transient fault occurrences are common. Moreover, it is important to emphasize
that the occurrence and/or frequency of occurrence of such faults are not the only
concern: one needs to also consider the impact of such faults as a single failure could
be catastrophic.
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Two novel solutions, Generous Query answerer Algorithm (GQA) and Time Redun-
dancy Query answer Algorithm (TRQA), are developed for the lack of fault-tolerant
problem in the SP2P systems. The effect of the solution on three SP2P systems:
Chatty Web, Piazza and P2PSLN systems are simulated along with studying the
effect of the solutions on the systems that are only possible to be built using our
simulation framework.

In summary, the diversity of existing SP2P systems and their lack of compatibility
are hindering progress in this area especially because it makes system comparison
and translation into practical implementations difficult. A reference model and a
reference model based simulation framework allow for the derivation of a variety of
SP2P system. This enables a comparative study of a number of aspects of these
systems along with studying the effect of introducing architecture changes on the
existing SP2P systems. Hence, the significance and the need for an SP2P reference
model and an SP2P simulation framework. The approach is validated by deriving
simulation models from the simulation framework and using the derived models for
exploring a specific problem, namely lack of fault-tolerance in SP2P systems. Two
novel solutions are developed for reliability problem in the SP2P systems, and the
effect of the developed solution on existing SP2P system behaviours are studied.

1.2 Objectives of the research

This research aims to build a reference model for SP2P systems. An SP2P simula-
tion framework (SP2P:sim) derived from the reference model captures the essential
characteristics of large numbers of existing SP2P systems. Simulation models devel-
oped based on the SP2P:sim framework allow for the simulation of key parameters of
different types of existing systems. The simulation models will be used for studying
the impact of our developed fault-tolerant algorithms on the existing SP2P systems.

More precise description of the objectives of this study is as follow:

Objective 1 Build a generic SP2P reference model and a simulation framework
based on this model to reproduce features of existing SP2P systems
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Objective 2 Use generic SP2P reference model and simulation framework to exam-
ine the impact of architectural changes to existing SP2P systems

Objective 3 Derive simulation models from the SP2P:sim framework to test devel-
oped solutions for the lack of fault-tolerance capability on the reliability improvement
of different existing SP2P systems.

1.3 Research contributions

The contributions of this study are the following:

(i) Developing a reference model for the SP2P systems. The model leads to the es-
tablishment of common terminologies for the domain. In doing so, this leads to a
better understanding and communication among members of the research com-
munity which are important for the advancement of the current SP2P systems.
The model also provide guidelines for comparison among individual systems. In-
dividual systems can be compared with each other in terms of their compliance
with the generic model and their implementation of the generic features.

(ii) Building an SP2P simulation framework (SP2P:sim) based on the reference
model. The SP2P:sim captures the essential characteristics of existing SP2P
systems. It can be used for studying various aspects of the SP2P systems,
for example, examining different adaptive query routing approaches, mapping
methods, answer evaluation strategies, and semantic neighbourhood building.

(iii) Developing a preliminary solution for the lack of fault-tolerance problem in the
SP2P systems. The solutions includes: 1) an analysis of the casual relation-
ship between fault-types and fault-causes, and the description of the situation
and circumstances under which different types of faults, transient, intermit-
tent, and permanent, could arise; 2) developing two fault-tolerant query answer
algorithms, namely Generous Query Answer algorithm (GQA) and Time Re-
dundancy Query Answer (TRQA) algorithm. The algorithms detect permanent
mapping faults and tolerate the transient ones.

(iv) Deriving simulation models from the SP2P:sim framework for studying different
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aspects of existing SP2P systems. SP2P simulation results, obtained from run-
ning the simulation with developed algorithms, provide SP2P system designers
with useful information about SP2P systems' behaviors, and the relationship
between systems' behaviors and the underlying system parameters.

(v) Opening up new avenues of research on permanent and non-permanent semantic
mapping faults in SP2P systems and in other related research areas including,
emergent semantics [3, 2, 60, 102], semantic negotiation [39], and semantic web
services [108].

This study also resulted in a number of publications, and they are:

Journal papers

Parts of chapter 3 will appear in Springer Journal on Data Semantics:

[1] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss, and N. Santoro. Reference Model for Semantic
Peer-to-Peer Networks. In Springer Journal on Data Semantics, JODS XV (Accepted
in April, 2010).

Parts of section 5.5.2 are published in:

[2] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss, and N. Santoro. From P2P to reliable semantic
P2P systems. In Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications Journal, Springer, 2010
(published online, January 2010).

Book chapter

Parts of chapter 2, and sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.3 are published in:

[3] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss, and N. Santoro. Fault-Tolerant Emergent Se-
mantics in P2P Networks. In Cardoso, J., and Lytras, M. (eds.), Semantic Web
Engineering in the Knowledge Society, pages 161-187, IGI Global, 2008.

Conference and workshop publications

Parts of chapter 3 is published in:

[4] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss, and N. Santoro. A Reference Model for Semantic
Peer-to-Peer Networks. In Proceedings of 4th International MCETECH Conference
on e-Technologies, LNBIP, pages 313-394, 2009.
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Parts of chapter 4 and section 5.5.2 are published in:

[5] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis. Reliable Peer-to-Peer Semantic Knowledge Sharing Sys-
tem. In proceedings of 3rd International Workshop on Reliability in Decentralized
Distributed Systems (RDDS), pages 894-903, 2008.

Parts of sections 5.3.2 and 5.5.3 are published in:

[6] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis. Fault-tolerant Semantic Mappings Among Heterogeneous
and Distributed Local Ontologies. In Proceedings of 2nd International workshop on
Ontologies and Information Systems for the Semantic Web (ONISW), pages 31-38,
2008.

Parts of chapter 2 and sections 5.3 and 5.3.2 are published in:

[7] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss and N. Santoro. Fault Classification in P2P
Semantic Mapping. In Proceedings of Workshop on Semantic Web for Collaborative
Knowledge Acquisition (SWeCKa) at Intl. Conf on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI),
2007.

Parts of chapter 1 are published in:

[8] A.-R. Mawlood-Yunis, M. Weiss and N. Santoro. Issues for Robust Consensus
Building in P2P Networks. In Proceedings of International Workshop on Ontology
Content and Evaluation in Enterprise (OnToContent), pages 1020-1028, 2006.

1.4 Research methodology

In this section, we describe the research methodology followed in this study. The study
involved three key tasks: 1. reference model development, 2. simulation framework
building, and 3. simulation model creation for validating the applied approach. The
methodology steps are depicted in Figure 1.1, each box represents an activity in the
methodology and the arrows show the sequence of the activities.

Reference model development

The study started with a thorough review of relevant works on SP2P networking,
semantic mapping, semantic mapping faults, and SP2P simulations and modeling.
The literature review revealed that there are different SP2P systems and types (e.g.
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Validating the
applied approach

1 . Simulation model creation

2. Use simulation models for studying
a specific problem (fault-tolerance)

Figure 1.1: Research methodology activities

Piazza, Chatty Web, KEx, Somewhere, hyperion, peerDB, coDb, Esteem). These
systems are incompatible with each other, employ different architectures, and were
developed by professionals from different backgrounds (for details see Chapter 2).
The review provided us with necessary information to start developing a reference
model for SP2P systems. We obtained key constructs of the reference model from
comparative analysis of existing SP2P systems. We studied the features of existing
SP2P systems and identified the commonalities among them to create a construct
for the reference model. Similar approach is applied in [61] for building a reference
model for service oriented architecture and discussed in [56, 111] for building reference
model for product line software and Mashup respectively.

Simulation framework building

An SP2P simulation framework SP2P:sim based on the reference model was built; for
each individual construct from the reference model, a class or multiple classes were
created, and related classes were grouped together to form packages. The simulation
led to the revision of the reference model to include new design aspects discovered
during reference model implementation. The creation of the reference model and
the simulation framework were carried out in several iterations. In each iteration,
new features were added to both the reference model and the simulation framework.

The directed arrows in Figure 1.1 represent the model and framework development
iterations.

The simulation framework allows for the simulation of constituent key parameters(e.g.
query routing approaches, mapping methods, query answerer strategies) of SP2P
system. As such, it allows for the configuration of a variety of SP2P architectures
which could potentially be used for a comparative study of a number of aspects of
these architectures including fault-tolerance, data modeling, and query routing. In

Reference model
development

Reference model based
simulation framework,

SP2P:sim, building
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this study we focused on the issue of fault-tolerance.

Validating the applied approach

The reference model and the SP2P:sim framework were validated by the use of simu-
lation models that were created for specific problems, namely fault-tolerances. Based
on the thorough review of works on fault-tolerance, semantic mapping, and map-
ping fault analysis of the relationship between fault causes and fault types a fault
classification taxonomy was developed. Proper fault-tolerance methods were identi-
fied, and used to develop a set of three fault-tolerance algorithms for SP2P systems,
viz.: Generous Query Answer (GQA) algorithm, Time Redundancy Query Answers
(TRQA) algorithm, and Majority Voting Query Answer (MVQA) algorithm5. These
algorithms were used in the simulation model to test how they impacted specific
SP2P systems. Aspects related to the simulation running and how a particular SP2P
system can be configured using the simulation components, and issues relevant to
network creation and resource distribution are described in chapter 4.

1.5 Organization of the dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 surveys the work most relevant
to this study. Chapter 3 describes a reference model for SP2P systems, Chapter 4
describes an SP2P simulation framework, SP2P:sim, In Chapter 5 the lack of fault-
tolerance capability of SP2P systems is selected for detailed study. The chapter is
divided into four sections: Section 5.2 describes building SP2P simulations using
SP2P:sim framework, and Section 5.3 defines fault and fault types, and lists fault
causes as well as classifies them along the temporal dimension. Section 5.4 demon-
strates SP2P's execution process and the negative impacts of a lack of fault-tolerance
in SP2P systems. Section 5.5 describes two solutions, Generous Query Answerer
Algorithm, subsection 5.5.2 and Time Redundant Query Answerer Algorithm, sub-
section 5.5.3, for the lack of fault-tolerant problem in the SP2P systems. Finally, in
Chapter 6 the dissertation is concluded and future research work is identified.

5while we have implemented and tested MVQA algorithm, the experimental results are not
included in this study for the lack of time. Hence, no further discussion on MVQA is provided



Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Introduction

The incorporation of ontologies in P2P networks has been previously reported in the
scientific literature in various research precedents such as: creation of a semantic
overlay network, where semantic networks are created on existing P2P networks,
semantic-based query routing, and adaptive query routing. SP2P systems which
employ ontologies include several types: P2P Knowledge Management systems, P2P
Databases, P2P Semantic Web, P2P Emergent Semantics, P2P Web Service, and P2P
Information Systems. Table 2.1 lists these system types and some system instances.

In this chapter three relevant literature streams are reviewed: i. semantic reconcilia-
tion approaches, ii. reference models and iii. the maintenance of mappings in SP2P

SP2P Types System Instances
P2P Knowledge management KEx[16]
P2P Database coDB [37], Piazza [49],

PeerDB [82], Hyperion [57]
P2P Semantic Web BiBSter [46], Somewhere [98],

P2PSW[104]
P2P Emergent Semantics Chatty Web [3], DisES [34]
P2P Information System P2PSLN [48], Observer [76],

P2PISM [117]
P2P Web Services ESTEEM[13]

Table 2.1: SP2P system types and instances

11
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systems. Furthermore, the differences between P2P and SP2P are highlighted.

2.2 Semantic reconciliation approaches

We observed from the literature review that approaches to the semantic reconciliation
among distributed, autonomous and heterogeneous information sources are somewhat
different from each other. The existing works could be roughly classified into four
different inter-related classes:

• Local mapping and query translation,

• Collaboratively built ontologies and consensus reaching,

• Pattern extraction

• Tagging and social networks.

The names are related to the way each approach tries to reconcile the semantic
differences among different information source representations. In the following sub-
sections, a description for each approach along with the review of some prominent
contributions in each class is provided.

2.2.1 Local mapping and query translation

In this part we provide a short description of several different systems. These systems
are: Chatty Web [3], KEx [17], H-Match [20], Bibster [46], Piazza [49], OBSERVER
[76], Edutella [83], and SomeWhere [98]. The underlying networks for these ap-
proaches are mostly P2P networks and a common theme among selected approaches
is the use of local mappings and query forwarding to achieve some from of knowledge
sharing and cooperation. In other words, peers have their own local data represen-
tations (ontologies) and local mappings between local information presentations are
used for query re-writing and query answer formation. Bibster is the exception as it
relies on existing global ontology.

Chatty Web [3] describes a method for building a common ontology or semantic
global agreement from local interaction between peers. Each peer has its own ontology
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which might be different from ontologies of other peers. Using the XQuery language,
a query imposed on one peer would be translated to a semantically equivalent query
and imposed on different peers. During their lifetime, peers will be able to find other
related peers. That is, through the normal operation of the system, query translation
and forwarding, peers will be able to identify their semantically related peers. The
lowest common knowledge among all the peers of the network constitutes a shared
conceptualization of the domain under the discourse.

The Chatty Web account for the semantic mapping fault, uses a simple probability
function with the assumption that faults are equally distributed and independent
from each other. Despite the fact that the admission for the semantic mapping fault
by Chatty Web authors is an important step, we believe that their assumptions are
too lax and more importantly, not all faults are permanent.

OBSERVER [76] is an approach for information query processing by defining a
semantic relationship among pre-existing ontologies. The approach tries to reduce
the problem of knowing the semantics and the structure of all information systems
around the globe to defining synonymous relationships between concepts used in
various ontologies of the same or related domains. Thus, the problem of searching
whole global information systems is reduced to searching multiple ontologies.

In OBSERVER, the synonymous relationship between ontology concepts from dif-
ferent ontologies is determined by human experts and saved on an inter-ontology
relation server. The inter-ontology relation is used by a query processor component
for locating semantically related information. Observer is an SP2P system, because
it uses mapping and does not require common conceptualization of the domain, i.e.,
global ontology.

In addition to the maintenance and scalability problem associated with the centralized
inter-ontology relation component of the system, the semantic relationship between
concepts in OBSERVER is declared manually. This is a serious disadvantage in
comparison to systems which determine on the fly the relationship between concepts
from different ontologies.

OBSERVER is concerned with semantic losses during translation among ontologies;
it accepts that semantic losses could result in information retrieval loss during query
processing. OBSERVER is satisfied with calculating semantic losses, and does not
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ratify the problem [77].

Piazza [49] developed an infrastructure and mapping language for semantic mapping
and data management in P2P environments. The system takes into account both the
domain and the document structure. In Piazza, queries posed on one peer can be
reformulated and be posed on semantically related peers. The transitive closures of
the translations among peers are used to answer queries.

Piazza's contribution to data management is an important development toward mov-
ing to P2P distributed semantic data management as opposed to the current practice
of data integration and mediation based systems. However, peers in the Piazza sys-
tem are static entities. That is, they are not expected to leave the network. Thus,
Piazza lacks the ad hoc property of P2P open networks. It is also difficult for new
peers to join the Piazza's P2P network because of its rigid structure.

Mappings among Piazza peers' are carefully designed and created manually. In the
Piazza system there is no explicit consideration for mapping faults. Piazza's invest-
ment in careful mapping design and creation could be seen as an implicit way for
fault tolerance using an avoidance method.

H-MATCH [20] is a dynamic ontology matching algorithm. The algorithm is used
in distributed open networks. Each node in the network provides partial ontology of
the domain that has been built independently from others. The algorithm is used to
enable knowledge sharing and ontology evolution.

To perform matching, H-MATCH uses the meaning of concept names and property
names as well as concept context. The matching processes use the WordNet thesaurus
to determine the relationship between concepts. H-MATCH provides three different
levels of matching: shallow matching, intermediate matching and deep matching.
The differences in these matching levels are found in the details they consider during
mapping.

KEx [17, 16] is an architecture for semantic searches in a P2P network based on the
principles that the heterogeneity of knowledge representation should not be seen as
an obstacle to knowledge management; rather, it should be seen as an opportunity
for promoting innovation.

KEx facilitates building a community of sharing among autonomous peers. The
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knowledge within the community will be available for peers and the search for in-
teresting information will be possible. Each peer could either request information or
provide information to other peers or group of peers.

A document repository and a context repository are associated with each peer. A
document repository is place where the structured document are saved and the context
repository where the semantics of concepts will be clarified during query requests and
responses. Different kinds of knowledge could be saved in document repositories
including references to experts in some domain, links to other peers and to external
resources.

KEx's approach to knowledge management is a pioneering attempt to replace cen-
tralized knowledge bases with distributed autonomous ontologies. We will consider
configuring KEx using our simulation model and study the effect of fault-tolerance
on its answer retrieval improvement.

Bibster [46] is a P2P system for sharing bibliography files among researchers. Peers
in Bibster use common shared ontology to model local files, query content and peers'
expertise, where peer expertise refer to peer knowledge.

ACM topic hierarchy and SWRC ontology are used as a common ontology. That
occurs when a bibliographic entry is made available to the BibSiter system; it will be
automatically aligned with the ACM and SWRC ontologies.

Peers advertise their expertise in the network and discover other peers with knowledge
that may be relevant to answer user queries. Discovery is based on the semantic
matching between semantic content of the query and the expertise model of the peer.

The knowledge of other peers' expertise forms the semantic network. In other words,
matching between query content and the expertise model is used for ranking peers
and that ranking forms the basis for intelligent query routing.

Using common ontology in P2P networks jeopardizes peers independency, the core
attribute of P2P networks, by presenting their local data and semantics. We believe
that an appropriate approach to semantic knowledge sharing should not violate peer
independency in creating their own local semantics. We believe that local seman-
tic mapping among peers with heterogeneous information representation is a more
suitable approach for open information systems, such as those system based on P2P
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networks.

SomeWhere [97, 98, 5] envisions the Semantic Web as a large P2P data management
system. In such a system, peers will have small class taxonomy to annotate their
personal documents with semantics and make use of local semantic mappings for the
exchange of information with each other.

Creating a large Web of people (peers), (i.e., building a new Semantic Web system
comparable in scope and scale to the current Web without centralized components)
constitutes the main objective of the SomeWhere project.

Despite SomeWhere's engagement with local ontologies, semantic mappings and the
P2P system architecture makes it attractive for research. SomeWhere's main preoccu-
pation with creating a Semantic Web and with no attention to information exchange,
makes it irrelevant to our research problem.

Edutella [81] enables sharing of learning resources among distributed and indepen-
dent educational resource providers. Edutella uses the JXTA1 protocol for its P2P
network infrastructure, and RDF2 to describe resources. Queries are routed using the
JXTA group construct, that is, peers send queries to other peers in the same group.
This is a very primitive form of semantic query routing. Furthermore, query routing
in Edutella is not adaptive. Once peer groups have formed, they continue to be used
for broadcasting queries in the network and control or ownership by peers over local
resources has only been considered recently3.

2.2.1.1 Some features of the SP2P systems

A number of aspects from the SP2P systems are summarized in Table 2.2. The
working environment for selected approaches are mainly P2P networks and the aspects
are purpose, mapping approach, future interaction and fault-tolerance capability. The
meaning of these aspects are as follows:

(a) by Purpose we refer to the exact goal of the approach or the system.

(b) Mapping strategy refers to the system attitude to word mapping. For the
1https://jxta.dev.java.net/
2http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
3http://www.edutella.org/edutella.shtml
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systems surveyed, the following mapping modes were identified: i. Re-use of existing
mapping methods. Systems following this mapping strategy, consider mapping to be a
separate activity and existing mapping methods could be plugged into their approach,
ii. Development of scattered mappings. Systems following this strategy, developed
their own semantic mapping method and used it in mapping between peers, iii.
Development of the centralized mapping. In this approach, systems have a separate
component where the relationship between concepts from various ontologies can be
declared manually.

(c) Future interaction deals with how different approaches use the collected infor-
mation from the interaction with other peers for future interactions. Three categories
can be identified in this regard: i. Making use of the interaction history for intelli-
gent future query forwarding, ii. Cache answers for better performance, iii. Naive
semantic query forwarding where neither performance nor intelligent feature routing
are considered.

(d) Fault-tolerance considers peers' reaction to the interactions that result in in-
correct answers in various approaches.

2.2.2 Collaboratively building ontologies and consensus reach-
ing

An ontology engineering methodology has been suggested in [109] to enable knowledge
management in a distributed environment with heterogeneous information sources.
The methodology embraces building ontologies collaboratively and reaching consensus
on the semantics of concepts and domain conceptualization.

The procedure starts by building general core ontology; individual users then extend
the core ontology and adapt it to their local context. Later, the core ontology users
provide feedback on the core ontology quality, i.e., what should and should not be
part of the core ontology, to a centralized authority. By having users express their
observations and suggestions to a centralized authority for analysis, a shared common
ontology will emerge from the feedback and the core ontology after several iterations.

To track argument exchanges by peers participating in the ontology building, and
to help new users of the system to understand prior design decisions, authors of the
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Purpose Environment Mapping Future in-
teraction

Fault-
tolerance

Chatty
Web

Building
global consen-
sus

Orthogonal local and

preexist
Routing ta-
ble built

Only Per-
manent
Faults
consid-
ered

OBSERVER query process-

ing in global
information

system

Network
of related

ontologies

Centralized
termino-

logical
relationship

Not handled Not appli-
cable

Piazza Query answer-
ing using map-
ping

Network of

sites or peers
(P2P)

local and
preexist

Query an-
swers cached

Not han-
dled

H-MATCH Knowledge
sharing and
evolution

P2P Built-in Routing ta-
ble built

Not han-
dled

KEx Knowledge
discovery and
exchange

P2P Built-in Query an-
swers cached
L· Routing
table built

Not han-
dled

SomeWhere Semantic
search

P2P Built-in Not consid-
ered

Not Con-
sidered

Bibster File sharing P2P Not used Peers ranked Not han-
dled

Table 2.2: Some aspects of the selected systems and methods
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methodology complemented their prior work by designing an ontology for argument
exchange [109].

Building ontologies using the above methodology stresses the centralized role of on-
tology in enabling interaction between distributed and heterogeneous information
sources. That is, the focus of the methodology is on the shared property of the
ontology.

Using a common ontology to overcome the semantic incompatibility problem among
heterogeneous information sources is not realistic for an open and dynamic environ-
ment such as P2P systems. This is because P2P systems are comprised of a high
number of peers, and it is difficult to force the peers to use a similar data represen-
tation. Other shortcomings of the methodology are: it requires continuous human
involvement, and it ignores the fact that there are several partial ontologies for almost
all domains which they have to reuse.

To enable scalability, the authors of [27, 28] suggest introducing meaning negotiation
and continuous alignment to the described ontology engineering methodology. The
success of this extended work has yet to be seen.

2.2.3 Pattern extraction or structure similarity

In this section we present two relevant and similar contributions. Namely, Distributed
Emergence System (DistES) [34] and constructing consensus ontologies for the seman-
tic web [105].

The DistES protocol is based on an evolutionary algorithm for discovering and merg-
ing knowledge in P2P environments. Each peer owns local data which is represented
in a hierarchical structure. Peers extend their knowledge by querying other peers,
selecting the best results among the query answers and merging the selected results
with local data.

The process of selecting foreign concepts and forging concept relations for integration
with local data is based on their occurrences extend in the query answers. Concepts
and concept relations (See Chapter 5 for information on ontology concepts and con-
cept relationships) with high occurrence, appearing in multiple query answers, will
be selected for merging with local data, and those with fewer occurrences are ignored.
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The emerging ontology manifests the general consensus among peers that participated
in the interaction.

Similarly, [105] uses the occurrence rate of concepts and concept relations among
multiple, small and related ontologies used for web annotation, to construct a merged
ontology on the fly. The newly constructed ontology will be presented to the user for
refining the search. The occurrence rate strategy, called the pattern reinforcement
methodology by [105] , is also used for removing inconsistency in the conceptualization
(i.e., contradicting statements) that might occur during the creation process of the
new merged ontology.

2.2.4 Tagging and social networks

The launch of the social book marking Web site "del.icio.us"4, the photo sharing
service "Flickr"5 and others, opened-up a new way for categorizing Web information
sources, i.e. building ontologies collaboratively by mass of Web users.

A network of English words comprised of numerous tags used by independent users
for labeling same online document forms the basis for ontology creation using this
strategy. Similarly, using the same tag by independent users to refer to numerous
different resources is the basis for creating online communities around using common
resources, i.e., share common interest [78].

Currently, a great deal of discussion and interest have been devoted to social network-
ing and collaborative ontology building in academia. Several approaches following this
strategy have been surveyed in [103].

The fact that Web users choose to label web documents, and that different user
groups have contradictory interests, make the success of this approach unlikely. We
believe that while it is possible for the social tagging approach to succeed in building
ontologies for some general domain, taking total advantage of the values' ontologies
add to the masses of existing information in various domains - explicating the meaning
of the information, hence, enabling machine processing of information and improving
information search and information integration - is a more involved procedure than
allowing application user to label resources.

4http://del.icio.us/
5http://www.flickr.com
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2.3 Reference models

To the best of our knowledge, there are only few works that directly address the prob-
lem of building reference models for P2P networks. Some of these works are described
here. In [1], a reference model for unstructured P2P networks have been presented.
In addition to identifying core components of P2P networks, [1] discusses the net-
work's essential design decisions. It also provides a brief comparison of some relevant
P2P networks. Similarly, a reference model for structured P2P networks has been
provided in [26]. From a high-level abstraction view, we consider the reference model
which will be described in this study to be an extension/adaptation of the mentioned
P2P reference models to a new environment. In this new environment, semantic

aspects play essential roles in modeling and building P2P network. That is, In addi-
tion to the components described in [1, 26], components such as semantic mapping,
semantic neighborhood, query formulator, semantically enhanced resource descrip-
tion/representation are SP2P's specific model components. Other related works are
[64, 101]. In [101] authors show only preliminary steps toward modeling semantic
overlay networks. The efforts in [64], on the other hand, is spent more on discussing
different query routing strategies rather than generic model. There are also some
related works in a closely related domain, i.e. grid domain, for example [91]. These
works were helpful for understanding system layers and describing components from
high level perspective.

2.4 Semantic mapping maintenance

Peers in SP2P systems are independent or autonomous with regard with who they
interact with and on how they respond to service requests. These peers are scattered
around the world with their own information content. For example, information
stored in repositories is located at different government departments, research labs,
universities, interest groups, enterprises. Peers also have total control over their local
information resources: They can change, update, remove or restrict access to their
information.

Information or data held by peers in a SP2P system is represented heterogeneously
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along different aspects. For example, data or information can be in XML6 files,
relational tables, text files, or RDF documents7. Even when the same type of repre-
sentation format is used for storing information, information modeling, structure, and
semantic concepts used in the modeling may vary among different peers. An example
of semantic differences would be using different vocabularies to refer to the same phys-
ical or conceptual object by different information representations: one's "zip code" is
somebody else's "area code". Another example is using the same vocabulary to refer
to different conceptual or physical real life objects in different representations: a "ter-
minal" for one person may refer to a computer monitor, but may signify a "station"
for somebody else.

SP2P systems are prone to information incompatibility. This issue arises due to
the fact that peers in a P2P environment are autonomous. Which, in turn, permits
the existence of heterogeneous information resources or data. For example, concepts
developed independently by different academic researchers, different research labs,
various emergency service departments, hospitals and pharmacies, just to mention a
few, are a sure source of knowledge incompatibility among these independent parties
(peers). The current success of the P2P network and Semantic Web initiatives have
indeed underscored the lack of semantic compatibility among heterogeneous informa-
tion representations [3].

Heterogeneous distributed information systems need to overcome the semantic inter-
operability problem in order to communicate usefully. Indeed, solving this problem
becomes imperative for the success of information search and retrieval applications
as well as for the success of organizations that rely on them. Attempts to solve the
problems pertaining to heterogeneity of information representation have focused on
explicating the meaning of the information content, i.e., semantics augmentation. The
backbone for exploring semantic based solutions to the information heterogeneity is
Ontology, which is about defining a common conceptualization of the domain of in-
terest plus a commitment on the part of the involved parties to this conceptualization
[44, 43].

In using ontology for modeling information sources, concepts are defined in terms
6http://www.w3.org/XML/
7http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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of their properties and relations to other concepts; concept definitions provided else-
where on the Web or foreign peer repositories are reused using metadata; and new
facts are inferred using the existing ones [75, 44].

Despite some usefulness and existence of a number of common ontologies [42], the
prominent difficulties with this type of work include problems of: adaptation (com-
mon ontology undermines peers' autonomy), maintenance (ontology domain concepts
change or evolve over time), and scalability and expressiveness (determining future
growth of the ontology and deciding on the appropriate level of detail of the ontolog-
ical description [97]). Furthermore, in a dynamic, open and distributed environment
such as P2P networks, a common ontology solution is less feasible because requiring
all peers commit to a common meaning is impracticable.

To overcome limitations associated with using common ontologies, Contextualization,
or local ontologies, has been suggested [16, 19, 40] as an alternative strategy for
modeling information sources. Following this paradigm, individual peers annotate
their information sources with semantics in their own ontologies. These semantics
are provider-specific and reflect the provider's knowledge of the application domain,
experience, or culture. This implies a shift from large and centralized ontologies to
small and distributed ontologies.

Contextualization eliminates problems associated with the use of common ontologies,
e.g., maintenance, scalability and adaptation problems, and the need for peers' com-
mitment to common ontologies. It also helps the formulation of queries that can be
understood by other peers. Shifting from large and centralized ontologies to smaller
and probably simpler distributed local ontologies, contextualization opens the door
for solving semantic incompatibility problem.

Correct semantic mapping is fundamental in information exchange among distributed
and heterogeneous parties. Various research groups have considered the issue of
incorrect semantic mapping, i.e. semantic mapping faults [3, 2, 24, 29, 33, 53, 77, 79,
94]. Earlier studies that were concerned with the effects of semantic mapping faults
include: i. those that have looked into the existence and classification of different

types of faults [53, 79, 94]; and ii. those which were concerned with distributed
semantic knowledge exchange [3, 77]. In the latter group, correctness is scrutinized
mainly through semantic mappings and query forwarding. While semantic mapping
is concerned with the quality of the mapping, semantic query forwarding is concerned
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with the estimation of information loss that occurs due to query concept dropping, the
replacement of a query concept by a more general or a more specific concept in the
query translation chain.

In pointing to future research direction, Ehrig, emphasizes that "errors are an integral
part of ontology alignment", in the sense that "despite biggest efforts in reducing errors
in alignment of ontologies, mismatches always have to occur" in both centralized and
distributed ontologies [33]. In the same vein, Cudre-Mauroux, Aberer and Feher
caution that one should not assume or take for granted that mappings created by
autonomous parties in peer data management systems are always correct [24] ( see
also [3]). Moreover, Doan and Halevy argue that "In dynamic environments, sources
often undergo changes in their schema and data. Hence, it is important to evolve the
discovered semantic mappings. A related problem is to detect changes at autonomous
data sources (e.g., those on the Internet), verify if the mappings are still correct, and
repair them if necessary"'. Indeed, Doan and Halevy point out that, "Despite the
importance of this problem it has received relatively little attention" [29].

While these studies have recognized the importance of maintaining correct semantic
mappings in the presence of data and schema changes, they do not distinguish be-
tween permanent and non-permanent mapping faults. Non-permanent fault (s) have
significant implications for system robustness, efficiency and inclusiveness. A robust
SP2P system requires a consideration of non-permanent faults because a lack of such
capability could - in the event of transient or intermittent faults - potentially lead
to a disruption in services and loss of resources that peers provide. Moreover, when
SP2P systems use learning from past interactions to make future query routing de-
cisions (as opposed to flooding techniques), the distinction between permanent and
non-permanent mapping faults becomes a critical issue. Unless query routing adap-
tation is based on correct assumptions about permanent mapping of faults there is
a potential for excluding semantically related peers from future routing decision(s).
The potential for preclusion is particularly relevant for real time applications as well
as mission-critical applications such as national security and business-to-business ap-
plications. For related examples, in a security situation discarding a viable source
of information simply due to transient faults could negatively impact the level of
accuracy of the collected information; or in business, preventing a valuable business
partner from participating in business transactions because of transient faults could
jeopardize potential financial gains in business-to-business applications.
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The distinction between permanent and non-permanent semantic mapping faults is
also important when building ontologies using the Emergent Semantics approach.
Emergent behaviour is a well-known phenomenon in biology, physics and (distributed)
computing. For example, several optimization and network routing techniques have
been inspired by the way the behaviour of an ant colony, as a whole, emerges from lo-
cal interactions between individual ants.8 Similarly, local cooperation between robots
in multi-robot systems for search and rescue operations has been modeled after the
formation of flocks of birds [10].

Inspired by emergent behaviour, the approach of Emergent Semantics has been pro-
posed as a solution to the semantic interoperability problem among autonomous,
heterogeneous information sources with local ontologies. Emergent semantics refers
to the bottom-up construction of interoperable systems, in which semantically related
peers are discovered and linked together during the normal operation of the system,
as part of regular search and query forwarding operations. In this approach, indi-
vidual information source providers supply semantic mappings (so-called semantic
bridges) between their own local and semantically-related foreign information sources
[3, 2, 60, 102]. Emergent Semantics (consensus formation) in a P2P network is the
lowest common knowledge among all peers' contextual ontologies in the network.

The distinction between permanent and non-permanent semantic mapping faults dur-
ing emergent semantics process can result in the building of domain ontologies and
the generation of emerging shared semantics that are more complete and agreeable
than those that are built without the consideration of temporal semantic mapping
faults.

More recently some researchers have started looking into the issues that one could
characterize as pertaining to transient mapping faults. For instance, as in [119], peers
that participate frequently in answering queries but their answers are not correct
are double checked for schema changes. Thus, a recurrent incorrect query answer
from semantically related peers is used as a detection mechanism for the need to
check ontology mappings. Once schema changes have been detected, user intervention
is requested to repair mappings in order for peers to continue collaborating. The
described situation - detection and repair of mapping faults over a period of time - is
a manifestation of what is called transient mapping fault occurrence. It is unfortunate

8http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/~mdorigo/ACO/ACO.html
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that while the effect of such transient fault could be drastic on system functionality,
the authors of [119] do not take any action other than highlighting the need for manual
repair. It is not clear when (e.g. after how many faults) it will take place.

Zaihrayeu [117] acknowledges the fact that P2P networks could change during query
propagation, for example a peer may become temporarily unavailable or a new peer
with relevant information sources joins the network. Zaihrayeu highlights three differ-
ent scenarios which have the potential for generating transient faults. The scenarios
are made up of three parts: query submission, network change, and query arrival time.
That is, whether a submitted query will arrive before/after a related peer has been
dropped or before/after a new relevant peer has joined the network. To cope with
the dynamic property of P2P networks, Zaihrayeu suggests implementing a query
propagation algorithm with assumptions that allow treating a dynamic P2P network
as a static one. The suggested assumptions are:

"i if a related acquaintance query (a query from peers with relevant profile) is added
by some peer after the user query was submitted, but before the corresponding net
query reached the peer, then the net query is processed as if the acquaintance query
existed before the user query was submitted;

ii. if a related acquaintance query is deleted by some peer after the user query was
submitted, but before the corresponding net query reached the peer, then the net query
is processed as if the acquaintance query did not exist before the user query was sub-
mitted; and

Hi. if a related acquaintance query is added by some peer, and, by this time, the peer
has already processed a net query, whose rewriting would include the newly added
acquaintance query, then the acquaintance query is not considered for this net query.
In other words, the effect is the same as if the acquaintance query were not added."

The above described situations suggests that posing the same query at different times
one might get different answers; in other words, query answers are time-dependent.
Hence, in cases where wrong query answers are obtained, one should not assume that
the answers are going to be permanently faulty. Thus, there is a need for query
propagation algorithms that are transient-fault tolerant.

In an effort to manage dynamic versioning and evolution of distributed ontologies, Ma
et al. [66] urgently argue for need for an ontology evolution representation approach
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with time constraints. A key issue in the approach is the prevention of inconsistency
arising among distributed contextualized ontologies9.

To prevent inconsistency from happening, due to a change or evolution in ontology,
Ma et al. suggest that a change in one ontology should trigger or be followed by
changes in other related ontologies. Furthermore, given a specific sequence of change
operations performed on these distributed environments, Ma et al. transform the
inconsistency prevention problem into the problem of finding [66] :

"whether the sequence is timing consistent with respect to all the time constraints of
the distributed environment and, the need to know whether there exists a sequence
of ontology change operations that satisfies all the time constraints of the whole dis-
tributed environment'.

While we concur with Ma et al [66]. that inconsistency among connected ontologies
due to evolution and versioning has to be prevented, we do not believe that requiring
sources which are undergoing changes to inform their connected ontologies (or risk
isolation) will help to solve the problem of transient mapping faults. This is because
the target ontology will take time to respond to the update notification and as such
during the intervening period (i.e., between notification and update) ontologies will
remain inconsistent and so transient mapping faults will arise.

McCann et al. [73] argue that , "In dynamic environments, such as the Web, sources
frequently change their query interfaces, data formats, or presentation styles. Such
changes often invalidate semantic mappings, causing system failure" . Thus, McCann
et al. build a MAVERIC (Mapping Verification) system, which continuously monitors
sources "for detecting broken mappings" automatically. In this system, information
sources are probed periodically and query answers are compared to the prior known
answers. Once newly retrieved query answers differ from the predicted/existing ones,
an alert signal about a potential broken map is sent to the system administrator.
This work is relevant, but significantly different, than the fault-tolerance algorithms
which will be presented in section 5.5. First, while McCann et al. focus on faults
due to information source changes, we consider a broader set of fault sources includ-
ing not only changes in information sources but also on source unavailability, static
mapping, etc (see section 5.3.3). Second, rather than monitoring information sources
continuously, we suggest detecting changes only when we query information sources.

9 also referred to by partial ontologies
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That is, we are interested only in detecting changes that are current and relevant to
our queries. Furthermore, McCann et al. have not fully considered the implications
of frequent and numerous changes of information sources.

In summary, previous studies have underlined the significance of faults occurrence
during semantic knowledge exchange among peers, and the need to address them. To
effectively deal with semantic mapping faults, we argue that SP2P systems need to be
semantic mapping fault-tolerant. The lack of fault-tolerance in these systems, when
used for real time or critical applications, could potentially increase financial losses
and security risks as well as fail to use available resources. To introduce fault-tolerance
in SP2P systems it is crucial that faults be differentiated between permanent and non-
permanent ones, especially given that for various reasons a certain percentage of faults
are transient. If faults are not differentiated, non-permanent faults will be treated as
permanent with serious consequences including lack of inclusiveness, efficiency and
robustness. In this study the reference model and the SP2P:sim framework were
validated by the use of a simulation models that were created for examining and
resolving the lack of fault tolerance problem in SP2P systems.

2.5 Differences between P2P and SP2P systems

SP2P is the latest development in the P2P networking advancement. SP2P systems
incorporate several additional characteristics not present in P2P networks. We re-
viewed existing SP2P systems [3, 16, 34, 46, 48, 57, 76, 104, 117] and other research
on semantic P2P systems [21, 20, 47, 54, 62], and came to the conclusion that there
are several characteristics that distinguish P2P systems from SP2P systems. These
include: 1) formally-structured information, 2) local mapping, 3) autonomous peer
resource management, and 4) semantic based routing.

Data or information managed by peers in SP2P systems is structured and formal
(e.g., meta-data about learning objects in Edutella [81] and domain ontologies in
observer [76]). The purpose of formally-structured data is to enrich data semantics
and support inferences which in turn improve search performance and the quality of
retrieved information.

Local mapping in SP2P systems is used as a translational capability to forward queries
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between the peers under the conditions when the peers possess different data schema
or data representations.

Autonomous peer resource management pertains to peers' control over own resources.
That is, in contrast to conventional P2P networks, resources in SP2P are neither repli-
cated nor assigned to other peers in the network in order to be used by network peers
for processing queries. This is because the focus of SP2P systems are mainly applica-
tions where replication of resource is not permissible. Examples of such application
include a collaboration between different health departments, research labs, and uni-
versities where replication of resource is not permissible [31, 49, 81, 57]. However, in
semantically-enhanced P2P file sharing systems this feature can be relaxed.

Query routing in SP2P systems is different than non-semantic P2P systems. This
is mainly due to the fact that SP2P systems are unstructured P2P networks. That
is, SP2P systems are different than structured P2P networks such as Chord [25] or
Pastry [99] and other distributed hash table based systems. In SP2P, semantic based
peer selection relates peers with similar domain knowledge, and these relation links
are used for query routing process. That is, in SP2P systems the less relevant peers
are ignored during network building and queries are sent only to the most relevant
peers. For more information about query routing in SP2P systems see sections 3.2.5
and 4.5.6.

We see the above described system aspects to be prominent characteristics that differ-
entiate SP2P systems from the conventional P2P networks like BitTorrent10, eMule11,
and KaZaA12.

http://www.bittorrent.com/
http://www.emule-project.net/
http://www.kazaa.com/
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Reference model for SP2P

networks

The current SP2P research efforts have generated many and diverse realizations and
architectures. This diversity in implementation and architecture has led to an ambi-
guity and incompatibility in defining domain abstracts and concepts. This problem is
mainly due to the involvement of a variety of researchers from different backgrounds
(e.g., knowledge management, databases, information retrieval, P2P) into a still re-
cent and evolving area.

In this chapter, we describe a reference model for SP2P systems in an effort to model
the emerging decentralized computing paradigm in a generic and high level abstrac-
tion. The model represents SP2P class domain - a conceptual framework for un-
derstanding significant constructs of the SP2P systems and the relationship between
them. It captures the characteristics common of many SP2P systems and provides
normalized description of key concepts of these systems.

The potential contribution of the reference model to the advancement of the current
SP2P systems spans various areas. These include: i. an establishment of common
terminologies for the domain, this leads to better understanding and communication
among members of the community, ii. Providing guidelines for comparison among
individual systems, individual systems could be compared with each other in terms
of their compliance with the generic model and their implementation of the generic
features.

30
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3.1 Model development method

In this section, the model development method that was used for identifying the
model components, features and properties is described. The study was started with
a thorough review of relevant works on SP2P networking, semantic mapping, and
SP2P simulations and modeling. The literature review revealed two important facts.

First, the review disclosed that there are different methods to build the reference
model. For example, Volker and Katarina [111] explain that there are two main
methods for building reference models: i. when a large number of systems for the
domain under consideration are available, the reference model is developed by ex-
tracting common components of existing systems, ii. For the domains which are
new and not much systems are available, the reference model is created by leveraging
reference models of the domains that are close to the ones under consideration.

Second, the review revealed there are different SP2P systems and types (e.g. Pi-
azza, Chatty Web, KEx, Somewhere, Hyperion, PeerDB, coDb, Esteem, Observer,
Edutella). These systems are incompatible with each other, employ different archi-
tectures and were developed by professionals from different backgrounds.

In this study, we mainly followed the first approach - extract common components of
existing systems and related works - to build the reference model for SP2P systems.
That is, the SP2P reference model captures the common characteristics of many SP2P
systems and other related works and provides normalized description of key concepts
of these systems and related works. This is so because a large number of SP2P
systems and types are available. More specifically, in order to obtain key constructs
of the reference model, the primary focus was the identification of prominent or
distinctive features of existing SP2P systems. The features are user-visible aspects
(characteristics) of prominent SP2P systems and other related work. They define both
common aspects of the SP2P systems as well as the differences between them. The
applied method is known as a Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis(FODA)[56]. We
also studied reference models for domains close to the SP2P systems. These include
the reference model for Grid computing [91] and web services [61]. The reference
models created in these studies represent class domains and they were obtained by
following the first method of reference model creation that we have also followed in
this study to create the SP2P reference model.
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Several SP2P systems and prominent research works were chosen to extract the dis-
tinctive features of SP2P systems. Four of these systems (Chatty Web [3], KEx [16],
P2PSLN [48] and Piazza [49]) and their corresponding component, component prop-
erties and component relationships are described below. We focus on these systems
for their contribution, novelty and types (Chatty Web, Emergent semantics; KEx,
Knowledge management; P2PSLN, Information retrieval; Piazza, Database). The
detailed study of the selected SP2P instances demonstrate two important aspects of
the described SP2P reference model. First, they illustrate our analysis and exami-
nation approach of the existing SP2P systems and second, the distinctive features of
these systems contribute to the described reference model. The detailed information
about component methods, properties, relationships, and class models of four SP2P
systems are as follows:

3.1.1 KEx system

The component, component properties, and relationships of the KEx system are as
follows:

• Peers

In KEx, a peer manages a set of resources and own a unique id. A peer also
has reference to other peers with similar knowledge and a schema description
to be used for identifying peers with similar knowledge.

• Resources

Each node stores context, data and metadata. The context is the perspective
that peers have on the domain knowledge. Metadata refers to links to other
resources and mappings to context stored at other peers. KEx uses XML-
Schema specification to represent contexts. Special hierarchal notation called
CTXML [18] is used for the context representation.

• Query maker

KEx has a special component called query maker. The query maker is used to
select concepts from local repository and to compose queries which are simple
search messages. That is, queries are composed without the use of query spe-
cialized language. Query content is made of one or more local concepts and
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context, called focus in KEx. The concepts describe the resource that the user
needs to retrieve. The context explicates query content semantic; it is the entire
path(s) from the concept(s) to the root of the concept hierarchy. For a detailed
example on how concepts are selected, queries are composed and posed on the
neighboring peers, the readers are encouraged to see [16].

• Peer federation and knowledge links

In KEx, semantic neighbourhood takes two forms: peer federation and knowl-
edge links. First, peer federation refers to peers with semantic compatible re-
sources that agree to act as one entity, i.e., answer query requests from other
peers, group together and form a federation. Peers form federations with their
acquaintances (peers with similar schema). Second, knowledge links refer to
peers that are able to discover the semantic relationship between their own re-
sources and other peers' resources during query answering and mapping. Peers
store the discovered information and use it to build a network of knowledge
links. A peer ? incorporates into its semantic knowledge network another peer
p, if concepts of peer ? correspond, completely or partially (see [18]), to concepts
of peer p.

• Semantic mapping

KEx implements a highly expressive matching algorithm. It allows for the
representation of relations between concepts at different abstract levels, i.e.,
synonyms, hypernym, hyponym, disjoint, and compatible relation. Mapping
is performed on the service provider side, queried peer. Each provider, after
receiving a query applies a runtime match to the query's focus, this way in-
terpreting the query from its perspective. The matching algorithm compares
both the syntax and semantics of query concepts to concepts of local context; a
concept syntax is a concept label and concept semantic is a tree path from the
concept to the root of the tree. The matching algorithm is based on WordNet
use to resolve semantic mapping. That is, to determine the different abstract
relation between concepts.

• Query routing

KEx uses adaptive query forwarding strategy. Peers send queries to other peers
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known through discovery method as well as peers known through previous in-
teractions, i.e., knowledge links. A knowledge link refers to extra information -
peer classification information - that a peer saves in their local context about
other peers. Query forwarding is controlled using several query control forward-
ing policies. These include time-to-live (TTL), the number of hops or the list of
peers already reached. Even though KEx does not have a policy for preventing
queries from rotation around cycles in the network, one can see that imple-
menting such a policy is feasible. This could be achieved through applying one
or more cycle prevention policies, similar to query control forwarding policies
applied in KEx.

• Query answerer

In KEx the service provider peers match query content concepts against their
local ontologies in order to come up with proper answers and the system user
determines the correctness (incorrectness) of the query answer. This is so be-
cause what is considered to be correct by a provider is not necessarily correct
by the querying peer. Once the system user decides on the correctness of the
answer, the related document is provided directly to the querying peer. That
is, in KEx querying peers receive answers to their queries directly from queried
peers, service providers.

Figure 3.1 summarizes KEx's essential classes, class properties and their association
that we have derived from the KEx system description.

3.1.2 P2PSLN system

The component, component properties, and relationships of the P2PSLN system are
as follows:

• Peer

A Peer in a P2PSLN system is an active and intelligent soft device that con-
tributes data or information to overall system resources.

• Resources
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Figure 3.1: KEx classes, class properties and their association that we have derived
from the description of the system

Resources in P2PSLN are XML files along with XML Schemas to describe and
constrain the content of XML data files.

• Query formulator

P2PSLN provides a graphical interface for posing queries on peers. Queries are
composed using special query language that has been developed for P2PSLN.
Query contents are simple text keywords.

• Semantic neighbourhood

In P2PSLN, peers are linked to each other based on the semantic relation be-
tween their schema elements, schema structures and descriptions. That is, a
peer ? constructs a semantic link with another peer ? if its XML schema ele-
ments, schema structure, and semantic description are related to peer p. Seman-
tic links have types and of which, there are eight. Link types represent semantic
relation strength. Two peers have equal relation types - the highest strength
relation - when their schema elements, schema structure and description are
equal. The link relation type becomes empty when there is no semantic relation
between two peers, and any other relation lies between equal and empty two link
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types. In P2PSLN, peers autonomously select which other peers they are going
to connect with to build their initial semantic relations. The initial relations
are then followed by schema exchange and semantic mappings for furthermore
connection relationship improvement.

• Semantic mapping

P2PSLN provides three different semantic mappings, namely node, path and
clique semantic mappings. The mapping considers not only peers' XML Schema,
but schema structures as well. Mapping is carried out on the querying pee'r side.
P2PSLN makes use of the global dictionary, WordNet, to implement mappings.
The similarity degree between a set of terms, e.g. synonymy, abbreviations, that
has been defined in the global dictionary indicates P2PSLN's support for a de-
tailed and involving mappings. P2PSLN check mappings for corruption. Peers
that participate frequently in answering queries but whose answers are incorrect
are double checked for schema changes. If changes are detected, the querying
peer updates its schema mapping, semantic link type, and the similarity degree
between the two peers.

• Query routing

P2PSLN uses adaptive query routing. That is, querying peers selects proper
successors for query forwarding. Query forwarding is controlled using TTL
query forward control policy. P2PSLN does not provide information on how it
handles the issue of query rotations along the network cycles.

• Query answer evaluation

In P2PSLN, query answers are evaluated for more than just whether or not they
are correct. Query answer evaluation covers several aspects. The aspects are
query response time, traffic overhead, precision, etc. Query results are returned
directly to the querying peer by peers who hold the answers and the system
user decides on the appropriateness of query answers.

The essential classes, class properties and their association that we have derived from
the system description is summarized in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: P2PSLN classes, class properties and their association that we have de-
rived from the system description

3.1.3 Piazza system

The component, component properties, and relationships of the Piazza system are as
follow:

• Peer

Peers have unique ids, contribute resources to the overall system and select other
peers to connect with. Piazza peers do not use "profile matching to connect to
other peers. This is so because Piazza uses P2P infrastructure but lacks the
dynamic property of P2P networking.

• Resources

In Piazza, the resources contributed by each peer include: 1. data instance, e.g.
XML or RDF data instances, and 2. data models, e.g. XML schémas or OWL
ontologies. Peers may also supply computed data, such as cached answers to
queries.

• Query formulator
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Piazza uses the XQuery language for composing queries. Queries in Piazza are
always posed from the perspective of a given peer's schema, which defines the
preferred terminology of the user. Queries are comprised of three constructs:
variables, predicates, and equivalent class definitions. XQuery uses XPath ex-
pressions to bind XML nodes to the variables. A predicate specifies a condition
for variable bounding; they are defined in the XQuery WHERE clause. The
equality operators used by predicates in the queries specify the equivalence
classes between query variables. Piazza uses OWL's owhequivlentClass con-
struct to define equivalency between two classes.

• Semantic neighbourhood

In Piazza, a semantic neighbourhood of peer ? comprises all nodes that are
related to elements of p's schema by semantic mappings. When a new peer is
added to the system, it will connect to a subset of the existing network peers
that are semantically related. Peers are free to choose with whom they would
like to establish semantic connections.

• Semantic Mapping

In Piazza, mapping is carried out using queries (views). Piazza distinguishes
between two different levels of mapping: data-instance mapping level and
schema/ontology mapping level. At the schema level, mapping has two char-
acteristics: 1. it is highly expressive, and 2. it has the ability to transform
schema structures. Mapping can be highly expressive in that mapping may
involve attributes or class correspondence, class containment, subsume, overlap,
or disjoint. Support for transforming schema structure of one peer to those
in a second peer is due to mapping's ability to combine multiple entries and
to break a single entry into multiple fragments. At the data-instance level,
mapping is based on the concordance table. The concordance table is assumed
to be constructed using the existing matching algorithms and techniques. Map-
pings are directional and are carried out by both the query sender and the
query receiver. Analyzing mapping for its correctness has been acknowledged
by Piazza developers as an area that needs to be addressed in future work.

• Query routing

Piazza employs adaptive query routing by posing queries only over semantic
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neighbours. Given a query q posed over the schema of node p, Piazza rewrite q
into a query q over the neighbors of ? using local mappings. In Piazza, query
forward termination is accomplished using mapping paths exploration. That
is, query forwarding terminates when no useful paths remain to be traversed.
Piazza does not adhere to the P2P network characteristics completely. For
example, a Piazza network is cycle free. Hence, the problem of repeated query
processing is a non-issue in Piazza.

• Query answerer

Piazza relies on the system user to evaluate query answers. Thus, the sys-
tem user determines correctness (incorrectness) of query answers. Piazza is
concerned with two aspects of query answers: the percentage of total relevant
answers that have been retrieved, i.e., recall rate, and the length of time that is
needed for correct answers to be retrieved. In Piazza, answers are directly sent
to the querying peers.

Figure 3.3 summarizes Piazza's essential classes, class properties and their association
that we have derived from the system description.

3.1.4 Chatty Web system

The component, component properties and relationships of the Chatty Web system
are as follows:

• Peer

In Chatty Web each peer ? has a unique id, maintaining a database according to
a schema. Peers are able to identify their schema, either by explicitly storing it
or by keeping a pseudo unique schema identifier which is obtained, for example,
by hashing.

• Peer resources

In Chatty Web, a resource could be a database, a website or set of files or
documents a peer maintains in a P2P network. In its system data model,
however, Chatty Web considers each peer to maintain a database according to
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Figure 3.3: Piazza classes, class properties and their association that we have derived
from the system description

its schema where the schema consists of a single relational table and the data
that a peer stores consists of a set of tuples ¿?, t2, ... tr of the same type.

• Query formulator

Peers compose queries using their local concepts. Queries are basic relational
algebra operators, e.g. selection, projection, and mapping, that is, specialized
query encoding languages such as SQL or XQuery are not considered. Queries
are issued to any peer through a query message. The query message holds a
query identifier, query content, querying peer address and translation trace to
keep track of the translations already performed.

• Semantic neighbourhood

Chatty Web peers learn about each others' schema through sending, flooding
networks with ping messages and receiving pong messages. Peers are able to
learn about each others' schema because they incorporate their schema identifier
into the pong message. Each peer maintains a neighbourhood ? of semantically
relevant peers. There are two types of peers in the neighbourhood of peer p:
i. those that share the same schema with peer ? and ii. those that have a
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different schema. A peer ? includes another peer p with a different schema into
its neighbourhood ? if it knows how to translate queries against its own schema
to queries against the foreign schema.

• Semantic mapping

Chatty Web regards mapping as an establishment of local agreements between
peers. Chatty Web does not implement its own mapping component; rather,
it relies on reusing exiting mappings. Chatty Web, however, does not put any
restrictions on mappings, e.g. its expressiveness level, in order to be reused.
Chatty Web envisions mapping as partial translations between schémas that is
been carried out using views. That is, transformation operation provides a view
of schema SP2 according to schema SPl. Hence, transformation is performed
on the query sender side. Mapping incorrectness is counted for in Chatty Web
and the standard maximum-likelihood technique is used for translation error
rate estimation in the system.

• Query routing

Information obtained by applying different quality mapping assessment is used
to direct searches in the network; i.e., the adaptive query routing strategy is
applied. Chatty Web avoids processing the same query more than once by in-
corporating query forwarding path information into the query structure. Query
forwarding leads to query content changes. The change is the result of query
transformation among peers with different schémas. Query changes are used for
query forward termination. Query forwarding stops after a query becomes too
different, either from a syntactic or a semantic point of view, from its original.

• Query answerer

In Chatty Web, the querier peer evaluates query results automatically. An an-
swer is considered to be correct if the received document conforms to the peer's
local document categorization. Furthermore, Chatty Web calculates semantic
relation values between query answer concepts and querying peer's local con-
cepts to determine semantic mapping correctness along query forwarding cycle.
Peers that provide answers send their answers directly to the querying peer.

Figure 3.4 shows Chatty Web's essential classes, class properties and their associa-
tions.
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Figure 3.4: Chatty Web's essential classes, class properties and their associations

3.1.5 Edutella system

Edutella [81] enables sharing of learning resources among distributed and independent
educational resource providers. Edutella uses the JXTA l protocol for its P2P network
infrastructure and RDF2 to describe resources. Queries are routed using the JXTA
group construct. Edutella is not used for deriving the reference model constructs,
Edutella's class model is described in [81]. We use Edutella for validating the proposed
reference model(See Section 3.3).

3.2 SP2P reference model

There are many and diverse SP2P system realizations and architectures. This is
primarily due to the involvement of a variety of researchers from different backgrounds
into a still recent and evolving area. The proposed SP2P reference model meets the
essential requirements of the generic architecture, i.e., it models the essential aspects
of the existing systems. A particular SP2P system, e.g. Chatty Web, Piazza, can
be considered an instance of the reference architecture. The model is a high level
abstraction which hides implementation detail from the developers. However, it is

^ttpsi/Zjxta.dev.java.net/
2http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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defined in a way which makes deriving concrete systems possible. Systems built based
on this model should be easy to change and modify. The SP2P reference model is
made of seven key constructs, SP2P=<p, r, qf, sn, m, rt, qa>. The constructs are
Peers, p, Resources, r, Query Formulator, qf, Semantic Neighborhood, sn, Mapping,
m, Routing, rt, and Query Answerer, qa. The seven constructs comprise the minimum
components required for any SP2P system and it can be used for assessing SP2P
system conformance. The collective behavior of the components Query formulator,
Semantic neighbourhood and Routing together constitute the search process. Hence,
the search process is not an independent and explicit component of the model. In the
following, we describe each of these model constructs. That is, we define each model
construct, explain how it works, and provide the justification for why the construct
should be an element of the reference model.

In Table 2 brief definitions of some key model abstractions were provided for quick
referencing. The model constructs are represented in UML classes and diagrams.
This will enable transparent translation of model constructs into code using high
level programming languages such as Java or C++.

3.2.1 Peers

A Peer p=<id, r, f n> represents an active object or an entity in the network. Each
peer has an identification, id, which uniquely identifies the peer in the network, a set
of resources, r, that it manages, a profile, /, and a set of neighbors, n, i.e., references
to other peers in the network. These elements are important and each peer in SP2P
system needs to support. Peers unique identification enable various meaningful net-
work operations including information retrieval from appropriate peers. Peers need to
keep references to semantically related peer for efficient search, information exchange
and cooperation. Examples of the resources that a peer could manage include sets of
document files, bibliography files or learning objects that peers willing to exchange.
More information about resources is provided when describing the resource construct
of the model. The profile, on the other hand, is the description of peer's domain
knowledge, expertise or services. For example, a subset of data model's key concepts
could comprise peer's profile. Profile is needed for building semantic neighbourhood.
In SP2P, peers compare their profile and connect to each other based on their profile
similarity. For information on how peers use profile to connect with each other see the
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description of the semantic neighbourhood model construct described below. Figure
3.5 is a class view of a peer construct for the proposed SP2P reference architecture.

3.2.2 Resources

The Resources r=<dm, i, md> are one of the fundamental building blocks of any
SP2P system as such without resources there will be no meaningful SP2P system.
Peer resources in SP2P systems comprise ontology or data model, dm, the actual
data, i, and metadata, md, to improve search and content retrieval.

Peers could have their data represented in different data models. Examples of data
model include Relational table, XML Schema, RDF data model, and OWL file. The
choice of data modeling is important, and systems could be differentiated from each
other based on the choice of their data model. This is due to the following two features
of the highly structured data:

i. Support for Semantics The choice of data model determines data semantic trans-
parency. Semantic transparency enables automatic machine processing of data
as well as improving query result precision. For example, RDF and OWL data
model languages have built-in support for defining and representing data se-
mantics while other, XML and relational tables, do not support explicit data
semantics representation. For example, when OWL language is used for data
modeling, the system is capable of recognizing that "zip code" is same as "area
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code", and "terminal" as a computer monitor is different than "terminal" as a
station. This is possible because using OWL language a concepts is more than
a label. It comprises of label, concept properties and relationships with other
concepts.

ii. Support for Inferences The choice of data model determines the extent of the
system's ability to answer queries. For example, data models such as RDF and
OWL support knowledge inferences. Systems with these types of data modeling
are able to answer queries where information is not explicitly stored in their
repository. This might be difficult for other systems with different data models
to do so.

Peers could bring only data model to the network, however, in most cases, peers share
actual data instances, i, structured in a data model. Examples of resources artefacts
include sets of documents files with a formally defined description. On the other
hand, Meta-data, md, such as an ontology name space or peers knowledge about
other peers' resources is a reference to external resources available on the network
(see [20] for more information on reference to external resources). Meta-data enable
resource reuse that are available somewhere on the net or stored in peers' repositories
to improve resource sharing and freeing peers from storing large amount of resources
locally.

Peers could share the content they bring to the network and/or the one's they gain
from the network. In contrast to conventional P2P networks, resources in SP2P are
neither replicated nor assigned to other peers in the network in order to be used by
network peers for processing queries. However, in cases where SP2P is used for file
sharing this characteristic or restriction might be relaxed. Figure 3.6 is a class view
of the Resource construct for the proposed SP2P reference architecture.

3.2.3 Query formulator

In SP2P systems information is structured and formal and keyword based search is
not meant to be the way search is conducted. Peers can query other peer's formally
defined structured information. Hence, peers in SP2P systems need to support query
formation. Query formulator qf=<sc, cq, pq, q, l>, often a graphical user interface
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component, is a separate component on top of the resource layer which supports
semantically enriched query formation. Peers use their own Query formulator com-
ponent to select concepts, sc, from the local resource repositories, compose queries,
cq, and place queries, pq, on the neighboring peers n.

Using the select concepts sub-component, peers can browse their local information
to choose the desire concepts from the local repository for query formation. Once
proper concepts selected for query, compose query procedure automatically adds the
necessary background information to the query concepts. For example, if a concept
book is selected for querying, the compose query procedure could automatically add
to the query that book is a publication and it has properties such as author and
publisher. The query compose procedure allow users to define query restriction as
well. For example, when querying book, the user can define that she is only interested
in books which are published after 2010. Place query, on the other hand, is about
the actual query submission. Once proper query composed, place query enable users
to trigger query submission.

Query objects, q, are diverse based on the system's endorsement for the query's ex-
plicit semantics, i.e., peer's data model (see subsection 3.2.2). For example, query
could incorporate references to local or global ontologies for supporting query concept
meanings or, when a tree-like data representation is used as a resource, e.g. XML for-
mat, a query concept could be replaced by a tree path to explicate concept meanings.
A tree path refers to the concept, its ancestors, and descendant concepts.

Another important aspect relevant to the query formation is the need for using proper
query language, I, to form queries. The choice of the query language restricts the
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explicit semantic of query content, and an appropriate query language for SP2P
systems is Sprql3. Figure 3.7 represents a class view of the Query formulator construct
for the proposed SP2P reference architecture.

3.2.4 Semantic neighbourhood

SP2P network topology is unstructured and semantic based. Connected peers with
compatible information resources comprise semantic neighbourhood, sn, and multi-
ple connected semantic neighbourhoods comprise SP2P network. In SP2P systems,
peers with compatible information resources connect and place query only on their
neighboring peers n. Hence, the need for discovering and grouping together peers
with compatible information resources, i.e., forming Semantic neighbourhood.

Semantic neighbourhood is a distinguishing characteristic of SP2P systems, and its
creation involves decision making on some system aspects. These include choosing a
method for connecting peers, either Autonomous joining method , aj, or Peer discov-
ery method, pv, similarity function, sim, and the network connection degree, d, i.e.,
sn=<aj, pv, sim, d>. The description of the two popular methods used for forming
a semantic neighbourhood can be summarized as follow:

Autonomous joining(cy'): Peers autonomously select which other peers they are going
to connect with. Peers are responsible for identifying semantically related peers, and
constructing semantic mapping(s) between their own information resources or ontol-
ogy and ontologies of related peers when their domain representations are different.

Peer discovery (pv): Peers exchange their profile /and use similarity function sim to
3http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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discover-semantically related peers. The exchange of profiles can happen at network
startup time or when new peers join an already established semantic based network.
Peers interested in connection with other peers broadcast their profile and relevant
peers respond to the querying peer by sending their id and profile. Querying peer
computes the strength of the relation, i.e., the semantic affinity between the two
profiles, and either accepts or drops the answer for connection. Peers can have only
a limited number of connections. The network degree d represents this limitation in
the model.

Peers need to apply only one of the two above described methods to create the se-
mantic neighbourhood. The Autonomous joining method is suitable for stable SP2P
systems in which peers invest large amount of resources to build mapping links with
each other. Peer discovery method, on the other hand, is suitable for dynamic SP2P
systems in which peers discover and connect to other peers based on their profile sim-
ilarities. Figure 3.8 represents a class view of the Semantic neighbourhood construct
for the proposed SP2P reference architecture. The above described two methods have
a common behavior, compute profile similarity. The common behavior is been put in
a common super class to be inherited by individual methods for easy implementation.

3.2.5 Routing

Routing rt=<fs, ch, tp, lm> is an essential component of any SP2P system. SP2P
systems need Routing component for efficient search and content retrieval. The Rout-
ing component is responsible for delivering query q from the query initiator p¿, to one

AutoncmousJoh

joint)
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or more query receiver in neighbourhood ? and returning query answer. Query rout-
ing in SP2P systems involve decision making on three different design aspects of
routing. These aspects are: i. query forwarding strategy, fs, ii. cycle handling, ch,
and iii. routing termination policy, tp. Existing SP2P systems have different takes
on these aspects. Below, each of these issues, their function and the importance, are
described.

Forwarding strategy (fs) Regards the spreading queries in the SP2P system and there
are different ways to do that. These include: flooding, expertise-based selection,
adaptive query routing [64, 104, 110, 112]. These strategies are different from each
other, among other things, on their usage of number of messages (queries) and time
efficiency in retrieving query answers. Adaptive query routing (see e.g [64] for dis-
cussion on adaptive query routing strategies), is the most widely used technique for
routing queries in SP2P systems. Adaptive query routing is widely used because of its
efficiency to retrieve query answers. SP2P systems with an adaptive routing strategy
utilize learning techniques to enable efficient routing, in other words, peers use their
past interaction experience to determine future query routing. In this regard, each
peer could consider only its own experience in making decisions on future routing, or
in addition to its own experience, it could make use of other peers' recommendation
as well. The central idea in the adaptive strategy technique is to make use of the
extra information existing in the network, e.g. information about the peers that most
likely provide correct query answers, to send queries only to the most relevant peers
(experts).

Adaptive routing could also involve relationship management, Im, where relationship
management refers to cutting (preserving) relationship with peers that provide in-
correct (correct) answers repeatedly. A peer ? could decide cease sending queries
to a peer p in its neighbourhood after receiving several incorrect answers from that
peer. In Section 5.5.2, we present different strategies for dealing with incorrect query
answers and when a peer should cut ties with peers in its neighbourhood.

Cycle handling (ch) Another important issue of querying SP2P systems is how to deal
with query repetitions, i.e., already seen queries. A peer may receive the same query
from different paths or via a cycle in the network. Alternatively, a peer could receive
a more specific query (or a more general one) via different paths or cycles in the
network after multiple translations by semantically related peers.
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SP2P systems need to mange query cycling. This is because, the way repeated queries
are dealt with has an impact on the number of query message exchanges and result
completeness. While terminating already seen queries possibly preclude the oppor-
tunity to provide some important answers, processing repeated queries increases the
number of query messages a system exchange and results in generating a large number
of repeated query answers. Query repetitions are dealt with commonly by using either
query unique identifiers (qid) and/or query path information (path). In both cases,
additional information is attached to the query to be used by peers for discarding
repeated queries.

Query termination policy (tp) When query forwarding is going to stop is another im-
portant matter of routing queries in SP2P systems. Current common techniques for
stopping query forwarding depend on either counting the number of hops or setting
the query time-to-live (TTL). Using the hop-counting approach, a system adminis-
trator sets the length of a network path that a query message could traverse before
terminating. On the other hand, the TTL approach is time based; a query message
could traverse the network for the period of time that is specified in the query. As
a query message traverses the network, its TTL value decreases. When the TTL
value becomes zero, message forwarding stops. Note that these techniques have an
impact on the query results that could be obtained. For instance, peers will continue
to forward queries to their related neighbors even when they already have answers to
the query as long as the specified constraints permit. As a result the number of query
results will be affected. Yet, another query forwarding termination policy is to use
query content to decide whether the Query should be forwarded or not. Using such a
policy, queries will not be forwarded when their content becomes empty. Query con-
tents become empty as result of concepts dropping during translation process. Based
on the dropping/not dropping uncomprehended Query concepts during Query trans-
lation, we divided SP2P systems into two groups!irreducible SP2P system(IRSP2P)
and Reducible SP2P system (RSP2P) and they are defined as follows:

Definition 1 IRSP2P system is an SP2P system with the property that it does
not discard uncomprehended query concepts during query translation and forwarding
among multiple peers.

Definition 2 RSP2P system is an SP2P system with the property that it does dis-
card uncomprehended query concepts during query translation and forwarding among
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multiple peers.

Piazza system, for example, belongs to IRSP2P group and Chatty Web is an instance
of RSP2P systems. Figure 3.9 represents a Router Class and its associated forwarding
policy.

3.2.6 Query answerer

In SP2P systems query answers need to be evaluated for their correctness and proper
query answer need to be selected when multiple query answers generated from a
single query. Hence, the need for the Query answerer component, qa, in the SP2P
reference model. In other words, the Query answerer component of the reference
model qa=<ae, qd, as, pai, av> is required for dealing with two important aspects
of query answers: i. query answer evaluation, ae, and ii. query answer selection, as.

Löser et al. [64] suggest that the query result evaluation strategy, among others,
is an important aspect of adaptive query routing in semantic overly networks. Fur-
thermore, we believe that for the SP2P networks to remain connected, they need to
employ correct result evaluation function. Incorrect evaluation functions could pre-
vent semantically related peers from teaming-up together. This in turn, based on the
working application, could have far reaching consequences on the performance and
dependability of the system.

The way query answer evaluations are determined , qd, is an important design issue in
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SP2P systems. Answer determination could be attained manually or automatically.
In manual query answer determination, Query answerer component present answers
to the user, and the system user decide on the correctness (incorrectness) of query
answer. Automatic query answer determination is about the system peer's ability
to conclude the query answer's correctness (incorrectness). In the latter case, the
system designer needs to design a set of criteria to empower SP2P systems with the
ability to decide on the correctness (incorrectness) of query answers. An example of
such measurement includes calculating the semantic relation between query answer
concepts and query concepts.

Answer selection as=<ap, Ip, w>, on the other hand, defines a set of criteria for
selecting an answer when multiple correct answers are generated for a single query
- each from a correct translation sequence. This could include the precision of the
answer, ap, the length of mapping path, Ip, and peer weight Peer weight refers to the
level of trust the querying peer has in the peers participating in the result generation
and is represented as, w, in the model. The length of the query path and answer pre-
cision could be computed directly from the query answer. Peers' weight, on the other
hand, is collected through prior peer encounters or from peers' recommendations.

Another important element of query answer handling is peers' capacity on partial
answer integration, pai. Some query results might be partial answers, hence, the need
for the peers' ability to integrate multiple partial answers. That is, peers need to be
able to combine partial answers and give a uniform view of the results to users and
other peers.

Answers could arrive, av, to the querying peer either directly or indirectly. Direct
answers are those answers that responding peers provide directly to the querying peer
and without passing through intermediary peers. Indirect answers refer to those that
travel along query mapping path to reach the querying peer.

Query answer arrival depends on the routing behavior, i.e., the way query answers
routed back to the query initiator. Therefore, query answer arrival could be part
of the Router component. In our reference model, however, we decided to present
answer arrival as a part of the Query answerer component for its relationship with
the query answer. Figure 3.10 is a Query answerer construct of the proposed SP2P
Model.
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3.2.7 Mappings

The semantic mapping m=<me, mi, mc, mw, mm> refers to semantic relationship
between concepts from independent information sources (ontologies). It is a funda-
mental design building block for any SP2P system, and a topic undergoing in-depth
research. Mapping is a fundamental component of SP2P systems because peers' in-
formation representations are heterogeneous. Peers' local ontologies are developed
independently reflecting peers' knowledge, interest and culture. Hence, the need for
mapping component in the reference model to describe design aspects related to con-
cept translation between ontologies. Using semantic mapping with SP2P systems
involves decision making on various issues including mapping expressiveness, me,
mapping implementation, mi, mapping correctness, mc, mapping ownership, mw,
and mapping maintenance, mm. Below, a short description of each of these mapping
constructs is highlighted. Furthermore, SP2P systems may support query reformula-
tion, i.e., splitting the query, or completely reordering the query in a totally different
but equivalent query. In such cases, the mapping component needs an additional
query evaluator procedure to support query evaluation and reformulation.

Mapping expressiveness(me): Semantic mapping in its simplest form could be just a
matter of finding query concept synonyms among different ontologies. In more ex-
pressive mappings, logical relations are used for finding relationships among concepts,
concept properties and attributes.
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The set of logical relations commonly used to define relationships among the peers'
ontology concepts are {=, G?, Zl, *, -L}. In this case, C1 = C2 means that the two
concepts are equivalent. In other words, C1 and C2 are different concepts with similar
or identical meanings and are interchangeable. For example, notebook and laptop are
equivalent concepts. The relation C1 Zl C2 means C1 is hypernym of C2. That is, C1
is more generic or broad than C2. For example, the system software concept is more
generic or broad than the operating system concept. The relation C1 Z C2, means that
the C1 have a hyponymyous relationship with C2, i.e., C2 is more generic or broad than
C1. For example, the book concept is less generic than the publication concept since
there are publications other than book. The relation _L means that two concepts have
no semantic relation with each other. For example, bank as financial institution and
bank as river-bank have no semantic relation. Any other relations between concepts
other than those described above can be captured by the * relation.

Mapping expressions have an effect on the extent of query results. They could increase
or decrease the extent of query results based on the permissible logical expressions
of the mappings. Systems demanding exact mappings could relax some of their con-
straints (i.e., allow for less restricted mapping logics to take place) to increase query
recall. For example, let us assume that the University concept from one ontology
and an Educational Institute concept from a second ontology are synonymous, i.e.,
University = Educational Institute and mapping operation returns a value equal to
1, map(University, Educational Institute)=].. 0. This assumption is valid since both
concepts can be mapped to a common concept, Institute. Furthermore, let us as-
sume that the semantic relationship between University or Educational Institute to
a Research Institute has been defined as a related, i.e., the operation map(Research
Institute, Educational Institute)=0.25. Now let us consider the following query been
posed on either ontologies.

Query: list the name of all Research Institutes in the area.

The restricted query result will be null, since no synonymous relationship between
Research Institute and University or Educational Institute can be asserted. However,
if we relax the restriction of the query, i.e., instead looking for the exact relation-
ship between Research Institute and Educational Institute concepts we satisfy with
the relationship, the result of the previous query will be a set of University names
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which they might carry out some research. This is because the relationship between
Research Institute and Educational Institute will be asserted, both Research Institute
and Educational Institute are Institute.

Mapping implementation(rra) How mapping is carried out is an important design issue.
Peers could use a local copy of thesauruses such as WordNet, build their own dic-
tionaries, construct mapping tables or when feasible, exchange ontologies (schémas)
to translate concepts between ontologies. The choice of the approach to carry out
mapping is affected by the scope of the application. For small and domain specific ap-
plications, peers could exchange local ontologies or build their own local dictionaries
for translation. Larger applications on the other hand, may require local thesauruses
which are capable of performing some inference rather than just simple concept-to-
concept mappings associated with local dictionaries and tables. Mappings could be
carried out automatically, semi-automatically or manually.

Mapping correctness measurement(mc) Correct semantic mapping is fundamental to
SP2P systems. Various research efforts have been devoted to the classification of
possible types of faults, measuring the quality of the mapping and estimating of in-
formation loss during query translation. The correctness of mapping is measured
in two different ways: numerical and logical measurement. Numerical measurement
pertains to the numerical values returned from the mapping tool. For example, a
mapping operation could conclude that the semantic relationship between a Laptop
concept and a Notebook concept is equal to 1.0: map(cl, c2) = 1.0, and the semantic
relationship between an Operating system concept and a Soßware concept is equal
to 0.5: map(c3, c4)=0.5, or some other values. A detailed example related to the
numerical values use in the mapping operation can be found in section 5.4.3. If the
numerical value returned from a mapping operation is > d (threshold), mapping is
considered to be correct. The numerical values associated with semantic relationships
between ontology concepts are a system designer decision. For example when a con-
cordance table is used by an SP2P system for mapping, the values assigned to the
relationships between any two concepts in the table will be declared and latter used
in the mapping process.

The logical measurement, on the other hand, is the logical relationships that have been
concluded during the mapping operation, that is, whether or not the relationship
between two concepts satisfies one of these logical operations {=, C, Zl, *, -L}. For
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example, the logical relationship between publication and book is Zl. The two methods
could be modified such that the logical relation could return numerical values and
vice versa.

Mapping ownership (mw) An important decision that SP2P system designers must to
decide is who (i.e., sender or receiver peer) is going to carry out the mapping. That
is, whether query translation takes place before sending the query or after receiving
the query. This is important because it will have an effect on query routing, to the
extent that the querying peer will first perform mapping and then submit to only se-
mantically related peers (i.e., if the outcome of mapping is above a certain threshold).
This constraint can be used as a strategy for terminating query forwarding. Since the
receiving peer performs mappings after receiving a query, this means that any query
could be posed to any peer (i.e., there is no restriction on query forwarding). Query
receiving peers either answer queries (i.e., if they could translate them to their local
representation), or forward them to some other peers.

Mapping maintenance (mm) Recently, several studies have focused on the mapping
maintenance issue and its effects on the SP2P systems reliability [6, 23, 70, 73]. These
studies have concluded that mapping between different ontologies (schémas) need
maintenance. This is because mapping could become outdated as a result of ontology
changes. Outdated mapping puts the entire system at risk of failure. Hence, there
is a need for 1. semantic mapping maintenance, 2. mapping corruption detection,
and 3. mapping corruption tolerance: Mapping maintenance is needed to prevent
it from corruption, corruption detection is required so it can be fixed, and lastly,
mapping corruption tolerance is necessary in order to limit the level of the damage
that mapping corruption may have done to the system. Figure 3.11 is a class view of
the Mapping construct for the proposed SP2P reference architecture.

In Figure 3.12 all model constructs are put together and the model class diagram has
been created. The class diagram shows the dependency between model components.
The model diagram encompasses, among others, four enumeration classes. The SP2P
implementer may choose one or more of the enumerated options and ignore others.
For example, an SP2P implementer may decide to only implement "hopCounting"
and not "TTL" or "destinationArrival" to stop query forwarding. The sequence
of interaction between model components during query processing is represented in
Figure 3.13.
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Mapping

r^>implementat¡onBase : Thesaurus
(^expressiveness : ConceptRelationship
?map()
^checkCorrectnessQ

<< enumerations
ConceptRelationship

(^synonymous
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E^hypernym
(%>notR elated
^related

Figure 3.11: Mapping construct

3.3 Model applicability and validation

In order to show the model applicability, the system architectures described in this
chapter (i.e., KEx, P2PSLN, Piazza, and Chatty web system architectures) are
mapped onto the reference model. Individual systems are checked on whether they
comply with the generic model and how they implement the generic features. The
mapping tables (Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) demonstrate that the described state-
of-the-art systems posses the model's core component, however, they are different
on the implementation of the component properties and component relations. The
tables also manifest the comparative advantages (disadvantages) that the systems
have over one another in relation to the model.

Furthermore, Table 3.5 illustrates that the identified components, features and prop-
erties of the reference model exists in the Edutella system as well. Edutella system
was not used for deriving the reference model components, yet it has the components
and functionality need in SP2P systems. In other words, Edutella demonstrates that
the described reference model being valid and rigorous.

VJlKiPf'
Peer
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Figure 3.12: SP2P domain model
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KEx system
Peer

id
/

profile
/(implicit)

neighbors
/

Resource
data model metadata data instance

/ / /

Select concepts Compose queries Place queries

Query
formulator

/ / /
Query language

X

Autonomous joining
Semantic

neighbourhood

X
Peer discovery

/
Network degree

X

Similarity function
/

expressiveness

Mapping /(high)
implementation

/(WordNet)
correctness

X

ownership
/ (receiver)

maintenance
X

Routing Query forwarding
/

Cycle handling
/

Query termination
/

evaluation selection determination

Query
answerer

/ X / (manual)
precision

X
recall integration arrival
/ X /(indirect)

Table 3.1: Concepts and relationships manifested in KEx system
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P2PSLN system
Peer

id
/

profile
/

neighbors
/

Resource
data model metadata data instance

/ / X

Select concepts Compose queries Place queries

Query
formulator

/ / /
Query language

/
Autonomous joining

Semantic

neighbourhood

X
Peer discovery
/

Network degree
X

Similarity function
/

expressiveness

Mapping
/

ownership
/(sender)

implementation
/(global dictionary
and concordance ta-
ble)

correctness
/

maintenance
/

Routing Query forwarding Cycle handling
/ /

Query termination
/(implicit)

evaluation selection determination

Query
answerer

/ X / (manual)
precision

/
recall integration arrival

X X / (indirect)

Table 3.2: Concepts and relationships manifested in P2PSLN system
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Piazza system
Peer

id
/

profile
/

neighbors
/(implicit)

Resource
data model metadata data instance
/ / X

Query

formulator

Select con-
cepts

Compose queries Place queries

X / /
Query language

/

Semantic

neighbourhood

Autonomous
joining
/

Peer discovery

X

Network degree

/(implicit)
Similarity function

X

expressiveness

Mapping /(high)
ownership

/ (sender/receiver)
Routing Query for-

warding
/

implementation
/(concordance table)

correctness

/
maintenance

X

Cycle handling

/

Query termination

/(implicit)
evaluation selection determination

Query
answerer

/ X / (manual)
precision

/
recall integration arrival
/ / /(indirect)

Table 3.3: Concepts and relationships manifested in Piazza system
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Chatty Web system
Peer

id
/

profile
/

neighbors
/

Resource data model metadata data instance
/ / X

Select concepts Compose queries Place queries

Query
formulator

X / /
Query language

/
Autonomous joining

Semantic

neighbourhood

X
Peer discovery
/

Network degree
X

Similarity function
/

expressiveness

Mapping /(low)

ownership
/(sender)

implementation
/(reuse existing
mapping)

correctness
/

maintenance
X

Routing Query forwarding Cycle handling
/ /

Query termination
/

evaluation selection determination

Query
answerer

/ X /(automatic)
precision

X
recall integration arrival

X X /(direct)
Table 3.4: Concepts and relationships manifested in Chatty Web system
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Edutella system
Peer

id
/

profile
/

neighbors
/(implicit)

Resource data model metadata data instance
/ / X

Select concepts Compose queries Place queries

Query
formulator

X / /
Query language

/
Autonomous joining

Semantic

neighbourhood

X
Peer discovery

/(implicit)
Network degree

X

Similarity function
X

expressiveness

Mapping
/

ownership
/ (sender)

implementation
/

correctness
X

maintenance
X

Routing Query forwarding Cycle handling
/ /(implicit)

Query termination
/(implicit)

evaluation selection determination

Query
answerer

/ / X
precision

X
recall integration arrival

X / /(indirect)
Table 3.5: Concepts and relationships manifested in Edutella system
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Chapter 4

SP2P:sim A semantic P2P

simulation framework

SP2P:sim is a simulation framework based on the reference model. The framework

is created by translating reference model components into implementation. For each
individual construct from the reference model a correspondence class or multiple
classes are created. The framework is generic which enables different SP2P systems to
be simulated. Individual system are simulated through putting together the necessary
system components from the framework. In this chapter an overview of SP2P:sim's
design and features are described. The implementation of the key abstractions and
their functionalities which correspond to the SP2P model specification, introduced in
chapter 3, will be presented and discussed as well.

4.1 Introduction

SP2P:sim is written in Java language and uses several open source packages. These in-
clude Repast1, Protégé2, Jena3, JavaFreeChart4. Specifically, SP2P:sim uses Repast's
event scheduling, visual display and network components (see section 4.2 for more on
Repast).

^ttpi/Yrepast. sourceforge.net/repast_3/index.html
2http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/api/
3http://jena.sourceforge.net/
4http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/

65
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SP2P:sim comes in two different implementations. The first one is a Gui based
implementation where the user can see the simulation progress while it is running, and
the second one is a batch based implementation. In the latter version, the simulation
executes all the scheduled tasks and reports the result into files specified during
simulation configuration. Different from the first implementation, all the figures and
statistical results in the report are produced using a JFreeChart open source package
version 1.0.125.

SP2P:sim is an event based simulation. In SP2P:sim, the execution of the control
loop represents a single event. The simulation time clock advances by the length of
time since the last event, and the execution of the loop will not occur when there is
no event to process. Figure 4.1 is the execution flow chart of the SP2P:sim.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2 repast aspects related
to the SP2P:sim are described, Section 4.3 describes how the simulation framework
is derived from the reference model, and finally, an overview of SP2P:sim packages
and their classes are described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.2 Repast components reused

Utilizing Repast simulation has provided us with the necessary elements to avoid
setting up the basics of a simulation, thus effort was put on developing the specifics
of the SP2P:sim framework.

The REcursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast) is an open source API orig-
inally developed at the University of Chicago's Department of Social Science Research
Computing Laboratory and now managed by Repast Organization for Architecture
and Development. Primarily, it is a collection of objects and a model that sets up
and controls the execution of these objects' behaviors according to a schedule. Repast
is a discrete event simulator whose measure unit of time is a tick. Ticks are merely
a way to order the execution of events relative to each other. In Repast, events or
the some set of object behavior can be scheduled and executed at every tick. The
Gui classes provide the capability for the graphical visualization of the simulation.

5The Beta version of the SP2P:sim code and the simulation's class hierarchy document are
available for downloading at http://www.scs.carleton.ca/~armyunis/sp2p/
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Figure 4.1: Repast's event flow chart as used by SP2P:sim
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Repast also includes several varieties of charts for visualizing data (e.g. histograms
and sequence graphs) and can take snapshots of running simulations. The Network
package contains the core classes used to build network simulations. These include
Node and Edge classes. A Node can determine its incoming and outgoing Edges and
an Edge has knowledge of its source and target Node. In building SP2P:sim the
Repast's event scheduling, visual display, and network components have been reused.
More information on Repast can be found at [84].

4.3 Reference model and simulation framework

parallelism

This section describes how the simulation framework is derived from the reference
model. Table 4.1 shows the constructs from the reference model and their corre-

spondence implementations from the simulation framework. For each individual con-
struct from the reference model a class or multiple classes are created. For example,
QueryAnswerer class and its derived subclass, GQA, TRQA and MVQA classes, from
the simulation framework correspond to the QueryAnswerer construct and some of
the possible behaviors of the QueryAnswerer class from the reference model.

Figure 4.2 is a class diagram for the SP2P:sim framework. The class model not
only reveals the class correspondence between reference model and the simulation
framework, but also presents all the additional classes which are created in order to
implement a complete behavior or a particular design choice of a reference model
construct. The additional class are shown in the light blue colors in the SP2P:sim
class model diagram. Detailed implementation class discussion for each individual
reference model construct and its corresponding implementation is provided in the
section below. We first, however, describe the SP2P:sim's code organization.

4.4 SP2P:sim packages overview

Class packaging is helpful in code organization by grouping together classes with
similar functionality. SP2P:sim code is partitioned into three main packages: Peers,
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A reference model
construct

Simulation framework implementation corre-
spondence

Peer Peer
Resource Resource, ResourceAllocation, RandomAllocation,

ComputedAllocation, ontologies, loadOWl, localOn-
tologies

Profile Profile, fromAFile, fromMultipleFiles, fromLocalData
QueryFormulator QueryFormulator
Query Query
Semantic Mapping Mapping, Match procedure
Semantic
hood

Neighbor- neighborhoodBuilder, publishDiscover, randomMeeting,
anEdge

Query Routing QueryRouting
Query Answerer QueryAnswerer, GQA, TRQA, VotingQA

Table 4.1: Reference model classes and their implementation correspondence from
the simulation framework
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Figure 4.2: SP2P domain model implemented in the SP2P:sim framework
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Semantic neighborhood, and Util packages. The Util package in turn contains two sub-
packages, Profile creation and Resource distribution, and the Semantic neighborhood
package contains a NetworkBuilding package. An overview of the SP2P:sim packages
is provided in the following subsections.

4.4.1 Peers package

Some of the classes which are associated and managed by peer class are grouped
together in the Peers package. These include anEdge, Query, QueryFormulator, and
QueryAnswerer classes. The three QueryAnswerer class implementations, TimeR-
Query Answerer, GTitQueryAnswerer and MVQuer Answerer, are also part of this
package. Classes in this package are used for creating queries, posing queries and
evaluating answer results.

4.4.2 Semantic neighborhood package

Classes in this package are used for creating semantic neighborhood, routing queries
and mapping queries. The classes responsible for creating Semantic neighborhood
are grouped together in a separate NetworkBuilding sub-package which holds Au-
tonomousJoin, NeighborhoodBuilder, PublishDiscover, and RandomMeeting classes.

4.4.3 Util package

This package contains classes for resource distribution, profile creation, result analy-
sis, and simulation launch. Classes for resource distribution and profile creation are
grouped together in separate sub-packages: Resource Distribution and Profile Cre-
ation respectively. The class SimulationMain is the place where the simulation reads
in the configuration file parameters and starts the simulation. The Result Repository
class is the place where all simulation run results are stored and experimental figures
are drawn. Figure 4.3 represent the package view of the SP2:sim.
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Figure 4.3: SP2P:sim package view

4.5 Inside SP2P:sim

In this section, implementation details of some key SP2P:sim components are de-
scribed; some of the classes in the packages are considered in detail, and when appli-
cable, different implementations for a particular component are discussed.

4.5.1 Assigning ontologies to peers

Securing unique data for each peer or a group of peers when the number of ontologies
is less than the number of peers in the simulation is not a trivial task. This situation
occurs because we do not make any assumption about the simulation network size.
The simulation could have any number of peers; the network size is constrained by
the computational power of the system.

To cope with the situation when the number of available data sets or ontologies to
be used in the simulation is less than number of peer in the simulation, we have
come up with the two different approaches to assign resources to peers. The choice of
the approach depends on whether there is only a single ontology to be replicated and
distributed among peers, or there are multiple ontologies to be used by the simulation.
When the simulation is run with a single ontology, the approach is further divided
into two different sub-approaches: i. random resource assignment, and ii. computed
resource assignment.
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Resource distribution comprises a significant part of the Util package. Classes re-
lated to the resources distribution are grouped together in a separate package called
Resource distribution package, and classes responsible for carrying out the resources
distribution include Resources and ResourcesAllocation.

4.5.1.1 Single ontology with random resources assignment

The random resources assignment correspond to a situation when all peers share the
same view of the domain, i.e. use same concepts, attributes and relationship between
concepts, to describe a domain, but each with partial knowledge. Peers knowledge
of the domain is relevant to their expertise, experience, interest, etc. The random
resources assignment comprises of the following three simple steps:

(1) Four partial ontologies oi, O2, o3 and O4, are derived from the original ontology
•tf6. The ontologies are different from each other in terms of the size and content.
The size of Oj is jx where j = 1,2,3,4 and ? is equal to the 15% of the total
number of concepts C in the ontology ?. The ontology derivation takes place in
two steps:

i. The concepts C of ontology ? are extracted and put in a set S.
ii. Each Oj is assigned jx concepts from set S randomly. The random concept

assignment causes partial ontologies o¿ to vary in content.

(2) The simulation peers are divided automatically into g groups ^1, g2, g$, and #4
...gy. The number of peers in each group is N/g, where N is the total number of
peers in the simulation and g is number of groups.

(3) Based on which group g¡ a peer pj belongs to, it is assigned an ontology Oj. That
is, all peers in group gj will be assigned an ontology Oj.

Thus, multiple ontologies are derived from a single ontology where partial ontologies
are different from each other in terms of size and content. The classes responsible
for carrying out the described steps are Resources, ResourcesAllocation, and Rado-
mAllocation in the Resource distribution sub-package inside the Util package. All

6In this study four partial ontologies were derived for the simulation. However, this number is
replaceable and it is determined by the undergoing study
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the experiments conducted in [68] use this type of resource assignment. The single
ontology used for the resource assignment was developed by Standford University and
it is located at http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/DAML/laptops.owl.

4.5.1.2 Single ontology with computed resource assignment

Different from the random resource assignment approach, section 4.5.1.1, the simu-
lation also supports a computed resource assignment approach. The two approaches
are similar except in the way partial ontologies o¿ are constructed.

In this new approach, concepts added to partial ontologies o¿ are not arbitrarily
selected from the set S. The random concept selection is replaced with a systematic
selection in which an overlap function is defined to ensure concept sharing among
partial ontologies. The overlap function defines the number of concepts, v, common
among partial ontologies. For example, a peer pi with ontology o¿ could share up to
5% of its concepts with at least another peer pj. Thus, the four partial ontologies,
oi, 02, 03, O4, defined in step 1 section 4.5.1.1, will be populated as follows:

The first ontology o\ will be assigned an O1 size number of concepts from set S. That
is, concepts between index=0 to index=^, Z1 is the size of O1, will be copied from set
S and assigned to partial data set O1. The concept indices to be copied to O2 starts
from index Z1 — ? to z2 — v, for 03 they start from index z2 — 2v to Z3 — 2v, and for O4
they start from index Z3 - 3v to zA - 3v; if the index gets bigger than the size of the
set S, the index turns around to the beginning of the set. For any number of partial
ontologies o¿, the start and end index for an ontology o¿ would be defined as follows:

i = 1, startJndex =1 endJndex = Z1

i > 1, start-index =z¿_i — (i — l)v end_index = Zi — (i — l)v

Using this strategy, reproducing test results become easier than the case where con-
cepts are randomly added to the local ontologies. Figure 4.4 graphically demonstrates
the resources assignment using the single computed resource assignment where ovals
represent unique peers and filled circles inside ovals represent ontology concepts. The
classes responsible to carry out this resource distribution approach are Resources, Re-
sourcesAllocation, and ComputedAllocation in the Resource distribution sub-package
inside the Util package.

indices =
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Figure 4.4: Single ontology with computed resource assignment method

4.5.1.3 Multiple ontology assignment

When nm ontologies exist for use by the simulation, and nra > 1 we avoid further
dividing ontologies to data subsets. Thus, the task of data assignment is reduced
to: 1. creating groups and assigning peers to groups, and 2. assigning ontologies to
peers.

The first step is carried out by creating g groups where g is equal to the number of
ontologies available for use. Peers are assigned to each group based on their id. For
example, a peer pi will belong to a group g\ if its id mod g = 1-

To carry out the second step, the classes of each ontology o¿ are extracted and stored
in a set s¿; a peer p¿ in a group c/, then is assigned a data set s¿.

Multiple ontologies resource assignment corresponds closely to the real-life situation.
There is always more than one ontology for a particular domain. We have used this
resource assignment approach in all the experiments carried out in sections 5.5.2,
and 5.5.3. Four different ontologies for the electronic device domain have been cre-
ated. The ontologies are stored at http://www.scs.carleton.ca/~armyunis/OwLFile,
and used in the experiments. The classes responsible for carrying out this resource
distribution approach are Resources, ResourcesAllocation, Ontologies, loadOWL and
LocalOntologies in the Resource distribution sub-package inside the Util package.

4.5.2 Peer profile

The description of peer's domain knowledge, the information content offered by a
peer, description of peer's schema, or expertise and services a peer provide comprise
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Figure 4.5: Resource assignment methods in the SP2P:sim

the peer's profile in the SP2P systems. The profile is utilized in the semantic neigh-
borhood building, which in turn is used for routing queries to a subset of peers in the
network which are more promising than other peers to return query results.

In the SP2P:sim, profiles are created in three different ways. They can be created
from: 1. a single file, 2. multiple files or 3. automatically from peers' local resources.
The profile creation is rendered using the following three classes implemented by the
SP2P:sim: fromAfile, fromMultipleFiles, or fromLocalData. The classes are in the
profile creation package which is in turn part of the Util package.

When fromAfile class is used, the user creates a profile file for each peer in the
simulation. On the simulation startup, links between profile files and simulation
peers are determined, profiles are loaded and used by the simulation.

Using the fromMultipleFiles class, multiple profile descriptions would be saved in a
single file and each description is tagged with unique profile name. The file is loaded
into the simulation on the startup. Each peer or multiple peers will be assigned a
profile. This depends on the number of the descriptions in the file. When the number
of profile descriptions is less than the number of peers in the simulation, multiple
peers would have the same profile, otherwise each peer would be assigned a profile.
We applied this method for tests conducted in [68].

The fromLocalData class, on the other hand, enables a peer to extract a set of concepts
from its local resource and build a profile on the fly, i.e., at the run time. The size of
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Figure 4.6: Profile creation methods in the SP2P:sim

the profile, i.e., the number of concepts constitute a peer's profile, is < the number
of concepts in the peer's resource, and it is defined by the simulation user. Pruning
resource description to build profile is discussed in [114], and we used it when we were
conducting experimental tests in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. Figure 4.6 shows the class
diagram for the profile creation in the SP2P:sim.

4.5.3 Semantic neighborhood

Semantic neighborhood construction in the SP2P:sim complies with the semantic
neighborhood building with the discovery method discussed in the reference model,
chapter 3. A fundamental component in building semantic neighborhood with the
SP2P:sim simulation is peer's profile. Profiles are descriptions of the information con-
tent offered by peers, description of peers' schema (see section 4.5.2). Peers exchange
their profiles to find semantically related peers. Based on the similarity between
profiles semantically related peers are identified.

On the simulation startup, and after peers have been created, the profile comparison
starts. The simulation is designed to run on a single machine. This facilitates the
profile comparison through having all peers in a single place, one container. Each
peer in the simulation compares all of its profile concepts to all concepts of all other
peers in the simulation, and determines the intersection, if it exists, between its own
profile and other peers' profiles.

Peers rank other peers with similar profiles that have been discovered during profile
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comparisons. The ranking is based on the similarity relation strength. The relation
strength counts the number of similar concepts that exist between profiles of any two
peers in the simulation. For example, the relation strength between two peers p¿ and
Pj is equal to 3 when each of the p¿'s profile, and p/s profile have three equivalent
concepts in them.

Peers make connections or build edges with the most related peers. The total con-
nection a peer could make is constrained by the connectivity degree d, number of links
a peer is allowed to have with other peers. Calls from a peer px to connect with
another peer pyi, i = 1,2, ...np, np is the number of peers in the simulation, will be
rejected by peer pyi, regardless of the similarity relationship between peers' profiles, if
pyi have reached the allowed connection degree (i.e., if i > d). The connection degree
is a simulation parameter and its value needs to be set on the simulation startup.

Peer connections are directed, but not necessarily bi-directional. This happens be-
cause of the connection degree constraints. For example, given that a peer pj has
accepted a call for connection from a peer p,, does not necessarily mean that a call
for connection from the peer pj to the peer pi will be accepted as well. This happens
if the peer p¿ has already reached to its highest allowed connection degree. If the
above described situation occurred, the peer Pi would be able to send queries to peer
Pj, but not vice versa.

Semantic neighborhood creation in the SP2P:sim is limited to peers with related
profiles. Semantic neighborhood in the SP2P:sim simulation does not require ontology
mappings to exist or to be created in order for peers to be able to connect. This
is clearly a limitation, however, the way semantic neighborhood is created in the
SP2P:sim fulfills our need to test architecture changes in the SP2P systems. Similar
limitations also exist in existing systems for example Chatty Web [3]. Classes used
to build semantic neighborhood include NeighborhoodBuilder, PublishDiscover, and
Randommeeting. These classes are in the NetworkBuilding package which is in turn
part of the SemanticNeighborhood package.

4.5.4 Query formulation

In the SP2P:sim queries are created using query formulator component. In order to
represent queries in a high level of abstraction they are created without using any
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particular query language. In the SP2P:sim a query is an object which could hold up
to query size number of concepts. The query size denotes the maximum number of
concepts a query is comprised of; it is a simulation parameter and its value needs to
be set on the simulation startup.

Concepts comprising queries in the SP2P:sim are chosen randomly from the peers'
local data sets, and any peer could initiate a query. At each simulation tick, i.e., at
the end of each scheduled event, a new query is created and a new initiator is selected.
The probability for the new query concepts and query initiators to be different from
prior concepts and initiators are high and determined as follow:

The probability (prbi) of a peer pi to be a query initiator in each simulation execution
is 1/iV, where N is the number of peers of the simulation.
The probability (prb2) of the query % to be same as another query q¿ in each simulation
execution is (nC) where nC is the size of data set or the number of concepts in the
local ontology each peer possesses, and qc is number of concepts that comprise the
query content. The probability (Prb) of the same peer pi to pose the same query <&
in two different simulation executions is then the multiplication of both above terms,
i.e.,

N\qc)
For example, for a simulation network with 100 peers, each peer with a local ontology
of minimum 40 concepts and each query of 4 concepts, the probability of the same
peer to pose the same query in two different simulation events is

which is equal to 1.094 — 7. This value is low and indicates that the SP2P:sim
ensures opportunity for all peers to participate in query formulation as well as using
all concepts owned by peers in the simulation.

Furthermore, in rare cases the random peer selection procedure could repeatedly
choose the same peer as query initiator. In order to avoid such a situation, peer
participation in the SP2P:sim is controlled through a peerDomination simulation
parameter. This aids in controlling peer engagement in posing queries. The peer-
Domination parameter allows each peer to generate only kq number of queries during
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each simulation run. The value of kq is determined as follow:
N

k„ = —- x peerDominationq N

where Nq is the total number of queries set for execution in a simulation run and N is
the total number of peers in the simulation. For example, if query execution number
is set to a 1000, the number of peers in the simulation to 100, and peerDomination
parameter to 3, then the kq value would be ((1000/100) * 3) which is equal to 30.
This means that during the 1000 query execution, one simulation run, no peer would
generate more than 30 queries. This leads to controlling the query distribution among
peers which in turn helps in better understanding the true behavior of the system
aspects which are under investigation.

In the SP2P: simulation, queries could be created without user intervention. This
enables running the simulation repeatedly and for as long as needed when various
simulation parameters and the SP2P systems aspects are tested. Classes used in the
SP2P:sim for query formulation include Query and QueryFormulator from the Peers
package.

4.5.5 Semantic mapping

The SP2P:sim provides a procedure for mapping query concepts to peers' local re-
sources and determines the similarities and differences between peers' local resources
and queries concepts. The matching procedure takes place on the receiver side. Query
concepts are matched to the local resources before being sent to the receiver peer.

In SP2P:sim the resources managed by peers are different. When multiple ontologies
are used as the simulation resource (see section 4.5.1 for resource assignment in SP2P)
the differences arise from the fact that individual groups will have different ontologies.
Likewise, when a single ontology is used as a simulation resource, peer group resources
remain different. This time the differences are due to the size of the individual

ontologies.

Differences in peers' local resources lead to dropping query concepts during query
forwarding when concepts from queries do not exist in local dataset of a queried peers.
Checking the existence and the similarity between query concepts and peers' local
resources takes place at the Matching procedure associated with routing component.
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Furthermore, the SP2P:sim also includes a separate component called mapping where
it could be used for mappings which involve more computational ability than matching
procedure. The mapping component could also be used for injecting faults into the
simulation and selecting whereabouts to inject fault. The location of injecting fault
becomes important when we use voting technique to evaluate query results. Both
Mapping class and the matching procedure inside the Router class are part of the
semantic neighborhood package. Currently, Mapping class is merely a place holder
which remains to be implemented.

4.5.6 Query routing

In the SP2P:sim each peer keeps information, e.g. peer id, about some other peers in
the simulation. The known peers (neighboring peers) are identified during semantic
neighborhood building. In the SP2P:sim, querier peers pose queries on all neighboring
peers. The less relevant peers are ignored during network building, and queries are
sent only to the most relevant peers. SP2P:sim utilizes learning to enable efficient
query routing, i.e., peers use their past interaction experience to determine future
query routing. Peers which return correct answers are rewarded, considered in future
querying, and peers which return irrelevant answers are punished, less considered in
future interactions. The punish/reward strategy depends on the employed approach
by the query answerer component, discussed in detail in chapter 3.

The query forwarding process starts when a peer maps concepts in the received query
to its local resource. The translated query is then sent over to the neighboring peers.
Queries are prevented from being trapped into cycles through labeling. The utilized
links between any two peers are marked used. Thus, each link is used only once,
and while the query answer retrieval is progressing, used links are prevented from
forwarding queries.

The query forward process continues until a query reaches a peer which has no neigh-
bor (an out-going link). The peer sends an answer description (translated query) to
the initiator peer. In the SP2P:sim the query routing terminates after queries tra-
verse all relevant paths in the semantic neighborhood (no TTL or number of hops
were used for query termination). Sending queries only once over the out-going links
during a simulation event is sufficient to terminate query forwarding. Query Routing
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class from the semantic neighborhood package is responsible for query routing in the
SP2P:sim.

4.5.7 Query result assessment

In the SP2P:sim, peers return modified/translated queries as query results. A query
result is an abstraction of a resource or a service description that a queried peer in
the network can provide, and for which the user must contact the result provider
directly in order to download the resource. The query answer could also be seen as
an abstraction of an actual data result that could be retrieved from a data repository.

Query results can be evaluated for the (=, Z], IZ, *, -L) relations between concepts in
query answers and concepts in querying peer's local ontology. For example, when a
peer ? sends a query with four concepts Q(A, B, C, D), and receives a response with a
similar number of concepts R(A, B, C, D), if ? has defined the relation between con-
cepts (A, B, C, D) and (Ä, B, C, D) to be exactly the same (=), then the relationship
between the query and query response concepts is 100%.

In the SP2P:sim, multiple answers could be generated from a single query, each from
a query routing path; query answers are send directly to the querier peer. Once a
last peer on each of the routing paths receives the query, it will send the result back
directly to the initiator peer. The query initiator's id is included in the queries to
facilitate sending results back directly to the querier peer. Querier peers evaluate an-
swers without user intervention. Automatic answer evaluation expands the SP2P:sim
applicabilities and uses for evaluating different aspects of the SP2P systems. These
include for example, emergent semantics and reliability.

The SP2P:sim provides three fault-tolerant query result evaluation implementations:
generous query answer evaluation (GQA), time redundant query answer evaluation
(TRQA) and majority voting query answer evaluation(MVQA). The implementations
are different from each other in the way they approach faults. The generous query
answer evaluation utilizes the generosity tit-for-tat algorithm developed in game the-
ory. The time redundant query answer evaluation is based on the time redundancy
method widely employed for preventing software and hardware failures. Both imple-
mentations are described and tested in details in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3.
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Table 4.2: Multiple query answer paths for a single query

The majority voting method is different than the other two approaches in two aspects:

i. It waits for all answers to arrive to the querier peer before making a decision on
whether a neighboring peer is returning a correct answer or not.

ii. It takes the view of majority peers, all query path answers, to decide whether an
answer is correct or not.

For example if a peer p¿ posed a query on a neighboring peer pj, and as result five
answers are returned, each from a path such as the ones described in the Table 4.5.7,
peer pj waits for all answers to arrive or for time out to occur and starts by evaluating
query answer generated from each path. If a majority of answers, three out of five in
the example, are correct, then the link between peer p¿ and Pj is rewarded, peer pi
considers the peer pj to be a valuable peer regardless to the incorrect answers returned.
The four classes QueryAnswerer, GTitQueryAnswerer, TimeRQueryAnswerer, and
MVQueryAnswerer are implementation codes of the Query Answerer and its three
behavior, GQA, TRQA and MVQA respectively. The classes are part of the peers
package. Figure 4.7 represents the SP2P:sim's query result assessment components.



Chapter 5

Fault-tolerant SP2P systems: Case
study

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we demonstrate how the SP2P:sim framework can be used to build
SP2P system simulations, and how the simulations can be used for studying different
aspects of existing SP2P systems. Specifically, the simulations will be used for de-
termining the effect of introducing new Query Answer components, the fault-tolerant
Query answer component, on the three different SP2P systems, namely, Chatty Web,
Piazza and P2PSLN systems. The lack of fault-tolerance capability of the SP2P
systems is selected for detailed study because research works have underlined the
significance of fault occurrences, specifically semantic mapping faults, and the need
to address them [24, 29, 33, 66, 73, 117, 119].

The simulated SP2P systems are different from each other in various aspects. We
model different SP2P systems by using different SP2P:sim component implementa-
tions. Having been able to derive simulation models from the generic simulation
framework and use the simulation models for studying the disconnection problem
issue of the SP2P systems is an illustration of the suitability of SP2P:sim framework
as a tool for studying architecture changes and other aspects of the SP2P systems.

The rest of chapter is divided into four sections. The sections provide descriptions
of: 1) building SP2P simulations using SP2P:sim framework, 2) fault and fault type

83
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SP2P systems

Chatty Web
Piazza
P2PSLN

Query Routing
Reducible
/
X
/

Irreducible
X
/
X

Query Answerer with
built-in query retry
X
X
/

Table 5.1: Characters which distinguishes SP2P systems from each other

definitions, 3) SP2P systems' execution process and a demonstration, through a walk-
through of a detailed example, of the negative impacts of a lack of fault-tolerance in
the SP2P systems, and 4) two solutions for the lack of fault-tolerant problem in the
SP2P systems.

5.2 Simulation model building

The first step in simulating a particular SP2P system is to determine the implemen-
tation of the seven constructs, identified in the reference model, for the system under
consideration. The second step then is building a configuration file. In that file all
the classes needed for modeling the system are identified. On the simulation startup,
these classes are put together to construct the system.

In the following, we demonstrate how the SP2P:sim component implementations can
be used to model three different SP2P systems. The systems are Chatty Web, Piazza,
and P2PSLN. Table 5.1 identifies the main characteristics that distinguish the three
systems which are chosen for the simulation. The system characteristics have been
determined through structure analysis of these systems.

Table 5.1 indicates that these systems employ different Routing algorithms, Query
Answerer components, Mapping, etc. Thus, the modeling of each individual system
needs to be set differently. Using SP2P:sim component implementations, Tables 5.2,
5.3, and 5.4 represent component configuration file for the systems, Chatty Web,
Piazza, and P2PSLN respectively. The classes which spotlight the difference between
the SP2P systems are in bold letters.

Based on the simulated system, a fault-tolerant algorithm with a proper policy will
be selected for inclusion into the simulation. For example, when simulating Chatty
Web system, a GQA algorithm with the partial policy is selected for inclusion in the
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SP2P components Component implementation
Profile creation fromLocalData
Resource Distribution localOntologies
Semantic Neighborhood publishDiscover
Query Formulator queryFromulator
Mapping match procedure
Query Routing Reducible
Query Answerer GQA (Partial policy)

Table 5.2: Chatty Web's configuration components

SP2P components Component implementation
Profile creation fromLocalData
Resource Distribution localOntologies
Semantic Neighborhood publishDiscover
Query Formulator queryFromulator
Mapping match procedure
Query Routing Irreducible
Query Answerer GQA (partial policy)

Table 5.3: Piazza's configuration components

SP2P components Component implementation
Profile creation fromLocalData
Resource Distribution localOntologies
Semantic Neighborhood publishDiscover
Query Formulator queryFromulator
Mapping match procedure
Query Routing Reducible
Query Answerer TRQA

Table 5.4: P2PSLN's configuration components
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simulation. The partial policy mimics the way Chatty Web handles the incorrect
query answers.

The simulation models and model components capture the main characteristics and
behaviors of the simulated systems. The simulations would run with any OWL data
model built with a Protege ontology building tool. When desired, the simulation com-
ponent can be replaced with user components. For example, a dictionary for mapping
between ontology concepts is manually constructed. In prior version of SP2P:sim, a
dictionary was designed to map between concepts from known ontologies, our per-
sonal ontologies. If deployed, this would prohibit the simulations from generating
large number of unique queries. Thus, for the sake of rendering large number of
unique queries and using the SP2P:sim for any domain ontology, concept mapping is
replaced with a simple procedure, Match procedure in Router class. The procedure
merely checks whether or not a query concept exists in the local ontologies. The
Match function in the two Router sub-class, RRouter or IRrouter class, enables sim-
ulating both IRSP2P system and RSP2P query routing behaviors ( see chapter 3 for
more information on SP2P type definitions). Class diagrams for the three systems
simulated are depicted in the figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 respectively.

5.3 Fault definition, types and causes

Existing SP2P systems are not fault-tolerant because often they fail to distinguish
between permanent and transient mapping faults. The lack of fault-tolerance capa-
bility may result in erroneous labeling of peers as having incompatible ontologies,
which in turn can potentially have serious and far-reaching consequences on system
reliability, efficiency and inclusiveness.

As a result of their lack of resilience to temporary mapping faults, SP2P systems
can suffer from disconnection failures. A disconnection failure arises when an SP2P

system that employs adaptive query routing methods treats temporary mapping faults
as permanent mapping faults.

One way to reduce the impact of disconnection failures is through building SP2P
systems with fault-tolerant query result evaluation functions. We need to improve
the state of neighborhood connectedness of SP2P systems in the presence of semantic
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diversity and ontology changes. That is, the query result evaluation function needs
to tolerate temporary mapping faults, otherwise there is a risk that the network
connectivity of the system will deteriorate.

In this section, we define what we mean by a semantic mapping fault, identify different
types of faults, list fault causes, and classify them along the temporal dimension.

5.3.1 Definition of semantic mapping faults and types

Definition 3 A fault is an incorrect semantic mapping, or the failure to map between
concepts from different ontologies. We say that a fault occurs when (i) a concept in
one ontology is mapped onto a semantically unrelated concept in a different ontology,
or (ii) a concept in one ontology cannot be mapped onto an existing semantically
related concept in another ontology.

Formally we can express this definition as follows. Assume we have two ontologies
?\ = {C,Cp,Cr} and U2 = {C, Cp, Cr}, where C and C are sets of concepts, Cp
and Cp are sets of concept properties, and Cr and Cr are sets of relations between
concepts.

Given two semantically equivalent concepts or their instances1, e G C and c G C,
c ? c, we say that a fault occurs if either one of the following is true:

• c is mapped onto a semantically unrelated concept ? G C, ? ? c;

• c cannot be mapped onto a semantically related concept c G C, i.e., the mapping
process incorrectly leads to nil.

The fault-tolerant literature classifies faults based on the duration of the fault. We

distinguish between permanent, transient and intermittent faults.

Definition 4 A permanent fault is a fault that continues to exist, unless some outside
action takes place to remove its underlying cause.

1FOr information on instance data and schémas see
http://jena.sourceforge.net/ontology/common-problems.html#aßox - tBox;
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/, [59].
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For example, any attempt to map between two concepts from two unrelated ontolo-
gies, i.e., two ontologies from different domains, will result in a permanent fault.
This situation will continue indefinitely unless, for example, a change is made in the
mapping semantics linking the ontologies.

Definition 5 A transient fault is a type of fault that appears once, and remains in
place for a short period of the time.

A transient fault may corrupt the data of a system, but the system will remain
operational. This is a statistical fault and it is hard to predict when exactly it will
happen. For example, the change of a company's stock symbol can result in a transient
semantic mapping fault, if either the propagation of the change notification to related
peers or applications is delayed, or the related peers or applications were unable to
incorporate the change immediately.

From the fault tolerance literature we know that treating a transient fault as a per-
manent one, or vice versa, carries a high risk and cost [14, 15, 55, 63, 92]. We argue
that this is also true of semantic mapping faults, especially in the context of SP2P
systems for business-to-business and security applications.

Definition 6 An intermittent fault is a fault that occurs randomly. It appears for a
short period of time, disappears, and then reappears repeatedly.

For example, in a situation where ontology modification is not a full substitution
of one ontology by another, it is possible for semantically related peers to continue
operating. In the described scenario, there can be intermittent faults. Faults will
occur because there are situations when related peers are unable to interpret the
meaning of concepts in the modified ontologies.

Although transient and intermittent faults manifest very similarly, they are quite
different. While the former one is generated from temporally condition, the latter is
the result of unstable system. The intermittent fault could be fixed by removing the
unstable component from the system, but the transient faults cannot be eliminated.

The diagram in Fig. 5.4 is one way that the three types of errors can be visualized.
A semantic mapping can either be correct (no fault) or incorrect (faulty). In the case
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Figure 5.4: Fault types

of a permanent fault, once the status of the mapping changes from no fault to faulty,
it remains faulty. For a transient fault, the mapping will be faulty for some time
interval. In the case of an intermittent fault, the status of the mapping repeatedly
changes between fault free and faulty.

Fault type definitions can be formally represented as follow:

Tr, for t= h

f{m) = { Int, for t= tf. i C [L.. ?], SG=? U < G*
Pr, for t= ti,t2,....,Ts

where Pr , Tr and Int stand for permanent, transient and intermittent fault types
respectively, U is the duration or the period in which mapping is corrupted, and Ts
is an entire system operation duration.
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5.3.2 Causes of non-permanent semantic mapping faults

In this section, we discuss situations that can cause non-permanent (transient or
intermittent) semantic mapping faults. Our intention is not to be comprehensive,
but to illustrate the need for handling (either by tolerating or guarding against)
temporary mapping faults. The causes of faults discussed below include ontology
evolution, query context and static mapping, temporal nature of data, unavailability
of data sources, and misbehavior of peers.

5.3.2.1 Ontology evolution

Ontologies evolve as existing concepts are replaced with new concepts, or concepts are
modified. The evolution of software and its consequences on system functionality has
received much attention in the software engineering and database design communities
[96]. Observations about software evolution can also be applied to the evolution of
ontologies.2 Klein [58] has studied the effect of ontology evolution on Web applications
and concludes that it strongly impacts system operability and the interpretation of
data.

There are several scenarios in which different types of semantic mapping faults could
occur as a result of ontology evolution:

• Adding new concepts to an existing ontology, e.g. adding a newly discovered
class or type of drug to existing relevant ontologies.

• Deleting concepts from an existing ontology. Outdated concepts, or concepts
that are no longer used or useful may be deleted from the ontology.

• Changes in concept meaning. A changed meaning can result in the removal or
addition of a concept relation or property.

An example of a change in ontology by adding new properties would be attaching a
concept for hydrogen as a new type of fuel to the concept car. Removing a relation
that links the concept floppy drive to the concept PC is another example of a change

2Noy [85] argues that the issue of versioning and evolving are one and the same in the context
of ontology mapping. What we see as important is that both versioning and evolving introduce
modifications to the existing ontology.
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in ontology, in this case for a PC maker who no longer supports floppy drives in its
product line.

5.3.2.2 Query context and static mapping

Static mapping is a mapping without consideration of the context in which a concept is
used, i.e., the relations and properties of a concept. It is a term-by-term association.
For example, if a concept ? is mapped statically to another concept y, mapping
will always produce the same results no matter the context of x. Static mapping may
generate faulty answers to queries when used in different contexts. This can explained
by way of the following example.

Consider two concepts (shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6) from different ontologies that
represent information about Students at a University and Members of a Research
Institute. Assume the following relations between the two concepts:

1. Some Members of a Research Institute are Students of a University, and the
Employee concept represents this relation.

2. The relationship of the Research Institute to the Institute and the relationship of
Educational Institute to Institute from the two ontologies are depicted in Figure
5.7.

One can see that the University concept from the first ontology and the Research
Institute concept from the second ontology become semantically equivalent, i.e.,

University = Researchlnstitute

This is possible, as the Institute concept from both ontologies can be declared
in the mapping table as equivalent concepts.

Consider the effect of a static mapping from University to Research Institute on the
following two queries:

Ql: List the Names of all Members of Institutes

When this query is posed to both ontologies, it asserts that University = Institute.
However, consider the second query:
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Name

has name

has ID,

Student

affiliated with

StudentID University

Figure 5.5: Representation of the concept Student at a University

associated with

Employee
has ID
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MemberID

has name
Name

works for

Research
Institute

Figure 5.6: Representation of the concept Member of a Research Institute

Institute

îs-a

Educational Institute

îs-a

University

Institute

îs-a

Research Institute

Figure 5.7: Two different representation for Institute concept
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Q2: List the Names of all Members of Educational Institutes

The relation University = Researchlnstitute no longer holds, and this assumption
will result in a fault. While the semantic correspondence between the concepts re-
sulted in a correct answer to the first query, it resulted in an fault for the second
query. This scenario is a good example of an intermittent fault. Every time the static
mapping between University and Research Institute is used, a fault will occur, but
there is no fault otherwise. The work of [19] and [88] further elaborates on the effect
of context and static mapping on faults.

5.3.2.3 Temporal nature of data

While in previous examples we referred to concept mapping faults, concept instances
could also lead to transient or intermittent faults. Even though different researchers
have different views on whether instances should be part of an ontology or not [75],
an important source of faults during query answer evaluation involves changes over
time in the concept instances; this is true whether instances are part of ontology or
not.

The issue of temporal data is of high importance in situations where data are changing
continuously such as stock prices or weather condition. A query answer evaluator that
compares temperature values or stock prices represented in two different ontologies
may produce different results at different points in time. Not accounting for time
dependency can lead to faulty query answer assessments.

Assume that there is a network of peers that provide weather information for different
cities, each with a weather ontology similar to that shown in Fig. 5.8.3 Also assume
that we want to find the coldest city in the network. One way to achieve this is
by running a query similar to the following over all related cities and subsequently
comparing the results:

Q: Find the Location with the lowest temperature

If query propagation is delayed for some reason, or queries are posed at different
times to each peer, the result will not reflect the correct weather temperature. This

3Note that this weather ontology is a partial ontology with instances.
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has time
Weather

has location
has temperature

TimeLocation Temperature

has cit has state

Figure 5.8: Partial weather ontology

fault is not the result of differences in semantic representation (all peers use the
same ontology), but rather due to the temporal nature of the temperature concept.
This fault could be temporary or permanent, based on whether temporal values are
accounted for or not in the ontology. Something similar could be said about a query
to find the cheapest stock price. Other examples related to temporal changes of
ontology concepts are presented in [118].

The temporal issue is not limited to the concept instances. Similar issues also apply
to temporal ontologies. However, while the temporal schémas have been extensively
studied in Database research for example, temporal ontology is still an open area of
research [45, 52].

5.3.2.4 Unavailability of data sources

It has been pointed out by Gal [38] that the design of the conceptual schema for
information services possesses special properties. These include i. a rapid change
of data sources and metadata; and ii. instability, since there is no control over the
information sources. The availability of information sources is solely dependent upon
information source providers. A possible scenario is the temporary unavailability of
information when such information is needed. This possibility is particularly acute
during query execution.
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5.3.2.5 Misbehavior of peers

Correctness of semantic mapping depends on the honest conduct of peers. A peer
could be dishonest or biased in its interaction with other peers during the mapping
procedure for reasons such as selfishness or greed. There are various ways through
which a peer could influence the mapping process. These ways include i. not for-
warding a query to other peers during transitive mapping process ii. not forwarding
answers to the other peers during mapping; or iii. altering or delaying queries (re-
sults) before forwarding them to other peers. In all of these situations the query
answer will be incorrect.

There is some similarity between the information source unavailability described in
the subsection 5.3.2.4 and peers misbehavior, but they are not quite the same. While
the former is caused by information unavailability, the latter results in the information
unavailability. Thus, we decided to present them separately.

Working in an hostile or uncooperative environment gives rise to situations where
peers can be permanently hostile or uncooperative. This may lead to permanent
faults. However, in the case of unintentional misinterpretation or incorrect imple-
mentation of mappings, faults are produced from "noise-like" actions, and it would
be correct to assume that they are non-permanent.

In the above scenarios we need to differentiated between permanent and temporary
mapping faults. The knowledge about different types of faults along the temporal
dimension will help determine when peers should be excluded from further interaction.
This helps in building reliable SP2P systems

5.3.3 Classification of temporal mapping faults

In this section, we re-examine the different fault causes that have been listed in
previous sections to find out under what circumstances each individual fault cause
could result in transient, intermittent or permanent faults; we then classify these fault
causes along the following two dimensions:

1. Type: As described in Section 5.3.1, we distinguish three types of faults: per-
manent, transient and intermittent faults.
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2. Cause: Fault causes are identified in Section 5.3.2, below, when they occur and
identify their associated fault types.

Since we assume that local mappings between ontologies already exist, our classifi-
cation will focus on what faults may occur during mapping execution, rather than
on faults that may occur because of errors in the mapping logic, e.g. substituting
a concept by its hypernyms or hyponyms. Mapping faults caused by meaning and
representation of concepts are not included in this classification. For these types
of fault we refer the reader to [79, 94, 41]. Also, in order to simplify the analysis,
we sometimes refer to both intermittent and transient type errors as non-permanent
faults.

5.3.3.1 Permanent mapping faults

The following situations could result in permanent mapping faults:

• Mapping temporal concepts without a representation of time constraints in the
ontology leads to permanent faults. This is because temporal ontology concepts
are continuously changing with time. Even if the mapping (per chance) produces
some correct mappings without consideration for time constraints, eventually
the system will fail completely.

• The degree of ontology modification (versioning and evolution), and whether or
not the modified concepts will be used in the mapping process, will determine
the mapping result. A high degree of modification and the frequent use of the
modified concepts may prevent semantically related applications or peers from
working with the modified ontology.

• If the system is unavailable, the mapping process cannot be performed. Un-
availability may be the result of a network or peer failure.

• Working in a hostile or uncooperative environment can create conditions where
peers are permanently hostile or uncooperative. 4

4If multiple peers cooperate and misbehave intentionally, this will create a different type of fault
known as Byzantine fault, which is not considered in this study.
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We would like to point out that query context and static mapping will less likely lead
to permanent faults. If this were not the case, it would indicate that the existing
mapping is incomplete. Hence, a better concept mapping would be required.

5.3.3.2 Non-permanent mapping faults

Except from those situations identified in the first case, all other situations will result
in non-permanent faults. These situations include:

• A change in query context can give rise to intermittent faults. This is because
every time mapping is used in contexts other than the contexts for which the
relation was defined for, an error may occur.

• A denial of service request due to temporary server crashes or the disappearance
and reappearance of peers will result in a non-permanent fault.

• In situations where ontology evolution is not a complete substitution of the
previous ontology, it is possible for related peers or applications to continue
operating. In this scenario there can be intermittent faults. Faults will occur
because there are situations where semantically related peers are unable to
interpret the meanings of concepts in a modified ontology.
Moreover, the ontology modification procedure also has an impact on the fault
type. The modification procedure could result in either i. the unavailability
of a peer for a short period of time, while the ontology is locked or ii. a race
condition between the information source and information users, if the ontology
user is informed about the change in advance of the modification. That is, the
modification problem becomes an instance of the unavailability or temporal
problems described above. From this observation we may conclude that every
ontology modification can lead to a non-permanent fault.

• Unintentional misinterpretation or incorrect implementation of mappings gives
rise to an incorrect mapping. Since the faults are produced from "noise-like"
actions, it will be correct to assume that they are non-permanent.

The observations about ontology modification, unavailability and temporal ontology
concepts can be generalized as follows:
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• The effect of an ontology modification is not as severe as the effect of unavail-
ability. This is because we assume that modifications to ontologies are less
frequent than an information source becoming unavailable.

• The probability of transient faults may be higher than that for intermittent
faults. Again, this is for the same reason.

It is important to note that, in this section, we have considered causes of faults one
cause at a time. For example, we studied the effect of query contexts, temporal as-
pects, and ontology modifications separately. It will be interesting to explore whether
a fault can be the result of multiple causes, and whether we need to distinguish be-
tween different fault causes, when a fault occurs. However, the approach that we will
take in the next section to detect and remedy faults does not require knowledge of
the underlying cause. Table 5.5 summarizes this classification.

Transient Fault Intermittent Fault Permanent Fault

Temporal Seman-
tic Conflict

One-time message
delay

Frequent
delays

message Unsupported
constraint

time

Ontology
tion

Evolu- During changes During changes Unsupported change
management

Query Context
and Static Map-
ping

Unsupported Query
Context

Unsupported Query
Context

Disqualify

Unavailability
Data Sources

of Unavailability
Timeout

> Frequent unavail-
ability > Timeout

Unavailability = oo

Misbehavior
Peers

of One time misbehav-
ior

Repeated misbehav-
ior

Permanent misbe-
havior

Table 5.5: Classification of temporal semantic mapping faults

5.4 SP2P's lack of fault tolerance illustrations

In this subsection, a description of the execution process of the current SP2P systems
is provided. Two scenarios along with a detailed example to demonstrate the lack of
a fault-tolerant problem in the existing SP2P systems are discussed as well.
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5.4.1 Execution process of SP2P systems

Execution process of SP2P systems comprises the following steps:

1. Peers join a network after finding the first peer with compatible knowledge rep-
resentation. That is, peers establish mappings to the semantically related peers.
Subsequently, peers submit queries to their neighboring peers using concepts in
their own personalized local ontologies.

2. Upon receiving a query, each peer starts processing the query locally. If the
concepts used to formulate the query are compatible with concepts in its local
ontology, it sends back query results to the querying peer. Otherwise, it forwards
the query to other peers for which they have a direct mapping, after invoking the
mapping or translation procedure. Query forwarding will continue, until either
(1) the query reaches the query initiator,5 (2) the query exceeds a specified
number of query forwards ("hops"), or (3) the time to live for the query message
expires.

3. The querying peer (query initiator) collects all answers returned, and evaluates
them. If the answers are satisfactory, the query initiator increases its confidence
in its mappings and neighbor(s) to provide correct answers6. The query initiator
could also inform the neighboring peers about the query result. Thus, the entire
query forwarding paths will be informed of the result of a un/successful query.
Figure 5.9, depicts the described steps.

5The query must stop here, otherwise an infinite forwarding loop would be possible.
6A successful query result implies a successful series of mappings.

Join the network

(Mapping Establishment)

Query Translation
and Forwarding

Answer Evaluations

Figure 5.9: The main steps of the SP2P execution process
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Figure 5.10: Semantically related peers without temporal fault handling

The described steps could be conceived as a process of constructing a directed graph,
where anytime a local peer ? encounters another peer p that provides a correct answer
to its query (i.e. a peer with a comparable semantic representation), the existing se-
mantic mapping between these peers will be further reinforced. That is, semantically
related peers are discovered and linked to one other during the normal operation of
the system — search and query forwarding. Fig. 5.10 depicts such a graph. In the
figure, the filled peer is the query initiator, labels on the links represent a mapping
from source to target and semantically related peers are connected by a directed link.
The graph will be used by peers for future collaboration, e.g. when initiating or
forwarding a similar query.

A fundamental prerequisite for the creation of the described semantic graph is the
existence of local mappings between peers with different ontologies and the correctness
of those local mappings. Thus, when peers are unable to answer queries or provide
correct answers to them, the way in which this failure is handled can become the
source of problems. We need to make a subtle distinction between permanent and
non-permanent semantic mapping faults or risk the erroneous labeling of peers as
having incompatible data representations.
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Figure 5.11: A peer on the mapping path has one outgoing link

5.4.2 Critical review of SP2P systems

To illustrate the consequences of erroneously labeling peers as incompatible we con-
sider the effect on the number of outgoing mapping links each peer has to other peers
in the network. We will consider two cases:

Case 1 In this case, one of the peers on the mapping path used to answer the query,
has only one outgoing link. By mapping path we mean the chain of translations used
to produce the query result. This case is represented by Fig. 5.11, where peer px is the
query initiator, peer pk the peer with one outgoing link Mk, and all links from peer
Pk+i form different paths participating in query answers returned to the initiator peer
Pi. Small circles on the edges of the graph indicate that different peers participated
in forming the results.

It is clear from Fig. 5.11 that unless the system can distinguish between transient
and permanent mapping faults, if the mapping Mk between Peer pk and peer pk+l
is not successful, even only for a short period of time, peer pi will conclude that
the outgoing mapping link M\ is not entirely reliable, that is, its confidence in the
outgoing mapping link M\ will be reduced.

This is because even a temporary failure of one mapping link, Mk results in the
incorrectness of all paths MPi, MP2, MP3 and MP^, following that mapping link.
In other words, mapping faults are dependent. Hence, all the results originated from
peer pk will be considered incorrect for a particular query. Based on (1) the current
state of the link M, i.e. its prior value, and (2) the rate of fault occurrence, peer pk
and all other peers on the mapping paths going through peer pk could be excluded
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Figure 5.12: Peers on the mapping path have multiple outgoing links

from participation in SP2P execution process.

Case 2 In this case, we are considering a situation when peers have k outgoing
mapping links and k > 1. Fig. 5.12 represents this case. It shows that pk has three
outgoing mapping links { Mkl, Mfc2 Mk3 }· Hence, the decision on the reliability
or trustworthiness of the outgoing link M1 does not depend entirely on the outgoing
link M?? as it was the situation in Case 1. Nonetheless, not distinguishing between
transient and permanent mapping faults (i.e., treating the mapping link Mk1 as per-
manently faulty) will have an impact on the perception of the correctness of the
outgoing mapping link M1.

The wrong perception about any outgoing mapping link, when peers have k outgoing
links, could impact the way subsequent queries will be routed. Consider the situation
shown in Fig. 5.12. If the original trust in the outgoing links M1 and M2 were X and
Y respectively and X — Y = d, then, if a transient fault on the mapping link Mki
downgrades the trust value of M1 by a value Z, where Z > d, the peer P1 will favor
M2 over M1 the next time it needs to forward a query. This could, in turn, isolate
other peers from participating in future collaborations, and lower the precision and
recall of query results because of a lower number of peers participating in answering
the query.
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5.4.3 A demonstrative example of an SP2P execution pro-
cess and lack of fault-tolerance problems

In the previous two subsections, we described the SP2P execution process and pro-
vided a critical review of existing SP2P system. In this section, the described steps
will be further explicated through a detailed example.

5.4.3.1 Groundwork

Concepts used for modeling Laptops by Future Shop, Sony, BestBuy stores and Ebay
have been used to create different ontologies for the demonstrative example, three
of these ontologies are represented graphically in Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15. Two
instances of store specific ontology are provided below. Ontology instances are created
using Protege editor7 with OWL DL sublanguage8

Future Shop

Processor

Memory

Resolution

Display size

System System

Display

Multimedia

Description

Waranty

Storage

Display Type

Figure 5.13: FutureShop store laptop ontology

7http://protege.stanford.edu/
8http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/PR-owl-guide-20031215/
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[ Screen size j

Feature

Processor

I Speed

Notebook price

Memory

Ebay

Fax/Modem

Speed

Wireless

CD-Rom
Speed

Figure 5.14: Ebay laptop ontology

Best Buy

Processor

Type

installed

I Memory

Notebook

Width

Software

Display

Included
Drives

Weight] / -,¦ J i Height J

Dimensions Depth J

Included
Device

Features
Included

Network Card ,

Input Device

Figure 5.15: BestBuy store laptop ontology
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< owl : Ontology rdf : about = ""/ >
< owl -.Class rdf -.ID = "laptop" / >
< laptop rdf : ID =" 12356789"

< name rdf : datatype =
"http : / /www.w3.org/2001fXMLSchema#string"/ >
SZseries < /name >
< price rdf : datatype =
"http : 1 1'www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float" >
$1999.99 < /price >
< features rdf : datatype =
"http : //www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" >
1.5 GHZ < /feature >
< make rdf : datatype =
"http : / /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" >
Sony < /make >

< /laptop >

< owl : Ontology rdf : about = ""/ >
< owl : Class rdf : ID = "notebook" / >
< notebook rdf : ID =" 12334br456"

< brand rdf : datatype =
"http : I /www.w3.org/2001/'XMLSchema#string" / >
TecraSeries < /brand >
< price rdf : datatype =
"http: //www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float" >
$999.99 < /price >
< qualities rdf : datatype =
"http : I /www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema^string" >
AMD Turion 64 X2 Duo Core TL-50< /feature >
< tradeName rdf : datatype =
"http : I'?'www. w3.org/2001 /1XMLSchema#string" >
Toshiba < /tradeName >

< /notebook >

Fig. 5.11 and 5.12 represent two mapping relation settings among four different store
specific ontologies. Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 present the semantic mappings among
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these stores for concepts used in the SPARQL9 query provided below.
\

Sony )/
\

Sony &y
/

/\
\Best \FutureBusiness r^

JShop BuyDepot /\BestFuture

( EbayBuy 4,
/

Ebay j

Figure 5.16: Peers with one semantic
mapping; Figure 5.17: Peers with multiple se-

mantic mappings

For the purpose of the mappings, we assume the following logic relations are imple-
mented in the mapping procedure: {=, E, Zl, *, -L} where, C1 = C2 means that the two
concepts are synonyms. In other words, C1 and C2 are different concepts with similar
or identical meanings and are interchangeable. We consider semantic affinity between
synonyms concepts to be 1.0. The relation C1 Zl C2 means C1 is a hypernym of C2 ( i.e.,
C1 is more generic or broad than C2). The relation C1 Z C2, means that the C1 has a
hyponymous relationship to C2. The semantic affinity for hypernym and hyponym is
set to 0.5. The relation _L means that the two concepts have no semantic relationship
with each other. The semantic affinity between two un-related concepts is set to 0.0.
Any other relationship between concepts other than those described above will be
captured by * relation. The semantic affinity between concepts having * relation is
set to 0.25.

5.4.3.2 Execution

5.4.3.2.1 Single mapping link and no fault-tolerance Having a query Q
posed on a Future Shop store in a network of stores depicted by Fig. 5.16, con-
cepts included in the query (Laptop, Operating system, Display and Weight) will be
translated along a mapping path Fshop—»BestBuy —>-Ebay—>¦ FutureShop.

Assume that BestBuy does not have a Laptop which satisfies the query constraint
(i.e. a laptop worth less than $1000), then it will provide no answer to the Future
Shop store; it will forward the query to its only semantically related store, Ebay.

9http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Future

Shop

Laptop

Operating
System

Display

Weight

affinity
type

BestBuy
Store

Notebook

Software

Screen size

Dimension 0.5

affinity
ratio

1.0
0.5

0.5

Table 5.6: FShope -»· BestBuy

Best

Buy
Laptop

Dimension

Screen size

Software

affinity

type

Ebay

Notebook

null

Screen size

OS

affinity
ratio

1.0
0.0
0.5
0.5

Table 5.7: BestBuy -> Ebay

Future

Shop
Software

Display
Dimension

affinity

type
?

Sony

System
Software

Display
Description 0.5

affinity
ratio

0.5

0.5

Table 5.8: FShope -» Sony

PREFIX com < http : / /www.../ ~#computer/ >
SELECT ÎOperating System ÎDisplay ?Weight
FROM < http : //tmuui.../ ~/ computer .owl/ >
WHERE
{

?laptop com:Operating System ÎOperating System;
com:Display ÎDisplay;
com:Weight ÎWeight.

FILTER (com : Price < 1000).
}

Future shop will receive the query answer from Ebay because the semantic relation
for query concepts along the translation path are high enough for the query to be
continuously forwarded and to reach Fshop store.

By comparing the list of query concepts to the list of concepts of the product de-
scription result, we could conclude that a semantic relationship along the translation
path for the Laptop concept (Laptop —» Notebook -> Notebook) has been preserved
and its equivalent to 1.0. Other product attributes included in the end result prod-
uct description are: System Software with semantic relation equal to 0.5 (Operating
System —>¦ Software —>· System Software), Screen size with a semantic relation equal
to 0.5 as well (Display—»Display—»Screen size) and one of the attributes, the weight
attribute, has been dropped by the translation process. Hence, the value of the weight
attributed will be set to 0.0. The semantic similarity vector for query result will con-

fer the concepts: Laptop, Operating1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0tain the following values:
System, Display and Weight respectively.

For the purpose of query answer validation, we consider an answer to be correct if:
i. it satisfies the query constraints, and ii. the sum of semantic relation values for
concepts returned in the product description answer divided by number of concepts
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be > k, where k is a system defined value. For instance, if k value were set to > 0.5,
then the query result returned by Ebay will considered correct since (l+.5+.5+0)/4
= 0.5 which is equal to k. The result of the correct answer fed-back to the system and
beliefs in the correctness of the mapping link Fshop —» BestBuy will be increased.

The above-described situation assumes a perfect world. In other words, no changes or
modification either to mappings or to local ontologies during query process, perfect
peers behavior, continues service availability and probably no use of temporal data is
assumed. If all these assumptions hold, then belief in the correctness of the out-going
mapping link FShop—» BestBuy will increase and it will be considered for subsection
queries.

Unfortunately, the world is not perfect. As soon as one of these conditions does not
hold, the above described scenario will not work properly. For example, if it happens
that Ebay is blocking the incoming queries temporarily- while it updates its local
ontology, then the answer to the query Q will not return any result. Depending on
the current value of the mapping link Fshop—»BestBuy, this mapping link could be
labeled as a faulty link, thus, resulting in a permanent disconnect between Fshop and
sub-network starts from BestBuy.

5.4.3.2.2 Multiple mapping links and no fault-tolerance In this case we
want to study the effect of transient mapping faults a in situation when peers have
more than one mapping link to others. Building multiple mapping links is costly but
depending entirely on one mapping link is not trouble free either. We have illustrated
the latter case in subsection 5.4.3.2.1.

Figure 5.17 represents the discussed example in subsection 5.4.3.2.1 with BestBuy
having more than one mapping link (two mapping links).

Following the query forward steps described in subsection 5.4.3.2.1, once BestBuy
receives query Q from Future shop, it will forward it to its semantically related peers
(i.e., Ebay and Sony store). Assuming Ebay is blocking incoming queries temporarily,
Future shop will receive a query vector result from Sony store for concepts included
in the query 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 and null value from Ebay.

10 (Laptop -» Notebook -» Notebook), (Operating System -» Software -» System Software),
(Display—»Display-*· Screen size) and (Weight-»Dimension-» Description)
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The null value returned from Ebay will have a negative impact on evaluating the
correctness of the out-going mapping link Fshop—»BestBuy. The intensity of this
negative impact depends on:

• the other result returned from the path (Fshop—»BestBuy—»Sony—»Fshop) and,

• the way returned results are used in evaluating the correctness of the out-going
mapping link.

In general we will have the following three cases(although other sub-cases are also
possible) :

(1) if the result returned by the mapping path (for instance the Fshop—»BestBuy—»
Sony—»FShop mapping path) is not correct, then the decision about trustworthiness of
the out-going mapping link Fshop—»Sony will depends entirely on the result retuned
from Ebay. Hence, the temporary failure will have drastic effect, i.e. possibility of
total abandoning of the out-going mapping link. This is not the case in our example.

(2) if the correctness value of an out-going mapping link is determined by taking a
median or average of the results (the average value is used in this example), then
the transient fault will have a severe impact and, it could result in abandonment of
out-going mapping link. This case is applied to our example.

(3) If the original confidence in the outgoing link FutureShop —» BestBuy and Fu-
tureShop —» Business Depot were X and Y values respectively, and X — Y = d, then
if a transient fault on the mapping link BestBuy —» Ebay downgrades the confidence
value of FutureShop -» BestBuy by a value Z where Z > d then, Future Shop could
favor FutureShop—)·Business Depot over the FutureShop—»BestBuy for next query
forwarding.

The described example demonstrates that, regardless of the number of out-going
mapping links, there is still a need for handling the temporary faults in order to
achieve emergent semantics.

In a situation where an out-going mapping link continues to be used as long as one
correct answer is returned, i.e. the required correct value for using an out-going
mapping link is > 0, applied in [3], then the temporary mapping fault will have
no effect on the validation of the out-going mapping links unless all links which are
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returning correct results infected by temporary faults. We consider forwarding query
on mapping links with substantially low confidence values to be another deficiency in
the existing systems. This is because it will lead SP2P systems close to broadcasting
queries, something SP2P systems are trying to avoid in the first place.

We conclude this section with the anticipation that once the effect of the temporal
semantic mapping faults are eliminated, a denser graph than the once presented in the
Fig.5.10 emerges. This is because all the peers that were excluded from participation
in the first place, because of the temporary semantic mapping faults, will be included
this time. Fig. 5.18 is an instance of the expected new graph. Here, filled peers are
the new peers which have been added to the first graph.

In the following section, two solutions to fault-tolerance will be described and the
anticipated results will be examined.
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Figure 5.18: SP2P network when mapping fault handled
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5.5 Lack of fault-tolerance problem solutions

Overcoming semantic mapping faults is a vital issue for the success of SP2P systems.
There have been various research efforts which address the classification and the reso-

lution of the semantic mapping fault problem, but all of the previous research related
to semantic mapping faults demonstrate one significant shortcoming. This flaw is the
inability to discriminate between non-permanent and permanent semantic mapping
faults, i.e., how long do semantic incompatibilities stay effective and are the semantic
incompatibilities permanent or temporary? In this section, two solutions, Generous
Query answerer Algorithm (GQA) and Time Redundancy Query answer Algorithm
(TRQA), are described for the lack of fault-tolerant problem in the SP2P systems.
The effect of the solution on three SP2P systems: Chatty Web, Piazza and P2PSLN
systems are simulated along with studying the effect of the solutions on the systems
that are only possible to be built using our simulation framework. The similarities and
differences between the two solutions will be explored. The algorithms' cost in term
of the number of messages used along with detailed experimental results validating
the algorithms' effectiveness are provided as well.

5.5.1 GQA and TRQA fault recovery approaches

The time redundancy query answer algorithm (TRQA) described in section 5.5.3 and
the generous query answer algorithm (GQA) described in this section are two different
ways to endow SP2P's Query Answer component with the ability to tolerate faults.
There are some differences and similarities between these two approaches, below these
are explored.

Peers employing the GQA algorithm postpone their decision about their cut-
ting/preserving relationship with their neighbors until further interactions take place.
That is, peers test their neighboring peers with new queries. Using the TRQA algo-
rithm, the same query posed on the neighboring peers will be resubmitted after some
time to get new answers, and, hence the decision to cut/preserve the relationship
with the neighboring peers.

The TRQA algorithm's objective is to prevent treating transient faults as permanent
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ones. Hence, the TRQA algorithm requires an additional procedure to adjust rela-
tionships with neighboring peers. The GQA algorithm, on the other hand, deals with
faults without requiring any additional procedures.

The TRQA is a suitable method for reducing faults caused by peers' unintentional
misconduct (e.g. message delay conveying ontology changes information, and when
used in the Web environment for web unavailability). In addition to these situations,
the GQA algorithm is also effective in situations where faults are caused by static local
mapping between schémas and when query answers depend on the query context (see
chapter 5, section 5.3.2.2 for faults caused by query context static mapping).

Despite the described differences between the GQA and TRQA algorithms, there
is one similarity between the two algorithms. Both algorithms are based on the
peers' own assessment of other peers. In both algorithms, peers determine future
relationship with other peers based on their own experience. Other peers' experience
in the system is not accounted for.

5.5.2 Generous query answerer algorithm

Query result evaluation strategy is an important aspect of adaptive query routing in
SP2P systems. In order for SP2P networks stay connected, they need to have a fault-
tolerant query answer components that employ a correct result evaluation function.
An incorrect evaluation function prevents semantically related peers from teaming-up
together. In this section we describe the Generous Query Answerer algorithm (GQA)
for solving the SP2P disconnection failure problem. The GQA algorithm is simple
in concept, easy to implement and highly effective; it is inspired by the generosity
tit-for-tat algorithm developed for game theory.

5.5.2.1 GQA Algorithm's steps and procedures

Several design decisions have been made during the algorithm development. These
include:

i. Use of local knowledge. Peers have only knowledge of their immediate neighbors.
A peer's knowledge is related to its belief in the reliability or ability of neighboring
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peers for providing correct answers to their queries. Reliability is defined in the
range of [0, 1], where 1 means that neighboring peers are able to return correct
answers to a query and 0 means they are not. Peers disconnect from each other,
i.e., lose confidence in each other, when the reliability reaches 0, hence they drop
their mapping links.

ii. Normalization is not applied. Sending a query on an outgoing link can result in
several query answers. The number of query answers depends on the number of
cycles in the network starting from the querying peer. All answers are treated
equally. That is, no extra weight is given to any particular answer or querying
path.

iii. Use of average values. As initiator peer receive query answers, it updates the
confidence value in its out-going mapping links. Treating query answers equally
in updating out-going mapping links is equivalent to averaging query answer
values.

These decisions are made to ensure the algorithm is easily understood. Future revision
of these decisions is possible. The algorithm, made up of three essential functions:
(1) initialization, (2) result evaluation, and (3) an update function, proceeds along the
following steps:

1. At network startup peers start connections. Connected peers set their trust value
in each other to 1, and system parameters for query result evaluation are initialized.

2. The query result evaluation function verifies the (=, Zl, E, *, -L) relations between
concepts in query answer and concepts in querying peer's local ontology. That
is, whether the semantic relationship between query answer concepts and a peer's
local concepts are exactly the same, subsumed, related, or totally not related. The
result verification could also be interpreted as checks on whether the query response
satisfies all, some or none of query constraints. For example, when a peer ? sends
a query with four concepts q(A, B, C, D), and receives a response to with a similar
number of concepts as(Ä, B, C, D), if ? has defined the relation between concepts
(A, B, C, D) and (Ä,B,C,D) to be exactly the same (=), then the relationship
between the query and query response concepts is 100%.
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3. Based on query result evaluation relation in Step 2, peers update their confidence
in the reliability of their outgoing links.

We have identified five different update policies: Complete, Firm, Partial, Benevolent,
and Failure Guarded. The policies differ from each other in two aspects:

i. whether or not peers consider partially correct answers to be faulty or correct,
and

ii. how much peers are tolerant toward faults.

These policies could be described as follows:

Under the Complete policy only exact answers are accepted by the querying peers.
Peers returning exact answers are rewarded by querier peers, i.e., querier peers in-
crease the confidence value in the related out-going links by Re, and Re=I. The peers
that return partially correct answers are treated as if they were returning incorrect
answers. Peers implementing this policy are not tolerant to faults, thus, whenever
neighboring peers return incorrect or partially correct answers, their confidence values
will be reduced by Pn, where Pn=I.

The Firm policy is similar to the Complete policy in accepting only exact answers.
However, peers employing the Firm policy are more tolerant toward partially cor-
rect answers. Peers will reduce the confidence in their outgoing links by Pn values
whenever they receive partially correct answers, Pn < 1. The values used to deduct
the confidence in the connected neighbor depend on the type of query answers, i.e.,
{E, Zl, *}. Table 5.10 provide some instances of these values.

The Partial policy neither rewards nor punishes neighboring peers when they re-
turn partially correct answers: it is neutral toward partially correct answers. Thus,
no changes will be applied to the confidence values of the related out-going links.
However, the Partial policy acts like the Complete and the Firm policies toward the
incorrect answers, i.e., it reduces the confidence value of outgoing neighbors by Pn,
where Pn = 1.

The Benevolent policy is a fault-tolerant policy. It accepts partially correct answers
and rewards related out-going links by Re value when Re < Re. The Policy follows
the generosity tit-for-tat approach in dealing with incorrect answers. The generosity
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Update Policies correct incorrect partially correct
Complete reward (Re) punish (Pn) punish (Pn)
Firm reward (Re) punish (Pn) less severe punish (Pn)
Partial reward (Re) punish (Pn) neutral (Nu)
Benevolent reward (Re) less severe punish (P) partially reward (Re)
Failure Guarded reward (Re) less severe punish (P) partially reward (Re)

Table 5.9: Summary of GQA policies reaction toward answers

feature entails punishing incorrect answers by Pn where P < Pn and Pn; querying
peers tolerate up to kf-1 faults in sequence. For a neighboring peer to be disconnected
from a querying peer, it has to return kf incorrect answers in sequence. The number
of the faults that the policy could handle, kf, is the system variable. The value of the
variable is set by the system users according to their needs and application purposes.
Once a permissible number of faults are exceeded, the policy follows the tit-for-tat
policy, and ultimately disconnects from neighboring peers that return incorrect query
answers.

The Failure guarded policy is similar to the Benevolent policy in dealing with partially
correct results and in tolerating faults. Furthermore, the Failure Guarded approach
provides peers with an additional capability preventing them from reaching a state
of total isolation, thus preventing the network disconnection. This is achieved by
changing the result-evaluation function: peers check their outgoing connection degree
prior to cutting ties with their neighbors. When peers have only one outgoing neigh-
bor, they will not update their confidence value in their neighbor even if they receive
incorrect query answers from them. The continuous connection policy is not achieved
without cost. Peers employing this strategy have to accept a high rate of faults for
the sake of the connectivity.

These policies are summarized in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. A sample of numerical values
that could be used for updating the confidence values in outgoing links for all five
policies are presented in Table 5.10. These values are system parameters: their values
are set by the system administrator in such a way that application needs can be met
in the best possible way. Algorithm 1 below is the pseudocode for the GQA's steps
and procedures.
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Algorithm 1 Answer handling algorithm pseudocode

1. procedure Initialize
2. /* the policy is set to Benevolence */
3. ChangelnStrength [ ] <- {0.2,0.1,0.1,0.05, -0.2}
4. While(aPeer.haveMoreLinks)
5. aPeer.setOutGoingMappingLink «—1
6. End While
7. End procedure

8. procedure Result-Evaluation
9. int count <— 0
10. int nocq ·<— getQueryOriginSize
11. Set <String>temp <— getAnswerContent
12. IF( temp.size() > 0) {
13. For (i«-0 To i < tempSize)
14. IF ( (initiatorResource).understood(temp.elementAt(i)) )
15. count <— count + 1
16. EndIF
17. EndFor
18. EndIF

19. // ChangelnStrength value represents a fault-tolerance policy, Table 1 hold these values
20. IF(count = nocq) {Update (anEdge, ChangelnStrength [O]) }
21. Else IF (count = (nocq -I)) { Update (anEdge, ChangeInStrength[l]) }
22. Else IF(count = (nocq -2) ) { Update (anEdge, ChangeInStrength[2]) }
23. Else IF (count = (nocq -3)) { Update (anEdge, ChangelnStrength [3]) }
24. Else { Update (anEdge, ChangeInStrength[4])}
25. EndIF
26. setEdgeColorStrength (anEdge)
27. removeUnusedLinks (initiator, anEdge)
29. End procedure

30. procedure Update(AnEdge anEdge, double nstrength)
31. double newStrength «— 0
32. newStrength «— anEdge.getStrength() + nstrength
33 . anEdge . setStrength(newStrength)
34. End procedure
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Update Policies
Complete
Firm
Partial
Benevolent
Failure Guarded

Update Values
1,-1,-1,-1,-1]

[1, -0.5, -0.25, -0.05, -1]
[1, 0, 0, 0, -1]
[0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05, -0.2]
[0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05, -0.2]

Table 5.10: An instance of numerical values that could be used by policies

5.5.2.2 Fault simulation

A list of situations that could raise faults in SP2P systems are surveyed in Section
5.3.3. In our simulation, however, the focus is placed on the ontology changes or
ontology updates to generate faults. Peers' local ontologies are updated by adding
new concepts to the existing ones, and faults are generated by forming queries using
the newly added concepts to the local ontologies.

When a query is created with a set of the peer's local concepts, and that query is
presented to other peers that have only a subset of the query concept constituents
(not newly added concepts) the query answers will contain only the minimum com-
mon denominator of concepts that denote either: i. meta-data about actual result
documents, or ii. returned modified queries.

The difference between the number of concepts in the query and the number of concepts
in the answer, and/or the inability of querier peers to understand the query result
concepts, are conceived as an indication of the fault occurrence. The reproduction of
fault is possible. This is due to the fact that the user of the simulation has control
over how to add concepts to the peers' local resources and how to select concepts
from local resources to compose queries.

Query answer concepts will be understood by querier peers if they use the same
concepts to describe their resource or have mapping capability which defines the
relationship between returned concepts and their local concepts.

5.5.2.3 Test settings and experiment results

SP2P system reliability is related to the network connectivity, i.e., network compo-
nent count. A highly connected network is reported as a reliable network, whereas
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a network with a high number of components, (i.e., disconnected and fragmented
network) is perceived as an unreliable network. Preventing SP2P network from frag-
mentation while peers are executing queries manifests the effectiveness of a particular
fault-tolerance policy.

The simulated SP2P systems include known systems such as Chatty Web (sections
5.5.2.3.3), Piazza (sections 5.5.2.4.3), and P2PSLN (section 5.3), and systems that
could be built using the SP2P:sim framework. Test results are for two types of sys-
tem settings: an SP2P system with built-in fault-tolerant capability (Benevolent and
Failure guarded test results), and an SP2P system without fault-tolerant capability
(Complete, Firm, and Partial test results).
For each test, a network of 150 nodes are used, 1000 queries are executed in each
simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated thirty times; the median value of
runs are reported as test results. Table 5.11 shows the parameters which are used to
configure the SP2P system simulations and experimental tests.

5.5.2.3.1 Complete semantic relation maintenance When only exact an-
swers are considered by the querying peers, peers that return partially correct (rel-
evant) answers will be treated as if they were returning incorrect answers. Peers
implementing this policy are not tolerant toward faults, thus, whenever neighboring
peers return partially correct answers, their confidence values are reduced by 1.

Figures 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21 show that network deterioration trends are almost iden-
tical for cases where the semantic relationship between query result concepts and
querier peers' local concepts are E,*, and _L. It takes a similar number of queries,
< 300, in all three cases for the network to reach a total disconnection state, i.e., in-
dividual peers drop-off all their connections. This is because all three policies follow
exact same strategy toward incorrect answers, i.e., reduce their confidence values by
1. Figure 5.22 compares the network behavior for the three relation types.

Figures 5.23, on the other hand, shows that when there are no faults in the system,
peers with Complete semantic agreement remain connected. Network deterioration
stops once peers drop their connections to less compatible neighbors. The number of
network components is one-tenth (fifteen components) of the number of components
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Simulation Parameter Parameter Description
runs sets the number of times that the same simu-

lation execution is repeated. This parameter
is used to improve result accuracy. The de-
fault value is 30.

numQueryGenerated Sets the number of queries executed in each
simulation run. The default value is 1000.

maxNumberOfConceptsInQuery sets the size of the query, maximum number
of concepts comprised each query.

numNodes Sets the network size. The default value is
150.
Sets the number of neighbors each peer could
have.

maxDegree

sRelation Sets the relationship between query and
query answer: not related, related, sub-
set (superset), and synonymous value. This
is achieved through controlling query con-
stituent, i.e., whether the newly added con-
cepts to the peer's local ontology used in the
queries or not.

changesInString Set the GQA's applied policy: Benevolence,
partial, firm, or Complete.

failureGuardedPolicy This boolean parameter checks whether the
Failure Guarded policy is applied or other
policies defined by changesInString parame-
ter.

sp2p Sets SP2P system type: Reducible or Irre-
ducible type system.

peerDomination Ensures peers participation. Each
peer is allowed only to generate K
number of queries during each sim-
ulation run. The value of K is:
K = ((numQueryGenerated/numNodes) *
peerDomination) number of queries during
each simulation run.

fault_tolerance_algorithm Sets the applied algorithm: GQA, MVot-
ing (majority voting) or TimeR (time redun-
dancy).

Table 5.11: SP2P configuration parameters for GQA algorithm
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for the other types of concepts relations, i.e., when fault occurs. The high network
connectivity result is due to the absence of the fault.

The test results show that in the presence of the frequent ontology changes, SP2P
systems are not dependable. Thus, for the SP2P systems to be reliable and trustwor-
thy, they need to integrate a highly effective fault-tolerant query answer component
into their system structure.
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Figure 5.19: Network deterioration under
a Complete policy when the answer is com-
pletely faulty (J_)

Figure 5.20: Network deterioration under a
Complete policy when the answer is related
to the request (*)

5.5.2.3.2 Firm semantic relation maintenance Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show
that the trend of the network deterioration is similar to the Complete semantic main-
tenance case (subsection 5.5.2.3.1). One difference between this situation and the
previous is that the number of queries executed for the Firm policy case is larger
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Figure 5.23: Peers with Complete semantic agreement remain connected under the
Complete policy

than the previous case before the network reaches a complete disconnection state.
This is due to the fact that the firm maintenance policy is more tolerant towards
partially correct answers than the Complete maintenance policy. Peers will reduce
the confidence in their outgoing links by values < 1 whenever they receive partially
correct answers.

Another difference between this case and the previous is the noticeable difference in
the number of executed queries among the three type of answers {_L, *, c} before the
networks reach the failure state. This implies that given a network where peers are
able to return partially correct (c) answers, the number of executed queries will be
greater than the number of executed queries for a network in which peers return only
related (*) answers. The number of executed queries for the latter case will be greater
than the network in which peers return only incorrect (_L) answers. As a matter of
fact, the last case is the same as the Complete answer maintenance, see Figure 5.24.
This is because, in the last case the query answer contains no partially correct result
of any type. Figure 5.27 compares the network behavior for the three relation types.

Figure 5.28, on the other hand, shows that when there is no fault in the system,
peers with Complete semantic agreement remain connected, and network deteriora-
tion stops after peers drop links to their less compatible neighbors. The network
becomes stable after excluding partially compatible peers.

As noticed in the previous set of tests (section 5.5.2.3.1) the current test results prove
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again that a fault-tolerant query answerer component is an essential component for
reliable SP2P systems.
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5.5.2.3.3 Partial semantic relation maintenance Figures 5.29 and 5.30 show
that when SP2P peers return only partially correct answers, but not faulty answers,
the network stays connected. The network connectivity remains very similar to a
situation where there is no fault in the system (see Figure 5.31). Furthermore, the
degree of network connectivity for a situation where the relation between query result
concepts and peers' local concepts are E and _L is higher than the previous two cases.

However, Figure 5.32 shows that when the peers return faulty answers, the network
deteriorates quickly, and partial maintenance answers become close to those of the
Complete semantic maintenance case. This is because, partial relation maintenance
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Figure 5.28: Compatible peers stay connected under a Firm policy

does not differentiate between different types of faults. Partial relation maintenance
treats all faults as permanent.

Figure 5.33 compares the network deterioration behavior of four types of relationships
between query result concepts and peers' local concept, (_L,*,IZ, =), when partial
policy is applied. The figure illustrates the main drawback of the partial maintenance
policy and the systems that rely upon it, for example Chatty Web system [3]. In the
presence of fault in the system, the Partial policy behaves similar to the Complete
and Firm policies.
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5.5.2.3.4 Benevolent semantic relation maintenance Similar to the Partial

answer maintenance policy, Figures 5.34 and 5.35 show that when SP2P peers return
only partially correct answers, but not faulty answers, the network stays connected.
However, the difference between Partial answer maintenance and Benevolent answer
maintenance policies arise when peers return faulty query answers (see Figure 5.36).
The number of queries executed in the cases where SP2P systems employ the Benev-
olent semantic maintenance policy is larger than situations where partial semantic
maintenance is used. More specifically, when using the Benevolence policy, the sys-
tem would be able to process three times more queries than would be processed using
a partial policy. A comparison between Figures 5.32 and Figure 5.36 illustrates this
improvement in the system fault-tolerance capability.

Comparing Figure 5.38 to its counterparts using other policies shows that the Benev-
olence policy is the most generous policy resulting in building highly robust and
fault-tolerant SP2P system. Furthermore, Figure 5.37 indicates the highest network
connectivity degree that a SP2P system could achieve in the described context.

Benevolence Policy

(J 10.0

Q 100 200 3DO 400 500 SOO 700 SQO 900 1,000
Number of Quries Posed

Ö 7.S
33

a.

Benevolence Policy

r-1

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1,000
Number of Quries Posed

- Related Concept Relationship | - Subset(Superset) Concept Relationship

Figure 5.34: Network deterioration under
a benevolence policy when the answer is re-
lated to the request (*)

Figure 5.35: Network deterioration under a
benevolence policy when the answer is par-
tially asserted (c)
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Figure 5.36: Network deterioration under a
benevolence policy when the answer is com-
pletely faulty (_L)

Benevolence Policy
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Figure 5.37: Benevolence policy enables
the highest network connectivity degree
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Figure 5.38: Comparing the network behavior for the four relation types (_L,*,IZ, =)
using benevolence policy
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Figure 5.39: Initial SP2P network under a
failure guarded policy

Figure 5.40: Peers always stay connected
under a failure guarded policy

5.5.2.3.5 Failure Guarded semantic relation maintenance Figures 5.39 and
5.40 show that when peers apply the failure guarded strategy to prevent isolation,
they will stay connected even though they might have fewer connections. Figure 5.41
shows that the network component count stays unchanged. As stated before, the
continuous connection policy is not achieved for free, in that peers employing this
strategy have to accept a high rate of faults for the sake of the connectivity.

EB Network Stats

Network Stats
J Component Count ?

TihÉf of Queries Posed

Figure 5.41: Network stays connected under a failure guarded policy
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Different Network Sizes
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Figure 5.42: SP2P system with complete
policy for different network size
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Figure 5.43: SP2P system with benevo-
lence policy for different network size

5.5.2.4 GQA's characteristic with different system parameters

So far we have studied the impact of the GQA algorithm and its various policies on
the SP2P system reliability. In the following subsections we will study the impact of
other SP2P system components on the GQA's fault-tolerant characteristics. These
include network size, number of links a peer manages, and SP2P system type.

5.5.2.4.1 Network size We carried out two tests to determine the impact of the
network size on the algorithm's ability to improve reliability. In the first test we use a
non-fault-tolerant (Complete) policy, and a fault-tolerant (Benevolent) policy in the
second one. The number of peers in both tests varied from 50, 100, and 150. In
each test, 1000 queries were executed per simulation run, and the experiments were
repeated 30 times. The test results report the median values.

Figures 5.42 and 5.43 show the results. The figures indicate that except for scale,
network behavior does not change with an increased number of peers in either case,
and the fault-tolerant policy is effective in improving network reliability regardless of
the number of peers used in the network.

This result is expected, since we believe that the number of query answer responses
are constrained by the number of correct answers in the network and the TTL value,
instead of network size. The latter limits the number of peers contacted during query
propagation, as demonstrated by the test results.
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Different Number of Neighbors
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Figure 5.44: Network deterioration under
firm policy when answer is related to the
request (*) for different link numbers
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Figure 5.45: Network deterioration under
partial policy when answer is related to the
request (*) for different link numbers

5.5.2.4.2 Number of links a peer manages In this section, we describe test
results for experiments which were carried out in order to determine the effect of
the number of neighbors, E, that a peer could have on the network reliability using
different GQA's policies. The experiments were carried out with networks of 100 peers
and with different numbers of neighbors, E =3, 6, 9, 12. During each experiment 1000
queries were executed, each experiment was repeated twenty times, and median values
are reported as results.

Tests results indicate that once peers have a higher number of neighbors, i.e., when
E increases, peers take more time to drop-off their links. This result is self-evident
since peers with a higher number of neighbors will have to receive a higher number
of faulty query results in order to be disconnected entirely (see Figure 5.44).

The results indicate as well that the choice of the policy is more important than the
number of the links. Figure 5.44 shows when a peer uses the Firm policy, all networks
reach a total state of disconnection regardless of the number of neighbors a peer might
have. As Figure 5.44 shows, peers reach a disconnection failure state regardless of
whether E is equal to 3 or E is equal to 12.

Figures 5.45 and 5.46, on the other hand, show when a more generous and fault-
tolerant policy is employed, the system reliability improves. The figures also show
that the Benevolence policy outperforms the Partial policy in improving SP2P system
reliability, and this result applies for all tested cases in Figures 5.45 and 5.46.
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Different Number of Neighbors
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Figure 5.46: Network deterioration under benevolence policy when the answer is re-
lated to the request (*) for different link numbers

5.5.2.4.3 SP2P system types Experiments described in the previous subsec-
tions that check the effectiveness and suitability of various fault-tolerant policies with
regard to the given semantic relationship between query result concepts and peers'
local concepts have been reproduced for different type of SP2P systems, namely Ir-
reducible SP2P (IRSP2P) systems.

The environmental settings used in previous testing are reproduced here as well, i.e.,
a network of 150 peers, a 1000 query execution during each simulation run, simulation
are repeated 30 times for each experiment, and the median values of the results are
applied again.

The experimental results indicate that the results for an IRSP2P system are not dif-
ferent from the results of an RSP2P system simulation. Figure 5.47 shows that when
there is no semantic relationship between query result concepts and the peers' local
concept, i.e., _L relationship, the network deteriorates quickly and entirely. The figure
also shows that when the Benevolence policy is employed the network takes longer
to deteriorate. This is because of the generous behavior of the Benevolence policy as
has been noted repeatedly.

Figures 5.48, 5.49, and 5.50 show as the relationship between the query result concepts
and peers' local concepts improve from * to C to =, (i.e., fewer faults are injected
into the system), the differences between fault-tolerance policies emerge, and they are
similar to the noted behaviors for the RSP2P system.

I r

^j=Lj-
j c
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Figure 5.47: Policies' behavior for ± rela-
tionship between query result concepts and
peers' local concepts

Figure 5.48: Policies' behavior for * rela-
tionship between query result concepts and
peers' local concepts
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tionship between query result concepts and
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Figure 5.50: Policies' behavior for = rela-
tionship between query result concepts and
peers' local concepts
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5.5.2.5 GQA cost analysis

In this section, we determine the cost of the GQA algorithm in terms of the number
of messages required to build a reliable SP2P system. The reliability cost will be
demonstrated by considering the message (query) complexities of two different GQA
policies: 1. Complete policy, the worst case scenario of system reliability, and 2.
Benevolence policy, the best case scenario of system reliability. The message com-
plexity of the other policies could be conceived from these two policies. For example,
in the Partial policy, message complexity can either be the same or higher than that
of the Complete policy, while it can be the same or lower than that of the Benevo-
lence policy. In the case of Firm policy, message complexity can either be the same
or higher than that of the Complete policy, while it can be the same or lower than
that of the Benevolence policy. For the Failure Guarded policy, message complexity
can either be the same or higher than all other policies.

In order to compute the message complexity of the GQA algorithm, it is important
that we recall the following three properties of the SP2P systems described in chapter
3.

1. Peers are connected to d other semantically related peers (acquaintances). The
maximum number of peers that can connect to a particular peer ? is system
parameter and is equal to D, d < D.

2. The extent to which a query can travel in an SP2P network is controlled by a
system parameter, e.g., TTL.

3. The Benevolence policy enables peers to tolerate up to k incorrect query answers
before cutting ties with neighboring peers.

Figure 5.51 is an example of an SP2P network where Peer pi is connected to d other
peers. The thick lines indicate the links which the message (query) can navigate
during query forwarding starting from link ¿i2. The length of a path is constrained
by TTL and equal to 4.

Definition 7 We refer to the total links that could be navigated in an SP2P System
for a given TTL value by message coverage C .
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An example of message coverage c[ starting from peer pi and link Z12 with a TTL
value equal to 4 is highlighted with dotted line in Figure 5.51. Dashed arrows in
the figure indicate that peers at the end of dashed lines are not queried. This is
because the queries already have reached the maximum number of hops set by the
TTL parameter.
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Figure 5.51: An SP2P system with various message coverage

The message complexity using link Z12 for the two policies: Firm and Benevolence,
where query answers are (1) correct (partial or Complete), (2) incorrect, and (3) a
combination of correct/incorrect answers are as follows:

A) When the query answers are correct, the message complexity is < c[ for both
policies.

B) When the query answers are entirely incorrect, the number of query hops between
the two policies vary as follow:

i. The Firm policy uses < c[ messages. This is because the Firm policy does
not give more chances for faulty peers.

ii. The Benevolence policy could use up to kc[ messages. That is, (k—l)c[ more
messages than the previous case, where k is Benevolence policy's constant.
It determines the number of times the link Z12 will be reused before being
dumped when faulty answers are returned. The extra (k — l)c[ messages
could be wasted when the fault is permanent and all subsequent queries do
not result in any correct answer.
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C) When the query answers alternate between correct and incorrect, the number of
query hops between the two policies vary as follow:

i. For the Firm policy the message complexity would be C1, but the link Z12
between peers Pl and P2 might or might not be cut. This depends on the
the order of receiving query answer, (i.e., when incorrect answers are received
first, the link would be cut).

ii. The message Complexity for the Benevolence policy varies between c[ to kc[,
based on how many faulty messages are transient or permanent.

When using links Z12, Z13, Zi4, ... , Zld the message cost for building a reliable SP2P
system in the worse case scenario would be KC where C = S ¿!,¿2, ¿3, ...,Q/, and
K = S kx, fc2, k3, ..., kd ¦ C is smaller than the total number of links L in the network.
This is because d < L. This gives us a message complexity (MC)
d > MC > KC ,1= 1,2, ...A, MC => O(L)

5.5.2.6 Summary

We conclude this section by stating that the Benevolence policy remains the most
desirable policy for most SP2P applications. The Partial policy could be used for
applications when there is no chances for transient-type faults to occur (an almost
impossible situation), and Complete and Firm policies should not be applied under
normal circumstances. They would be acceptable for applications where there is a
high demand for query retrieval accuracy and no room for computational resource
and/or message wasting.

Furthermore, despite the effect that network size, the number of neighbors a peer
could have, and the SP2P system type could have on the system's behavior (for
example on the length of the time that a network gets into a particular defragmen-
tation state) , the choice of fault-tolerant policy remains as a number one factor that
determines system reliability.
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5.5.3 Time redundant query answerer algorithm

In this section we present a novel approach for maintaining the semantic relationship
among peers in the SP2P systems. The solution enables SP2P systems to detect the
transient semantic mapping faults and avoid their negative impact on peer's collab-
oration in SP2P systems. The solution is based on the time redundancy technique
where time redundancy refers to using an additional time to replicate queries and
verifying the query answers' consistency. The solution is embedded into an SP2P's
Query Answer component and is called Time Redundant Query Answerer Algorithm
(TRQA).

5.5.3.1 TRQA algorithm's steps and procedures

The procedure of our proposed algorithm for tolerating non-permanent semantic map-
ping faults comprises of two main parts: fault detection and fault recovery. However,
we start first by describing two of the design decisions made during algorithm de-
velopment. The driving force in our design decisions was the balance between the
following three factors: a) obtaining the best possible results, b) lowering the cost of
the algorithm, and c) the simplicity in the implementation.

The design decisions are:

1. The resubmitted queries are sent over the same paths which have generated in-
correct answers. The ID for the peers which have been queried during query
forwarding are stored in the query and presented to the query initiator at the end
of the query forwarding. The path information is then used for query resubmits.

2. Only complete answers, (i.e., no partial answers) are considered to be correct when
query answers are evaluated for correctness. This decision enables us to determine
the effectiveness of the TRQA algorithm in the worst case scenario. The answer
evaluation is implemented by reusing the Complete policy defined for GQA algo-
rithm.

The algorithm's steps are:

1) To detect faults, peers will be tested with repeated queries as follows:
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a) Submit up to k sequential queries in place of one query every time an incorrect query
answer is received. Queries are separated from each other by a time ??. For
instance, if k is set to 2 then the origin query and its clone will be separated by
?? time. That is, the second query will be posed at t0 + A1, where i0 is the time
for initial query and ?? is the delay time between the two sequential queries.
The system designer determines the maximum transient-pulse duration ?? that
the system must tolerate.

b) Query answers from replicated queries are compared for consistency. The inconsis-
tency among answers for the same query is a deciding criterion for the transient
fault occurrences. The consistency checking leads to the following two cases:

(i) If query answers are consistent and incorrect then the querying peer con-
cludes that the queried peer is incapable of providing an answer to the
query. Hence, it is permanently faulty relative to the posed query.

(ii) If query answers are inconsistent, then a transient fault must have oc-
curred, and an action should take place to eliminate its negative impact.

2) A transient fault recovery action is as follows:
In order for queries to eliminate/reduce the impact of the transient faults, query
resubmission needs to take place. This happens after waiting for A2 length of the
time from the last time a transient fault is detected and query re-submission could
take place. The query re-submission can be repeated up to k times. The A2 value
and the number of query re-tries, k, are system parameters. These values will be
set by the system administration in such a way that a system will maximize recall
for the least additional queries. When needed, these values could be determined
experimentally. The activity diagram for the TRQA algorithm is provided in
Figure 5.52 shows the algorithm's procedures and the dependency between them,
and how the operation could be achieved.

5.5.3.2 Pseudocode for TRQA algorithm

In this section we provide TRQA algorithm's pseudocode that consists of seven pro-
cedures. The pseudocode for each procedure is provided. The procedures are: 1.
answerHandler, 2. ProcessResult, 3. compareResults, 4. isTransient, 5. resubmit-
Query, 6. transientHandler, and 7. removeUnusedLinks. The sequence of procedure
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Query Answerer

[correct answer retrieved]

[Incorrect answer retrieved]

answerHandler ¦F-

Wait for D time to elap>

[resubmit]
[permanently fault detected]

Obtained results compare

[transient fault detected]

( Transient fault handler j

[retry - k]

Figure 5.52: Activity diagram for TRQA algorithm

execution follows the activity diagram described in Figure 5.52.
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Algorithm 2 Answer handler procedure which calls on a function for further checking
incorrect answers

procedure ansawerHandler (Peer initiator, QueryAnswer result, AnEdge
usedEdge, Peer sender)

1: fault_tolerant_policy <- TimeR_fault_tolerant_policy
2: int count <— 0

3: int nocq 4— Query_size /*number of concepts originally in the query */
4: Set temp <— QueryResultContent
5: If(temp.size > 0)
6: For (i <— 0 To temp.size)
7: If ( initiator.Resource.contains(temp.elementAtPosition(i)))
8: count <— count + 1
9: End If
10: End For
11: End If
12: double newStrength «— 0
13: If(count = nocq)
14: newStrength <(— anEdge.getStrength + awardValue
15: anEdge.setStrength(newStrength)
16: Else
17: If (fault_tolerant_applied = true)
18: /* function call */
19: ProcessResult (initiator, query, anEdge, sender)
20: Else
21: newStrength ^- anEdge.getStrength - punishValue
22: anEdge. setStrength(newStrength)
23: End If
24: End If
25: /* function call * /
26: removeUnusedLinks (initiator, anEdge)
27: End procedure
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Algorithm 3 Process-result procedure enable queries re-try for detecting transient
faults.

procedure ProcessResult(Peer initiator, Query query, AnEdge anEdge)
1:
2:
3:
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14:
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

/ /the initial result
resulti = initiator.retrieveQueryResult(query)
Set tempPath <— f
tempPath.add(initiator.getResultPath)
wait(Deltal)
//resubmit after waiting for Deltal
result2 -l·- resubmitQuery (tempPath, query)
//function calls
If(isTransient (compareResults (result 1 , result2) ) )

do{
Set tempPath2 «- f
tempPath2.add(initiator.getResultPath)
wait(Delta2)
//result after other tries
resubmitQuery( tempPath2, query)
result3 = Initiator.getResult

} while(retry < k ) // k is constant and its value > 2
1 1function call
transientHandler (initiator, result3, anEdge, query)

Else

newStrength = anEdge.getStrength - punishValue
anEdge. setStrength(newStrength)

End procedure
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String repeatedAnswers ^- f
Set resultContentl <— f
Set resultContent2 <— f
If (((firstResult = null) And Not(secondResult = null))

OR( Not (firstResult = null) And (secondResult = null)))
repeatedAnswers 4— "different"

Else
int sizel <— resultContenti, size
int size2 <— resultContent2.size
boolean aConcept <— true, allconcepts <— false
IF Not( sizel = size2)

repeatedAnswers <— "different"
Else

For (i<- 0 To sizel)
Concept concepii = resultContentl.elementAtPosition(i)
Concept concept2 = resultContent2.elementAtPosition(i)
If Not (concept 1 = concept2)

aConcept <— false
End If

End for
If(aConcept= true)

allconcepts <— true
End If
If(allconcepts OR repeatedAnswers. isEmpty

repeatedAnswers 4— "same"
End If

End If
End If
return repeatedAnswers

End procedure
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Algorithm 5 A boolean function isTransient returns true if the result of the same
query at different times were different

procedure boolean isTransient (String repeated_answer)
1: //result of the same query at two different times are different
2: / /there is a possibility of transient fault
3: boolean transientFault <— false
4: If(repeated.answer = "different")
5: transientFault <— true
6: End If
7: return transientFault
8: End procedure
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Algorithm 6 The resubmit procedure sends the same query along the paths were
the faulty answers have generated

procedure void resubmitQuery (Set path, Query query)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7:
8:

Query result 4— f
Set QueryOriginContent = query,getOriginContent
query.setQueryContent(QueryOriginContent)
int length <— path. size
If(length > 0)

Peer ? «- (Peer)path.firstElement
p.checkPaths (path, query)

End If
End procedure

procedure void checkPaths (Set path, Query q)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Set concepts <— match (q.getQueryContent)
If(q.forwardMethod = "Irreducible")
//function call
concepts <— replaceDroppedConcepts (concepts, q)

End If
/ /sets query content to the outcome of the matching function
q.setQueryContent (concepts)
path.removeFirstElement
IF( path.size > 0) // not end of the re-try path

Peer ? = path.firstElement
// recursive call on different peer on the path
p.checkPaths (path, q)

End IF
pathResult «— q

9
10.
11
12
13
14

End procedure
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Algorithm 7 After k query re-try, the transient handler procedure evaluate results
for their correctness /incorrectness

procedure void transientHandler(Peer initiator, Answer latestResult,
AnEdge anEdge, Query query)

1:
2
3:
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

int count <— 0

//number of concepts in original query
int nocq <— query.getOrigincontent. size
If Not (latestResult = null)

Settemp <— latestResult.getContent
If (temp. size > 0)

For(i <— 0 To temp. size)
If ( initiator. Resource.contains (temp.elementAt(i)))

count <— count +1
End if

End for
End If

End If
Float newStrength <— 0
If(count = nocq)

newStrength <— anEdge.getStrength + awardValue
anEdge. setStrength(newStrength)

Else
newStrength <— anEdge. getStrength - punishValue
anEdge. setStrength(newStrength)

End If
End procedure

Algorithm 8 Remove-unused-link procedure cut links between peers when the se-
mantic relationship drops below a given threshold

procedure void removeUnusedLinks (Peer initiator, AnEdge edge)
1
2
3
4
5

int strength <— edge.getStrength
IF(strength < 0)

Node toneighbor <- edge.getToQ /*call to function getTo */
toneighbor.removelnEdge(edge)
initiator.removeOutEdge (edge)

End If
End procedure
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5.5.3.3 Fault simulation

We mentioned previously in section 5.5.2 that for fault simulation we focus on ontology
changes to generate faults. However, the aim of the TRQA algorithm is different from
GQA algorithm. The TRQA aims to detect the transient semantic mapping faults
and avoid their negative impact on peer's collaboration in SP2P systems. Thus, the
way ontology change is used to simulate faults here is slightly different from the way
faults were generated for testing GQA algorithm.

Each peer is provided with two different versions of the same ontology, Oi and O2.
These ontologies are different from each other on the number of concepts each ontology
comprises; O2 is an extended version of 0\ . Peers are assigned one of the ontologies
every t milliseconds (ms), ? is a simulation parameter initialized on the simulation
start up. That is, peers' resources alternate between ?? and O2 every t milliseconds.

During simulation, queries are created, forwarded to other peers, and mapped against
local resources, Hence, an alternate in peers' resources, as described above, could
result in fault generation as follows:

A query that has been created with version 1 of the ontology 0\, and presented to a
peer that has a version 2 of the same ontology, or vice versa, could result in an answer
which would not be worthy to the querier peer.

The TRQA algorithm tries to detect the described scenario and eliminate/reduce its
negative impact on peers' collaboration.

5.5.3.4 SP2P system simulations

Three instances of the SP2P system will be simulated and used for testing. The
system instances are: 1. Reducible SP2P system , 2. Irreducible SP2P system, and
3. Fault-tolerant SP2P system.

The difference between Reducible and Irreducible SP2P systems is in how each one
of these two systems deals with the query concept dropping during query routing in
the SP2P network. The query concepts could possibly be dropped when the query
receiver peers do not use the same or similar concepts.

The Reducible SP2P system allows queries to drop concepts during routing. Query
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concepts which do not match any of the query receiver's local concepts will be removed
from the query. The Irreducible SP2P system, on the other hand, does not drop
query concepts. Query concepts which do not match any of the query receiver's local
concepts will be retained in the query. An example of the first instance of the SP2P
system is the Chatty Web [3] system, and instance of the second SP2P system is
Piazza [49] system.

When the Reducible or the Irreducible SP2P system is combined with verification of
incorrect query answers, we have a new instance of an SP2P system. We call this
new SP2P instance a Fault-tolerant SP2P system. P2PSLN [48] could be considered
an example of a Fault-tolerant SP2P system. This is because P2PSLN calls, even
though never implemented, for checking the semantically related peers for ontology
changes when they repeatedly return incorrect query answers.

Our reference framework based simulation enables peers to resubmit queries for ver-
ifications once they have received incorrect answers. Hence, in addition to building
systems such as Chatty Web and Piazza, the simulation allows building the P2PSLN
system as well. AU the three systems will be simulated and tested for the peer relation
improvements they gain when employing the TRQA algorithm.

5.5.3.5 Test settings and experiment results

Continued collaboration among SP2P peers (i.e., preventing SP2P network from frag-
mentation) due to an unintentional event, while peers are executing queries, mani-
fests the effectiveness (i.e., is the metric) of a TRQA algorithm on handling transient
mapping faults. Several tests are carried out to determine 1. the effectiveness of the
TRQA algorithm, and 2. the effect of the algorithm's parameters on the algorithm's
behavior. These parameters include ??, A2, Ontology update time £, and ontology
update rate u (see Table 5.12 for the description of these parameters).
For each test, a network of up to 100 nodes are used, 1000 queries are executed in each
simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated up to thirty times; the median
value of runs is reported as test results. In addition to the parameters need for the
simulation configuration which is provided in Table 5.11, Table 5.12 shows the list
of additional parameters needed for testing the TRQA algorithm along with their
descriptions.
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Simulation Parameter Parameter Description
A1 The length of time that a peer P waits be-

fore it re-submits a query q along the path T
where an incorrect answer was received.
The length of time that a Peer P waits before
it re-submits a query q for the k times along
the path T where an incorrect answer was
received.

ontologyUpdateTime (t) Peers are assigned a new version of ontology
after ontology update time elapses.

ontologyUpdateRate (it) Sets the percentage of the peers that are as-
signed a new version of ontology after ontol-
ogy update time elapses, e.g. 100%, 50%,
20%, etc.
Sets the number of times a query is re-tried
when transient faults are detected. In our
simulation k is constant and its value set to
2

Table 5.12: SP2P configuration parameters for TRQA algorithm

5.5.3.5.1 Fault-tolerant semantic mapping In this section, we test the effec-
tiveness of the TRQA algorithm on endowing SP2P systems with the ability to toler-
ate transient semantic mapping faults. Tests are performed on both Reducible and
Irreducible SP2P systems. Irreducible systems are different from Reducible SP2P
systems by the fact that Irreducible SP2P systems do not discard uncomprehended
query concepts during query translation and forwarding among multiple peers. Table
5.13 lists the values of variable used for both tests. For each test, a network of 100
nodes was used, 1000 queries were executed in each simulation run, and the simu-
lation run was repeated twenty times; the median value of runs is reported as test
results.

In both cases, the results indicate that the TRQA algorithm improves SP2P system's
ability to tolerate transient mapping faults substantially. The semantic relationship
for both Reducible and Irreducible SP2P systems is improved by 20% to 27% re-
spectively. That is, the semantic relationship drops among peers in SP2P systems
employing the TRQA algorithm is lower by 20% to 27% than the SP2P systems run-
ning without TRQA algorithm. The number of component counts for SP2P Reducible
type systems dropped from 80 to 58 components, and for Irreducible type systems
from 65 to 53 (see Figures 5.53 and 5.54).
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A1
1000

?,
300

ontology update time (ms)
0

Ontology update rate
100%

Table 5.13: Fault-tolerant semantic mapping test parameters

Reducible SP2P Type System
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Figure 5.53: Reducible SP2P system with and without fault-tolerance capability

Furthermore, the test results show that the Reducible SP2P system is more vulnerable
to network disconnection problems than Irreducible SP2P systems. This is due to the
fact that not dropping query concepts during query forward could give a better chance
for correct answers to be retrieved.
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Irreducible SP2P Type System
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Figure 5.54: Irreducible systemSP2P with and without fault-tolerance capability
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5.5.3.5.2 Delay time between query resubmits In this section, the effect
of the wait function, the length of time peers wait before resubmitting queries, is
examined. Two sets of tests are performed for Reducible(e.g. Chatty Web) system,
and Irreducible (e.g. Piazza) SP2P systems. In the first set of tests, the value of ?? is
constant and is set to 1000 ms, and the value of A2 is set to four different values: 250,
750, 1500, and 2000 ms. In the second set of tests, the value of A2 is constant and
set to 1000 ms, and the value of Ai is set to four different values: 250, 750, 1500, and
2000 ms. Other parameters such as ontology update time t and ontology update rate
u which are TRQA specific parameters are set to 100% update rate, and continuous
ontology update respectively. Table 5.14 presents parameter values for both sets of
tests. For each test, a network of 50 nodes is used, 1000 queries are executed in each
simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated twenty five times; the median
value of runs are reported as test results.

First test
A1
1000

1000

A9
250, 750, 1500, 2000

250, 750, 1500, 2000

SP2P System
Reducible (Chatty Web,
P2PSLN)
Irreducible (Piazza)

A1 SP2P System
Second Test 250, 750, 1500, 2000

250, 750, 1500, 2000

1000

1000

Reducible (Chatty Web,
P2PSLN)
Irreducible (Piazza)

Table 5.14: The A values used for testing SP2P systems

Figures 5.55, 5.56, 5.57, and 5.58 present test results. The test results indicate that
even though the differences between tested scenarios remain very slim, i.e., the number
of network components varies from 20 to 25 components, the TRQA algorithm is
effective on lowering the effect of transient faults for a wide range of A1 and A2
values.

It is evident from the results that on the occasion of transient faults, a quick recovery
action, low value of A2, gives a high chance for incorrect query results to be adjusted,
and this observation is correct for both Reducible and Irreducible SP2P systems.
Figures 5.55 and 5.56, indicate that a slightly better result is obtained when the
value of A2 keeps close and is less than the value of A1 (A1=IOOO, and A2=750 ms)
than the case where the value of A2 is > than A1.

Figures 5.57 and 5.58 indicate that the above observations also hold when A2 becomes
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Figure 5.55: Test results for the Reducible SP2P system simulation when ?? = 1000
and ?2 takes different values

Irreducible SP2P system with Daltal =1000
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Figure 5.56: Test results for the Irreducible SP2P system simulation when ?? = 1000
and ?2 takes different values

constant and A1 takes different values. The fact that peers update their ontology
continuously, and all network peers update their ontology has an influence on the
results. These issue will become clearer once we test the ontology update rate and
the ontology update time parameters in the following sections.

One last observation which is common to all conducted tests in this section is that

higher values of ?? and ?2 mean that peers' reaction toward faults start late. This
conduct is reflected in the test results causing result curves to start with different
initial stability periods.
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Figure 5.57: Test results for the Reducible SP2P system simulation when A2 = 1000
and ?? takes different values
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Figure 5.58: Test results for the Irreducible SP2P system simulation when A2 = 1000
and A1 takes different values
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TRQA algorithm with various ontology update
times
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Figure 5.59: Ontology update time's effect on the TRQA algorithm

5.5.3.5.3 Ontology update times In this section we study the effect of the
ontology update time t on the TRQA algorithm behavior. Each peer manages two
different versions of the same domain ontology Oi and O2. Peers are assigned one of
the ontology every t milliseconds (ms), where ? is a simulation parameter initialized
on the simulation start up. Table 5.15 lists the values of variable t along with some
other parameters which are specific to the TRQA algorithm and are used for these
testings. For each test, a network of 50 nodes are used, 1000 queries are executed
in each simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated thirty times; the median
value of runs is reported as test results.

Test results depicted in the Figure 5.59 indicate that the variation in t value has some
limited effect on the outcome of results. The limitation of the influence is evident by
the fact that the network component counts vary between 14 to 18 components only.
The test outcomes also show that when the value of t is low (t = 200), the network
connectivity degree is higher than the case when ontologies change less frequently (t
is high, e.g. 1000). This result is due to the fact that frequent ontology changes offer
an opportunity for fault adjustments, even better than the reduction in faults that
might occur as a result of low ontology changes.

A1
500 300

ontology update time (ms)
200, 500, 1000

Ontology update rate
100%

Table 5.15: Ontology update time testing parameters
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5.5.3.5.4 Ontology update rate In this section we determine the effect that
an ontology update rate u could have on the behavior of the TRQA algorithm. By
u we refer to the percentage of network peers that change ontologies after ontology
update time t elapses during simulation runs. For example, u = 20 means that 20%
of total peers in a network will alternate their ontologies between ?? and 0<¿ every
t ms. Table 5.16 lists the values of variables used in studying the effect of ontology
update rate. For each test, a network of 50 nodes is used, 1000 queries are executed
in each simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated twenty times; the median
value of runs is reported as test results.

Test results are shown in Figures 5.60, 5.61, 5.62 and 5.63. The results indicate that
the effect of ontology update rates on the behavior of the TRQA algorithm is limited.
The limitation of the u influence is evident by the fact that the network computer
counts range from 17 to 20 components for a wide spectrum of updates: 10%, 25%,
50%, and 100%.

Furthermore, test results indicate that lowest number of network components is
achieved when 50% of peers update their ontologies. The slightly better performance
of 50% update rate could be due to the fact that this rate results in the required num-
ber of ontology changes needed for query concept adjustments. On the other hand,
too low/high update rates could lower the chances for queries to adjust themselves
causing a lower performance than the cases when update rate is 50%.

A1
1000 300 300

u

10%, 25%, 50%, 100%

Table 5.16: Ontology update rate testing parameters
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Figure 5.60: Ontology update rate's effect on the TRQA algorithm, change rate =10%
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Figure 5.61: Ontology update rate's effect on the TRQA algorithm, change rate =25%
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Figure 5.62: Ontology update rate's effect on the TRQA algorithm, change rate =50%
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Figure 5.63: Ontology update rate's effect on the TRQA algorithm, change rate
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5.5.3.5.5 Ontology update time and rate In this section we combine the test
parameters used in sections 5.5.3.5.3 and 5.5.3.5.4 to further study the effect of these
parameters on the behavior of the TRQA algorithm. Four new set of tests are carried
out for this purpose and test parameters and their values are provided in Table 5.17.
For each test, a network of 50 nodes is used, 1000 queries are executed in each
simulation run, and the simulation run is repeated twenty times; the median value of
runs is reported as test results.

Figures 5.64, 5.65, 5.66 and 5.67 depict test results, and the following observation
could be made regarding the results:

1) both ontology update time and ontology update rate parameters have effects on
the TRQA algorithm behavior.

2) algorithm's worst behavior occurs when peers update their ontology frequently
t = 0, and with highest update rate u=100% (see Figure 5.64).

3) The TRQA algorithm's best performance comes from moderate rate and time
ontology updates. That is when u=50% and t=1000 or 1500, t > A1 (see figures
5.66 and 5.67).

These observations are consistent with the test results in sections 5.5.3.5.3 and
5.5.3.5.4. They again reinforce the fact that moderate ontology rate and time up-
dates provide an opportunity for incorrect answers to be readjusted, hence, produce
better results than extremely high/low ontology update rates and time.

A1

1000 300

u

100%, 50%, 33%, 25%, 20%
500
1000
1500

Table 5.17: Ontology update rate and time testing parameters
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Figure 5.64: Ontology update rate's effect on the TRQA algorithm when update time
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5.5.3.6 Message complexity of TRQA algorithm

In this section we determine the message complexity (MC) of the TRQA algorithm.
We quantify the complexity of the additional messages used by TRQA algorithm for
maintaining relationships among SP2P system peers.

The message complexity of the TRQA is same as the message complexity of the GQA
algorithm.

This is due to the following facts:

1) Both TRQA and GQA algorithms use similar approaches (additional queries) to
maintain the relationships among peers in SP2P systems. See section 5.5.1 for the
description of the similarities between the two algorithms.

2) The parameters that could be used to determine the message complexity of the
TRQA algorithm are similar to the ones used by the GQA algorithm, and they
are k, and TTL. The k parameter defines the query resubmission number, and
the TTL parameter specifies the length of the path a query traverses during query
forwarding. The traversal paths, named coverage c, is defined in section 5.5.2.5.

We assume the k value to be low, e.g. 2 to 5. A low value assumption for k is
reasonable because a larger value causes SP2P systems to spend a large amount of
computational time on the query re-try, jeopardizing the usability of the entire system.
Thus, the message complexity of the TRQA algorithm remains < KC, and this gives
us the O (L) message complexity where L is the total number of links in the network.

5.5.3.7 Summary and conclusion

In this section, the time redundancy query answer (TRQA) algorithm, its steps and
procedures along with the psuedocode, have been described. The algorithm was
used to detect transient semantic mapping faults and, hence, maintain the semantic
relationships among peers in the SP2P systems. The message complexity of the
TRQA algorithm, and the differences and the similarities between the TRQA's fault-
tolerant approach and the GQA's fault-tolerant approach were highlighted as well.
A set of experimental results were carried out to determine the effectiveness of the
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1000 200
u

50% 200
?? relevant to A2
?? < A2

t relevant to ?2
t > ?? ¿-»2

Table 5.18: Parameters' values for the TRQA algorithm best result

algorithm and to study the impact of the algorithm's parameters on the algorithm's
behavior.

Based on the test results we have arrived to the following conclusions: (1) The TRQA
algorithm preserves the semantic relationships among peers in the SP2P systems. The
network connectivity for the Reducible and Irreducible SP2P systems were improved
by rates 20% and 27% respectively. (2) The low value of the wait function, A2, gives a
high chance for incorrect query results to be adjusted, and best results were obtained
when the value of ?2 kept close to and less than the value of A1. (3) High values
of A1 and ?2 prevent peers from reacting to incorrect answers on time. (4) The low
value of t (e.g. t = 200), leads to a higher network connectivity degree than the case
when ontologies change less frequently (e.g t = 1000). (5) As for the ontology update
rate, the highest network connectivity is achieved when 50% of peers update their
ontologies. Table 5.18 shows the parameters' values where the TRQA algorithm have
the best result.

Furthermore, the ability to simulate the P2PSLN network has demonstrated that
our reference model-based simulation can be used to imitate a wide range of existing
SP2P systems.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This study identified that the diversity in implementation and architecture of SP2P
systems cause ambiguity and incompatibility in defining domain abstracts and con-
cepts. Progress in this area is hampered by a lack of commonality between these
approaches, which makes their comparison and translation into practical implemen-
tations difficult. To address this shortcoming, a reference model was developed. The
potential contributions of the reference model to the advancement of the current SP2P
systems various areas.

An SP2P simulation framework, SP2P:sim, was derived from the reference model.
The simulation framework is generic which enabled instantiating different existing
SP2P systems, for example, Chatty Web, Piazza, and P2PSLN systems for studying
various aspects of these systems.

Simulations built based on the SP2P:sim framework were used for studying various
aspects of the existing SP2P systems. Using the generic framework and simulation
models, we examined the effect of architecture changes, introducing different compo-
nent implementations, on the existing systems and compared existing SP2P systems
to one another. Furthermore, the simulations were used for studying the lack of a
fault-tolerant problem (i.e reliability problem) of the current SP2P systems. To solve
the reliability problem, the study developed two different solutions. The first solution,
Generous Query Answerer algorithm (GQA), was inspired by the generosity tit-for-tat
algorithm developed for game theory. The second solution, Time Redundant Query
Answerer Algorithm (TRQA), was based on the time redundancy technique used in
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the fault-tolerance discipline. Test results generated from running SP2P simulation
with GQA, TRQA, and various system parameters provide system designers with
valuable knowledge about SP2P system characteristics and behaviors. This informa-
tion could in turn contribute in improving the current practice of SP2P systems.

Using simulation models, we were able to examine the impact of our developed al-
gorithms on the reliability method of ChattyWeb [3], Piazza [49] and P2PSLN [48].
In Sections 5.5.2.3.3 and 5.5.2.3.4, we demonstrated that the reliability of Chatty
Web could be improved by tolerating non-permanent faults. In Section 5.5.2.3.4, we
identified how Piazza could benefit from incorporating the GQA algorithm. Using
the TRQA algorithm (section 5.5.3), the promise of checking on recurrent incorrect
query answers from semantically relevant peers made by P2PSLN [48] is fulfilled and
the feasibility of building SP2P systems with potential for high reliability is demon-
strated.

6.1 Future work

In this section, we list some of future research work.

1) Validating the reference model with a new set of SP2P systems for discovering
new constructs or improving the currently identified SP2P constructs is impor-
tant for future work. The reference model and its validation reveal the fact that
different SP2P systems possess different features. Combining prominent features
from different SP2P systems to come up with new systems is yet another viable
future research direction.

2) The described SP2P:sim simulation could be improved in several ways. These
include, improving query construction, using more involved local mapping pro-
cedure, and code modularity. Currently queries in the SP2P:sim are merely on-
tology concepts. This could be improved by using an actual query language for
constructing queries. An example of such query language would be SPRQL1 . Sim-
ilarly, the SP2P:sim mapping component could be improved by incorporating a
more involved mapping procedure, plugging existing mapping tools, into the simu-
lation for mapping between query concept and peers' local ontologies, rather than
1http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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checking whether or not a query concept exist in the peer's local ontologies. The
simulation code could be re-written to enhance the code modularity. This will
enable reusing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components such as mapping and
routing components. We believe that overcoming the identified limitations of the
SP2P:sim brings the simulation closer to the actual systems. Thus, getting over
these limitations is important for future research.

3) While we had implemented and tested the majority voting query answer (MVQA)
algorithm, test results were not reported in this dissertation. This is because
reported tests in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 were sufficient for validating the research
hypotheses. Nevertheless, complete testing of MVQA algorithm and reporting test
results are important for future works.

4) The developed reference model is an essential step toward building a comprehen-
sive API for SP2P systems. We consider building such an API to be important
for future work.

5) We believe that studying the impact of permanent and non-permanent seman-
tic mapping in research areas (such as semantic negotiation [39], semantic Web
Services [108] and emergent semantics [3, 2, 60, 102] to be a desirable research
direction.
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